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Introduction
Phase II of the historic bridge survey of Maine s pre-1956 bridges was undertaken to
determine which meet the National Register cri teria for evaluation. The Surface
Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act (STURAA) of 1987 charged
each state with identifying its population of historic bridges.  Historic is defined as those
that meet the National Register criteria for evaluation set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.4.
The project was undertaken as a cooperative, interagency effort by the Maine
Department of Transportation (MDOT), Maine Division of the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), and the Maine Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC). 
Lichtenstein Consulting Engineers, Inc. performed the Phase II work.  Representatives
from each of the agencies served on the Historic Bridge Committee (HBC) that directed
the project and reviewed the findings and eligibility recommendations. 
The information generated by the project is useful in environmental studies,
transportation planning, and preliminary engineering studies, as well as promoting an
appreciation and understanding of the state s engineering and transportation history.
The findings have identified those bridges in the study population that meet the
National Register criteria for evaluation.  The study population was defined as all
bridges built before 1956 and greater than 10' long in MDOT s TINIS bridge database,
a total of 2,030 bridges.
The primary work products of Phase II were:
 " Historic context for bridge technology in Maine based on the extant bridge types
and designs found in the survey.
 " A narrative history of the Maine State Highway Commission Bridge Division, 1915-
1955.
 " Electronic databases to facilitate the retrieval and analysis of historic bridge data
and survey forms for all bridge types.
 " Documentation generated from the field inspection of 650 bridges (truss, arch, rigid
frame, movable, girder-floorbeam, suspension, and culvert bridge types). 
Documentation includes four-page bridge survey forms, supporting historical
research and field notes, black-and-white archival photos, sketch maps, and bridge
location quad maps in hardcopy and digital format (Thumbs Plus).
 " One-page survey forms and laser-printed photos  for the 1,480 bridges of the slab,
T beam, or stringer bridge types in TINIS.
v " Eligibility recommendations for all 2,030 pre-1956 bridges in TINIS.
As a result of the inventory, 136 existing bridges were identified as National Register
listed or eligible.  Listed and eligible historic bridges are subject to the considerations
afforded to identified historic properties under the provisions of the US DOT Act of
1966 (Section 4(f) procedures) and the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (as
amended).  
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Section I.  Methodology for Field Inspection, Research, and Evaluation
The Maine Department of Transportation (MDOT) completed Phase I of the Maine
historic bridge inventory in late 1997.  The Phase I work products were a narrative of
the history of bridge building in Maine; the development of a four-page historic bridge
report (i.e., survey form); a rating system; and a Phase II work plan.  For more
information on Phase I, refer to the Phase I final report, Maine Statewide Historic Bridge
Inventory, Final Phase I Survey Plan, Nov. 1997.  Phase II was initiated in late 1998.
Phase II work included the field inspection and eligibility evaluations of the following
pre-1956 bridge types: (1) truss, (2) arch, (3) rigid frame, (4) suspension, (5) movable,
(6) girder-floorbeam, and (7) culverts with a span length of greater than 10' as reported
in the TINIS database.  The total number of bridges in the population of those bridge
types was 650 bridges.  At the request of MDOT, the truss bridges were inspected first
as a group in Fall/Winter 1998.  The remaining bridge types were field inspected and
researched over the course of the 1999 and 2000 seasons. 
A stand-alone database using the information categories (fields) defined in Phase I was
created in Lotus Approach for the truss, arch, rigid frame, suspension, movable, girder-
floorbeam, and culvert bridge types. The database included fields imported from TINIS
and fields for new data generated by the field inspections, historical research, and
eligibility evaluations.  A four-page survey form for each bridge was also created in
Lotus Approach (See sample survey form, Appendix 1).
The Historic Bridge Committee (HBC) decided not to field inspect the pre-1956 slab,
stringer, and T beam bridges (a total of 1,480 bridges) in the inventory population. 
During Phase II, the slab, stringer, and T beam bridges were evaluated using the
scanned photos and information in the state s digitized bridge inspection files (Thumbs
Plus) as an alternative to field inspection of those three bridge types.  A separate
database was created in Microsoft Access 97.  A one-page survey form was completed
for each bridge (See sample form, Appendix 2).  The forms were printed and laser-
printed photos from Thumbs Plus were attached for the HBC s review.  All of the data
shown on the individual one-page forms is stored in the project s Access database.  A
selection of about 40 slab, stringer, and T beam bridges were identified as requiring
field inspection to clarify questions about their aspects of integrity, dates of
construction, setting/context, and historical and technological significance.  These
bridges were field inspected and photographed, and the information gathered from field
inspection entered on the one-page survey forms.
Field Inspection
All truss, arch, rigid frame, suspension, movable, girder-floorbeam, and culvert with
head walls bridges were field inspected by historians and engineers knowledgeable
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about old bridge technologies. The purpose of each field inspection was to evaluate the
significance of the bridges in comparison to its statewide population; its relationship to
any larger contexts such as its setting or improvement campaign; and its integrity.  If
the bridge had modifications/alterations, the affect on the bridge s overall ability to meet
the National Register criteria was assessed.  The four-page bridge survey form and
ratings sheet included a prescribed list of descriptions and questions to be answered
that had been developed during Phase I.  Those that could be answered using field-
generated data were completed at the time of the field inspection.  Any questions that
needed to be resolved as part of further research in primary or secondary sources were
noted, and the bridge was photo documented with black-and-white 35 mm photography. 
A sketch map was prepared, and the bridge location was marked on a USGS 15-minute
quad bit map.
Research
The four-page bridge survey form was a prescribed list of questions to be answered for
each bridge, thus the research in primary and secondary source material was geared to
answer those specific questions.  Of greatest use were the old department records
maintained in the Bridge Maintenance Section.  The old records include bridge plans,
the 1924 statewide bridge survey, historic photographs for most of the bridges with
some dating to before 1920, annual reports, and old bridge cards that identified the
design and builder.  Each bridge was checked against this impressive assemblage of
data as needed in order to complete the field report.  Contemporary data contained in
the maintenance section s bridge inspection files was also used, particularly to date
alterations/modifications.
A great deal of information about the history and technological advances of common
bridge types was gleaned from period engineering and text books, as well as trade and
education material.  Those sources were cited on the individual bridge field reports.
Railroad histories and the state s recent inventory of railroad-related structures were
also consulted to establish the significance of the many bridges built in association with
railroad improvements (i.e., grade-crossings).
A summary history was written for each bridge type/technology with identification of
significant examples in the Maine inventory. Section II of this report,  Historic Context
for Bridge Technology in Maine,  is the result of that effort.
Early in the process of the field inspections, the HBC and the consultant determined
that a more in-depth history of the activities and accomplishments of the Maine State
Highway Commission Bridge Division was desirable to answer several of the
prescribed questions about each bridge s significance.  The majority of bridges in the
inventory are state-built highway bridges and an understanding of the Bridge Division s
history was critical to determining their significance.  A narrative history was written
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using mostly primary source materials in MDOT s bridge maintenance section.  Section
III of this report,  Highway Bridge Building in Maine by the Maine State Highway
Commission, 1905-1955,  is the result of that effort.
The HBC agreed for consistency to use the date of a bridge s superstructure as the
governing date of construction entered in the date of construction field in the survey
databases.  Research revealed that the dates of construction originally transferred from
TINIS to the bridge survey databases were not always superstructure dates of
construction but sometimes earlier dates of construction based on other information
(e.g., reused substructure elements, foundations, replaced bridges on the same
alignment, etc.). Consequently, the dates of construction of 123 bridges were updated
and now appear in the databases with dates of construction after 1955.  Additionally,
some bridges were replaced during the  course of the project.  Again, the date of the
present superstructure was consistently used for this project, so there were some
bridges that were reported with modern dates of construction.  The intent of the HBC
was to provide a  snapshot in time  of the state s bridge population, so those bridges
that were identified as part of the project as having been built after 1955 were
maintained in the study population in order to provide complete information.  Modern
bridges were consistently recommended as not eligible based on their dates of
construction.
Determining Eligibility
The information gathered through field inspection and research was synthesized to
complete the bridge survey forms and to prepare a supported National Register
eligibility recommendation for each bridge.  The forms, photos, and maps for bridges of
each major bridge type were submitted to the HBC for review.  A separate meeting was
held to review, discuss, and reach consensus on the evaluations and recommendations
for the bridges of each bridge type.  The eligibility determination on each bridge survey
form was achieved through consultation among MDOT, FHWA, and MHPC.  The
consultant made revisions and clarifications as requested.  MHPC provided formal
letters of eligibility concurrence for each set of bridges reviewed.   No eligibility
decisions were left unresolved with decisions made for a final set of thirteen (13) arch
and rigid frame bridges in July 2004.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) was consulted for information
from their survey and National Register files when appropriate for guidance on historic
districts and historic contexts.  
A number of the bridges in the survey population were National Register listed, or they
had been been previously evaluated for National  Register eligibility during the course
of MDOT projects predating or concurrent with the inventory.  For previously listed or
*Note: The original scope of work defined by Phase I was to address the stringer,
T beam, and slab bridges   solely on architectural features   under Criterion C.  In Phase
II, the HBC changed that approach so that those bridge types were evaluated in full
consideration of the National Register criteria for evaluation.
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evaluated bridges, information was entered on the bridge forms from the nominations
or eligibi lity reports.  No changes were made to previous eligibil ity determinations.
Following review and approval of the information and eligibility recommendations by
the HBC, the four-page field reports, ratings sheet, black-and-white photos, and quad
maps were scanned.  The consultant supplied MDOT with compact disks with the
scanned files for the bridges.  The scanned historic bridge field reports are available on
the department s network through Thumbs Plus software.
Criteria for Determining Significance
The goal of the project was to evaluate each bridge no matter what type in full
consideration of the National Register criteria for evaluation.*
The National Register of Historic Places Criteria for Evaluation are
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association and:
A. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution
to the broad patterns of our history; or
B. that are associated with the lives of person significant in our past; or
C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose component may lack individual distinction; or
D. that have yielded or may be likely to yield information important in
prehistory or history.
Two  criteria considerations   also apply to the evaluation of bridges: 
Criteria considerations:  Ordinarily...structures that have been moved from their
original locations...and properties that have achieved significance within the past 50
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years shall not be considered eligible for the National Register.  However, such
properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do meet the criteria or
if they fall within the following categories:
b. a building or structure removed from its original location but which is
significant primarily for architectural value or which is the surviving
structure most importantly associated with a historic person or event; or 
g. a property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of
exceptional importance.
Applying the National Register Criteria for Evaluation
The following explains how the individual criterion were applied to evaluate the
National Register eligibility potential of bridges in Maine.
Criterion A addresses a bridge s association with an event or pattern of events that
made an important contribution to the historical and physical development of a locality
or a region.  This ranged from bridges associated with railroads that spurred the
settlement and development of a region to bridges, such as the Boston & Maine
Railroad main line, or that were constructed in association with a significant military
facility, such as the Portsmouth Navy Yard.  Criterion A considered bridges in
association with transportation routes like the Maine Turnpike, bridges reflecting the
influence of urban planning, or an important railroad route that initially opened northern
Maine for harvesting of timber.
All bridges have a history.  They were built by a railroad, a county, the state, a town, or
a private commission, and are thus related to larger historic contexts, such as
development of improved railroad rights of way or an expansion of the state highway
system using the then-prevailing bridge technology. Criterion A was used to draw
distinctions between bridges with common history, like the many state, county, and
municipal-built bridges that were built to replace a previous bridge and to keep a
crossing in service, from those associated with locally significant events like a bridge
built over a canal as part of project to supply waterpower to a mill that had a significant
impact on a local economy.  Furthermore, emphasizing association with important
events, criterion A differentiated between history that is common to nearly every bridge
and distinguishable events that made a significant contribution to historical
development on the national, state or local level. Thus, bridges with no links to
significant events were evaluated as not meeting Cri terion A.
Criterion B addresses historic association with great persons from the past. This
criterion generally has not been commonly applied to bridges, as the works of noted
engineers and builders are usually better represented under Criterion C.  For a bridge
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to be recommended as eligible under B, the association with the  great  person, like a
prominent designing engineer, the association needed to be direct, not just the work of
his firm or division.  Examples listed or eligible under Criterion B are the bridges in
Acadia National Park that were bui lt under the direct supervision of John D.
Rockefeller, Jr.
Criterion C,  the most broadly applicable criterion, addresses bridges that meet at least
one of the following characteristics: they embody distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction; they are the work of a master; they possess high
artistic value.
Criterion C affords recognition of the evolution of bridge types/designs and bridge
building technology over time, as well as the importance of the engineer/engineering
firm who designed a bridge and the fabricator/contractor who erected it.  Architectonic
and aesthetic bridges, bridges with unusual construction details, or rare surviving
examples of a type that was significant in the development of a bridge technology, and
the distinguished work of noted engineers, engineering firms, or bridge companies
were evaluated as eligible under Criterion C.
Criterion C applies to common bridge types such, as steel stringer bridges and
reinforced concrete T beam and slab bridges that are ubiquitous throughout the state.
Common types were evaluated to identify which examples are technologically
significant.  Priority was placed on identifying examples that mark the introduction of a
particular technology, have distinguishing details, or illustrate engineering advances
within the technology, like continuous-span steel stringer bridges in the 1930s or
multiple-span rigid frame bridges in the 1940s.  This often meant that the examples that
were recommended as eligible were the earlier, longer, or more complicated bridges.  
The Bridge Division of the Maine State Highway Commission has played a historically
significant role in the development of the state's roads and bridges.  Recognizing its
commonly used, standardized bridge types and designs was an important
consideration, as was recognizing when those designs and details were introduced, the
frequency at which a standardized design was built, and the technological significance
of the specific examples.  Emphasis was placed on recommending eligible early
standard-design examples as they are generally regarded as more significant than later
examples because they represent a shift in technology or construction techniques.
Unique, rare, or infrequent surviving types and unusual designs of a particular bridge
technology were also evaluated as having engineering significance under Criterion C. 
Increasingly rare examples of bridge type important in the development of metal truss
bridge technology, like riveted Pratt thru truss bridges, were generally evaluated as
eligible.  Likewise, unusual construction details, like early pin-and-hanger details or
continuous design spans were evaluated as eligible because they reflect the era of
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experimentation in the establishment of different principles of bridge engineering
design and theory.
Criterion D is generally interpreted to refer to archaeological resources, but it can also
apply to structures and objects that contain important information if the structure or
object is the principal source of important information. With the complete bridge records
at Maine DOT, Criterion D did not apply to any bridges.  
Bridges in Historic Districts
Under Criteria A or C, bridges could also be contributing resources to existing or
potential National Register historic districts.  Historic districts can include the bridge s
immediate surroundings in a town, an entire transportation route like the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad s LaGrange-Searsport line, or a bridge across a power canal in a
mill complex.
For a bridge to be el igible as a contributing resource in a historic district, it must have
been present in the district during the years that the district achieved its significance. 
The period of significance is determined by historical research and the physical
development of a district.  To be evaluated as a contributing resource within a historic
district, a structure must have been built within that period of significance.  For
example, a 1944 T beam bridge built during a World War II improvement campaign to
alleviate traffic congestion on an arterial road associated with a significant war-related
facility might contribute to a potential historic district.  Conversely, a late 1940s bridge
built in a historic district that achieved its significance prior to World War II would be
rated as noncontributing regardless of its state of preservation because it is outside the
period of significance of the district.  
If a bridge, usually a culvert, a rigid frame, or a slab, is not visible from within the
historic district, it was not recommended as eligible as a contributing resource.  This
includes culverts that channelize streams under city streets and structures.  
Integrity
In addition to significance, in order for a bridge to be recommended as eligible,  either
individual ly or as a contributing resource in an historic district, i t must also have
integrity.  A synonym for the state of completeness or preservation, integrity refers to a
resource s retention of original fabric and historic appearance. It does not refer to its
state of repair or its structural or functional adequacy as usually defined by national
and state bridge inspection standards.  The National Register criteria recognizes seven
aspects or qualities of integrity:  location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association.  To retain integrity a property will always possess several and
usually most of these qualities.
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The aspects of integrity were an important consideration during the course of the
historic bridge inventory because the population included so many bridges of the same
type and design.  This means that only the most complete and earliest examples of
common types and designs, such as steel stringer, T beam, and slab were
recommended for further National Register consideration. 
To arrive at an accurate assessment of integrity, alterations were studied to determine
if they (1) were historic or not (executed within the past 50 years),  (2) changed the
design or how the bridge functions, or (3) compromised the technological and/or
historical significance of the structure.  These issues figured greatly in the assessment
of the eligibility of each bridge.
Alterations that were considered drastic enough to affect eligibility of common bridge
types include removal of original balustrades/parapets/railings or widening on both
sides so that the original structure was no longer visible in the elevation view.
A higher degree of alteration was acceptable for some bridges, especially for very old
or very rare types and designs.  When a resource type or detail became so infrequent
or rare that losing one or two examples meant that it was no longer represented in the
bridge population, then the integrity question was secondary to recognizing the
worthiness of preserving a disappearing bridge type or design.
Some modifications common to a particular bridge type or design can be considered as
alterations that do not detract from the potential significance of a bridge because the
changes (1) were necessary to address inherent weaknesses in the original design,
like outriggers on pony truss bridges, (2) were such minor changes that they did not
affect the overall appearance or design of the span, (3) were sensitive alterations done
in a manner that did not  detract from the original design, or (4) are reversible
alterations that did not involve the removal of original fabric. These common
modifications included placing toe walls and scour protection, replacement of stringers
and decks or wearing surfaces on girder-floorbeam and truss bridges, and the addition
of a few helper bents on metal bridges.  Other common alterations that did not diminish
integrity included the addition of beam guide rails when they were attached in a manner
so as not to irreversibly impact the historic fabric.  Limited in-kind replacement and
adding members and sections for strengthening, like adding cover plate to flanges, did
not adversely affect the technological and historical signif icance of a bridge in the same
way reconstruction did.  
The integrity necessary for a resource to contribute to a historic district was commonly
interpreted differently from the integrity needed for individual eligibility.  This was
because a district as a whole could meet the criteria for significance and integrity even
though some of the components were somewhat altered.  For example, a reinforced
concrete bridge that had been widened on one side might not be individually eligible,
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but if it had sufficient integrity and was from the period and area(s) of significance of
the district, the bridge was often evaluated as a contributing resource.   On the other
hand, a steel stringer bridge that had been widened and had modern railings/barrier
and no longer appeared or functioned as it did when the district achieved its
significance was evaluated as noncontributing and thus not recommended as eligible.
Methodology for Finalizing Evaluations of the Stringer, T Beam and Slab
Bridges
The state s digitized bridge inspection records (Thumbs Plus) were reviewed for all pre-
1956 stringer, T beam, and slab bridges (a total of 1,480 bridges).  The inspection
records include photos of the bridges and their settings. Using the criteria for
evaluation, the bridges were separated into two groups: (1) those that clearly do not
meet the criteria and thus can be evaluated not eligible, and (2) those that require
further evaluation.  The data including a justification of the eligibility recommendation
was compiled in a database using Microsoft Access 97.  A one-page survey form was
printed for each slab and girder bridge with attached laser-printed photos from MDOT s
ThumbsPlus program for the HBC s review and approval.
As a result of the initial evaluation using Thumbs Plus, 123 of the 1,480 stringer, T
beam, and slab bridges were identified for further evaluation because their settings,
date of construction, or details suggested that they might meet one or more of the
National Register criteria for evaluation, but Thumbs Plus did not contain sufficient
information to make a final recommendation.  The HBC agreed that field inspection was
not necessary for bridges for which there was concurrence on eligibility and sufficient
pictorial information in Thumbs Plus.  The HBC committee also recommended that the
consultant do the additional primary and secondary research and inspection necessary
to make final eligibility recommendations for the 123 bridges requiring information
beyond that available in the Thumbs Plus.
Many of the 123 stringer, T beam, and slab bridges requiring further evaluation had
questions related to their settings because period buildings or other features in the
state s digitized inspection photographs were suggestive of possible historic districts. 
MHPC personnel and files were consulted to identify and confirm existing listed,
eligible, and potential historic districts.  In a few cases MHPC personnel agreed to
inspect the settings for a final recommendation on historic district eligibili ty.  
Most of the historical or technological questions surrounding the 123 bridges were
resolved through further research in primary and secondary source materials,
particularly the bridge maintenance section s extensive collection of historic photos,
bridge cards, and plans.  About 40 of the stringer, T beam, and slab bridges received
field visits from the consultant when no other means were available to assess questions
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about integrity or significance.  Information gathered from field inspections was entered
on the bridge survey forms.
At project s end, all stringer, T beam, and slab bridges had been evaluated with
supportable eligibility recommendations.
Summary of Results
As a result of the Phase II work, 2,030 bridges dated before 1956 and over 10' long
were evaluated for National Register eligibility. The 2,030 bridges are all of the bridges
with pre-1956 dates of construction in the state s TINIS database. The total of 2,030
includes 650 truss, arch, rigid frame, suspension, movable, girder-floorbeam, and
culverts that were field inspected and for which a four-page field report was completed. 
The remaining 1,480 stringer, T beam, and slab bridges were evaluated using the
state s Thumbs Plus software and a one-page survey form was completed for each. 
Additional research and inspections were completed as necessary to make eligibility
recommendations for all stringer, T beam, and slab bridges. 
Section IV is a list in alphabetical town order of all evaluated bridges of all bridge types
with bridge number, bridge name, bridge type, and eligibility recommendation. The
HBC reviewed and commented on all eligibi lity recommendations, and unless otherwise
noted, concurrence has been received from MHPC.
Section V is a list and summary by bridge type of all National Register-listed or eligible
bridges.
The results of the historic bridge inventory will be useful to FHWA, MDOT, MHPC, and
other agencies in the planning and review of future bridge projects.  The large number
of bridges reviewed and with formal concurrence will increase the efficiency of the
Section 106 review process and identifies well in advance of projects which bridges are
eligible and not eligible and for what reasons.
The HBC has undertaken a state historic bridge preservation plan for the National
Register-listed and eligible bridges identified as a result of the inventory.  The HBC has
agreed that the plan meet the needs of both MDOT and MHPC.  The plan identifies
bridges that have a high preservation priority because they are rare and endangered or
have high levels of historic significance; an objective assessment of the long-term
preservation potential of each bridge; appropriate methodologies for maintenance and
repair of historic bridges; and appropriate ways to correct common deficiencies in
historic bridge types and designs.
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List of Preparers
The Phase II bridge survey was performed by Lichtenstein Consulting Engineers, Inc. 
Principal-in-charge was Joseph J. Pullaro, P.E.   Project manager and architectural
historian was Mary McCahon.  Senior Historian was J. Patrick Harshbarger. 
Engineering and project management assistance was provided by Evan Lowell and
Niket M. Telang.  Field surveying assistance was provided by Scott Darling, Jennifer
Diman, and Paul Nagel.
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Figure II-1.  Truss types.  Source: Delaware s Historic Bridges,
2001.  Prepared by Lichtenstein Consulting Engineers for
DelDOT.
Section II.  Historic Context for Bridge Technology in Maine
This section of the Phase II report supplements the historic narrative prepared for
Phase I (1997).  The Phase II context for bridge technology is designed to address
more completely the findings of the Phase II field inspections and file search and to
give specific examples from the surviving bridges identified during the survey.
A. Truss Bridges
The modern era of bridge technology in the United States was ushered in about 1800
when the truss was applied to longer span bridges.  Until that time, bridge technology
was limited to stone arch or timber beam structures.  The truss is a structure composed
of triangles where all members take either tension or compression.  The loads
generally come through the vertical members and are transmitted by diagonals into the
horizontal members and back to the bearings.  While the truss was known since at
least the third century B.C., what was innovative at the beginning of the 19th century
was that the basic truss pattern was multiplied many times over to span much greater
distances than those possible with then available bridge types such as the stone arch
or timber stringer.
Truss types and designs vary
according to the configuration
of the members. Three truss
types are the thru truss, pony
truss, and deck truss.  In a
thru truss bridge, the road
passes between the truss lines
and is carried on the deck and
floor system connected to the
bottom chords at the panel
points. There is lateral bracing
connecting the top chords of
the trusses.  This type is
generally used for spans of
more than 100' long.  A pony
truss bridge is the same as a
thru truss, but it does not have
lateral bracing between the top
chords. This type is generally
used for shorter spans of 45' to
100' long.  In a deck truss
bridge the road is above the
trusses, and the deck system is
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Figure II-2.  Bennett Bridge (Lincoln Plantation # 1005),
built in 1898 by Mason Brothers of Bethel, is one of five
Paddleford trusses in Maine.  The Paddleford truss is an 
unpatented design attributed to master bridge builder
Peter Paddleford of  Littleton, NH.  In about 1846, he
remodeled the Long truss (developed in the 1830s by
engineer Stephen Long) by replacing counter braces
with a stiffening member fastened to the inside of  the
posts near the tops and bottoms and extending to the
chords.  This resulted in an unusually strong and rigid
structure.  Other local bui lders became interested and a
considerable number were built in New England through
the beginning of the 20th century.
on the top chords.  No matter the location of the deck, the principles of the truss
technology are the same.
Historically, a wide variety of truss designs have been used, and all have different ways
of accommodating the tensile and compressive forces.  They are frequently named for
the engineer that patented or originated the design such as the Pratt truss patented by
Thomas and Caleb Pratt in 1844 or James Warren s truss design that was patented in
1848.
Wood Truss Bridges 
The need for bridges of sufficient length for long waterway crossings stimulated the
burgeoning of bridge engineering during the early 19th century.  Master carpenters or
architects used America s abundant hardwood timber and the truss principles to span
greater lengths.  Many of the early, impressive examples of wood truss bridge
technology were built in New England, including one of the earliest and most famous
between Maine and New Hampshire, Timothy Palmer s 1794 Piscataqua River bridge. 
Maine s abundant forests and the skill
of its master carpenters made wood
truss bridges, both covered (for
protection from the elements) and
uncovered, a popular bridge type into
the first decade of the 20th century. 
Records show that Maine builders
employed a great variety of wood
truss designs, including Burr arch-
truss, Town lattice, Long, Paddleford,
Howe, Pratt, queen post and king
post.  The master carpenters copied
the truss designs from other builders
and engineers, such as Theodore
Burr, Ithiel Town, Stephen Long,
Will iam Howe, and Thomas Pratt,
who patented and promoted their
truss designs prior to the Civil War. 
Maine s master carpenters continued
to use the designs decades after the
patents had expired.  The truss
designs demonstrated the different
ways to accommodate tensile and
compressive forces based on
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economy of materials, section capacity, and ease of erection.  They were also a
testament to Yankee ingenuity and craftsmanship.
Eight wood truss bridges are included in the state bridge inventory.  Seven of the eight
are covered bridges from 1857 to 1911.  Five of the seven are Paddleford truss
bridges, a variation on a Long truss, except with double-intersecting counters. 
Paddleford truss bridges are the most common extant wood truss design in Maine, but
they are very rare in other states with the exception of New Hampshire.  The other two
of the seven covered truss bridges are the 1876 Robyville Bridge (Corinth #1003), a
Long truss, and the 1911 Watsons Covered Bridge (Littleton #1006), a Howe truss. 
Both are later examples of truss designs patented before 1850.  All of the covered
bridges are listed in the National Register of Historic Places, and they are protected by
special state legislation passed in 1959.
The eighth wood truss bridge in the inventory was the 1942 Howe pony truss (Hobbs
RR Overpass, Berwick #5352) built by the Boston & Maine RR.  Many railroad
companies continued to build wood truss overpass bridges into the mid 20th century, in
part because of economy and ready access to creosoted timber.  The selection of a
wood truss bridge for this location was probably influenced by World War II shortages
of steel and concrete.  The Hobbs Railroad Overpass bridge was determined eligible
by MHPC (1998) and was replaced in 2002.
Pre-1900 Metal Truss Bridges   
The most influential factor in the disappearance of timber truss bridges was the
development and acceptance of metal truss bridges.  Wood works well in compression,
but it cannot accommodate tensile forces efficiently, especially at the connections.  The
railroads needed  long spans capable of carrying every-increasing live loads and that
need stimulated the great era of iron truss bridges after 1850.  The era also ushered in
new scientific methods for analyzing and predicting the structural action of bridges. 
Advances in engineering education accompanied new standards and understanding of
materials, workmanship, and construction.  A generation of college-educated civil
engineers applied scientific theory and experimentation to bridge construction and
energetically sought out the cooperation of manufacturers and builders.  They
established the modern approach to bridge building that includes stress analysis,
plans, specifications, testing, and inspection. 
Nationally and in Maine, the application of metal truss bridges to highway use was
generally not as early, quick, or crucial as with the railroads.  Metal truss bridges began
appearing on Maine highways in numbers after 1875, and they reached their peak in
about 1900.  The 1924 survey of bridges undertaken by the Maine State Highway
Department documents the impressive diversity of metal truss bridges that once existed
in Maine.  Dozens of bridge fabricating companies operated in the state. They varied
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Figure II-3.  Common truss designs. 
Source: Delaware s Historic Bridges,
2001.
from large fabrication and erection companies that were owned by large iron and steel
manufacturers that marketed their bridges all across the country to small independent
contractors operating within a l imited geographic region.  Each company had its own
preferred or proprietary truss details, like ways of connecting the members, the shapes
of the members, or the truss designs themselves.  Unfortunately, examples of pre-1900
metal truss bridges have virtually disappeared from the Maine landscape.  Considered
too narrow and under capacity for the safety of automobiles and trucks, they were the
subject of a concentrated bridge replacement program beginning in the 1920s.
The most common truss design built in Maine, and
all across the country, was the Pratt design or one
of its variations.  It offered simplicity of design and
fabrication, made economical by the use of
standard rolled angle and channel section, plates,
bars, rods, and I beams.  The Pratt truss design
was patented in 1844 by Thomas and Caleb Pratt. 
The original design was for a composite timber and
iron truss, with the wrought-iron diagonals in
tension and the timber vertical members in
compression.  The Pratt truss easily adapted into
an all metal truss, especially with the increasing
availability of wrought-iron eye bars for the tension
members.  The Pratt truss was by far the most
popular truss design of the last quarter of the 19th
century.
Most metal truss highway bridges built before 1900,
from light Pratt pony trusses to heavier thru or deck
truss railroad spans, were assembled in the field
(at the site) with pinned connections. Improvements
in pneumatic riveting equipment led to the
transition from pinned to riveted connections
around the turn of the century.  A result was the
expanded use of the Warren truss design.  Patented in 1848 by British engineers
James Warren and Willoughby Monzani, the straightforward Warren truss is
particularly well suited for rigid, riveted connections.  The Warren truss is distinguished
by its ease of construction with equal-sized members, and by the ability of some of the
diagonals to act in both tension and compression.  It could be stiffened by the addition
of verticals.
The inventory has identified three pre-1900 metal truss bridges.  They are the 1888
Granite Street bridge (Yarmouth #0210), an early railroad-built example of a rivet-
connected Warren thru truss fabricated by the Union Bridge Company of Athens,
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Figure II-4.  The St. John Street Underpass
(Portland # 0327), built in 1890, is a rivet-connected
Baltimore thru truss bridge.  It is significant  as an
early, complete example of  its type and design that
was built by the Boston Bridge Works, a major
regional manufacturer in the late 19th century,
noteworthy for its railroad-related work.  The bridge
represents a significant period in the dev elopment of
the truss bridge technology in the United States,
when builders shifted from pinned to riveted
connections to better meet the rai lroad s demands
for bridges of greater capacity.
Pennsylvania; the 1890 St. John Street
Underpass (Portland #0327), a rivet-
connected Baltimore thru truss (a
variation of the Pratt with substruts and
ties) built by the Boston Bridge Works to
carry the Maine Central Railroad over a
city street; and the 1890 Grants Railroad
overpass (Berwick #5429), a pin-
connected Pratt pony truss with unusual
double-pinned floorbeam hangers.  The
1888 Granite Street bridge and the 1890
Grants overpass have been previously
determined eligible by MHPC.  They
were disassembled and relocated in
2001-02 to Maine railroad museums for
preservation and reuse.
Post-1900 Steel Truss Bridges
By 1900, the great experimental era of
the metal truss bridge technology had
ended. Standardization of truss design
was driven by economy and the tendency of engineering science toward greater
uniformity and standardization of design and metallurgy.  A significant factor in
standardization was the availability of economical steel from about 1890 onward.  Steel
performs well in both tension and compression, as does wrought iron, but it generally
has a higher tensile strength and thus is a superior material for truss bridges.  Another
factor in standardization was the creation of large bridge companies, such as the
American Bridge Company, a subsidiary of U.S. Steel, which bought or drove from
business many of the smaller bridge manufacturers.  Most importantly, however, truss
bridges faced increasing competition from other bridge types, such as steel stringer
bridges and a variety of reinforced concrete bridge types.  Those technologies
advanced and spread during the first decades of the 20th century, and they proved to
be more economical and to require less maintenance than metal truss bridges. The
Maine State Highway Commission favored the new technologies as it began
developing the state highway system starting in 1913 and the use of truss technology
gradually declined in Maine.
The majority of Maine s extant steel truss bridges date from the post-1900 era of
standardization of design and materials.  Relatively few examples stand out as truly
innovative or noteworthy from a history of bridge engineering point of view.  Rather,
most are best viewed as the conservative application of a well-established technology. 
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Figure II-5.  New Sharon Bridge (New
Sharon #2608) is Maine s last pin-connected
thru truss highway bridge.  The one-span,
268'-long, Pennsylvania thru truss was
fabricated in 1916 by the Groton Bridge Co.
of Groton, NY.
Figure II-6.  Truss Nomenclature.
The pre-1920 examples are considered historically and technologically significant
because they are Maine s earliest and only surviving examples of once common truss
types and designs.  Included in this category
are a handful of rivet-connected Warren truss
bridges, such as the 1908 New Mills Bridge
(Gardiner #2605), the 1912 Gambo Falls Bridge
(Windham #0266), and the 1915 Bailey Bridge
(Harmony #1022, replaced in 2001 by the
town).  The 1916 New Sharon Bridge (Sharon
#2608), a pin-connected Pennsylvania thru
truss, is the state s last lengthy pin-connected
highway bridge.  The 1909 Free/Black Bridge
(Brunswick #0323) is a significant example of
the rivet-connected Balt imore thru truss
type/design with an unusual double deck
arrangement. A roadway section is suspended
by pin-connected eyebars below the lower
chords.  The upper deck carries a track of the
Maine Central Railroad.
The Maine State Highway Commission Bridge Division designed approximately 85
steel truss bridges between 1920 and 1955, according to annual reports.  The survey
identified 67 of the state-built truss bridges still in use today.  They account for the
majority of truss bridges included in the historic bridge inventory, but they account for
less than seven percent of the estimated 1,300 total bridges of all types designed by
the division from 1920 to 1955.  In overall terms, the truss bridge type had relatively
limited application in
Maine after 1920. 
The post-1920, steel
truss bridges designed
by the Bridge Division
typically range in
individual span length
from 75' to 300'.  In this
range of lengths, they
held some practical and
economic advantages
over other bridge types. 
They could usually be
erected more quickly
and less expensively
than long-span
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Figure II-7.  The 1921-22 Androscoggin
River Bridge (Gilead #5084) is among the
earliest surviving examples of rivet-
connected truss bridges designed by the
Maine State Highway Commission.
Figure II-8.  Piscataquis River
Bridge (Howland #3040), built in
1929, is one of  the three earliest
rivet-connected truss bridges
designed by the state bridge
division to substitute rolled
section members for bui lt-up
members for v erticals and
diagonals.
reinforced concrete bridge types, which needed additional form work and time to cure,
a consideration because of Maine s shorter construction season.  Sometimes local
conditions, such as a swift running stream or the desire to reuse a previous bridge s
substructure, made a truss bridge desirable.
All of Maine s post-1920 truss bridges are rivet-
connected Warren, Pratt, or Pratt variation
designs, such as the Pennsylvania, Parker, or
Camelback.  The bridges have few details that
are unique to Maine.  They are textbook
designs that were known and used by
engineers throughout the United States since
the last decade of the 19th century.  Maine
truss bridge contracts, plans, and
specifications regularly refer to American
Association of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) and American Society of Testing
Materials (ASTM) approved practices and
materials. These organizations coordinated a
national highway policy and developed
standard specifications for designs and
materials applied throughout the nation.  State bridge engineers Llewellyn Edwards
and Max Wilder were active participants in AASHO, and they helped to develop the
standards.   
Maine s post-1920 truss bridges are not uncommon or unique to Maine, therefore
historically and technologically significant examples are
considered those earliest examples from when the Bridge
Division was founded immediately after World War I. 
These early extant examples are considered as having
established the prototypical design practice for the dozens
of ordinary truss bridges to follow. Two of these early
extant examples are the 1921 International Bridge
(Madawaska #2399) and the 1921-22 Androscoggin River
bridge (Gilead #5084).
Later examples that illustrate some refinement in design
are also considered significant.  The earliest rivet-
connected truss bridges to substitute rolled section
members for built-up members in the verticals and
diagonals are the International Bridge (Fort Kent #2398),
Piscataquis bridge (Howland #3040), and Mill Pond bridge
(Salem #2565), each designed by the Bridge Division in
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Figure II-9.  The 1937 Durham Bridge (Durham
#3334) is an early example of  the application of
a continuous design by the Maine State
Highway Commission Bridge Division under the
leadership of state bridge engineer Max L.
Wilder.  The truss continues uninterrupted over
the pier, allowing for a longer span for the given
depth of truss, and achieving greater economy
of material  in comparison to a simple span and
reducing the number of deck joints, a frequent
source of deterioration and high maintenance
costs.
1929.  Improvements in metallurgy and the lower cost of rolled sections made this
substitution possible.  It occurred with steel truss bridges at about the same time
throughout the United States.  Rol led section members would be used with most truss
bridges built by the state highway commission after 1929. 
Another later refinement in design was the
use of continuous designs.  Three
continuous design truss bridges, all built in
1937, are the West Buxton bridge (Buxton
#3340), the Durham bridge (Durham #3334)
and the Bar Mills bridge (Hollis #3333).  A
continuous design is where the
superstructure extends over one or more
piers.  It achieves economy of material and
deck joint reduction in comparison with
simply supported spans of similar length. 
Although continuous designs had been
known for decades, many engineers initially
resisted their use because of the difficulties
of precise analysis of the stresses. 
Nationally, resistance faded from the late
1920s to the 1930s mainly because of
advances in engineering theory that made
design calculations more precise.  Again,
the Maine State Highway Commission s
Bridge Division adopted continuous designs
at about the same time as other states.
The number of truss bridges designed by the Bridge Division declined sharply after
1945, as other bridge types, especially continuous-design steel girder-floorbeam and
stringer bridge types, became a more economical alternative to longer span truss
bridges.  Truss bridges of note during the post-1945 period are three cantilever truss
bridges.  The 1949 Augusta Memorial bridge (Augusta #5196), the 1950 Max L. Wilder
Memorial bridge (Arrowsic #2026), and the 1952 Aroostook River bridge (Caribou
#5572) are considered handsome examples of the type and design.  They are the only
cantilever truss highway bridges identified in the state.  However, they are not
innovative from the perspective of the history of bridge technology.  Before 1900, the
very longest truss spans had come to be built in combinations of two cantilevers and a
suspended span.  State bridge engineer Max Wilder conservatively but quite
successfully applied the well-established cantilever design principles to three of the
longer crossings designed by the Bridge Division after 1945.  The Arrowsic bridge was
named after Wilder posthumously in 1963.
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B. Movable Bridges       
Movable bridges are those that can change position to allow the passage of marine
traffic. Movable bridge technology dates from ancient times, with the earliest
documented examples represented by simple draw bridges that were hinged at one
end and lifted at the other end by an outhaul line.  The movable bridge remained in its
primitive stage until the late 19th century when the bridge type progressed rapidly due
to advances in mechanical, electrical, and civil engineering.  In the United States, the
same need for accommodating greater capacity and span lengths that spawned the
railroad's great era of experimentation with metal truss bridges had a similar impact on
movable bridge technology.  In the last quarter of the 19th century, movable bridge
technology entered the modern era which was dominated initially by swing span
bridges and after the early 1890s, by bascule (a French word meaning balance)
bridges.
Maine with its coastline and numerous waterways, has a long history of movable
bridges.  In the colonial and early republic periods, settlers established Maine s
economically important communities on navigable streams because of the reliance on
waterborne trade, fishing, and transportation.  One of the early movable bridges in
Maine was the 1761 Sewall s Bridge over the York River.  In 1934, the colonial era
bascule span was replaced by the current steel stringer bridge with a fixed span built to
appear like the original movable span because of local residents  concern to maintain
the historic setting in York Village (York # 3096).  The bridge ranks as one of the
nation s earliest historic bridge   preservation   projects.
Eleven pre-1956 movable highway bridges survive in Maine.  Eight are swing span
bridges and three are vertical lift bridges.  No operable historic bascule bridges were
identified.
Swing Span Bridges
A swing span bridge rotates in a horizontal plane around a vertical axis to a position
parallel with the marine channel. When in operation, the movable span is supported in
one of two methods: center bearing on a vertical pin or pivot, or rim bearing on a
circular girder called a drum, which in turning moves on rollers. All surviving Maine
examples are the lighter and more easily designed, operated, and maintained center
bearing design with the pivot set on a pier, known as the pivot pier.  The rim bearing
design was used for wider and heavier swing span bridges.  The superstructures of
swing span bridges can be trusses, stringers or girder-floorbeams.  Historically, the
superstructures reflect the prevailing practices of fixed bridge construction with the
specific type and design matched to the length and capacity needed at the crossing. 
Swing span bridges were known in Europe since at least the 17th century.  Spurred by
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Figure II-10.  The Songo Lock Draw (Naples
#2780) is the state s oldest swing span
bridge, fabricated in 1901.  It was originally
located over the Chutes Riv er at Naples
Bay and moved to its present location in
1926.  The swing span opens manually by a
capstan engaging a pinion gear mounted on
the pivot pier.  A single operator opens the
60'-long bridge easily as long as it is well
balanced. 
Figure II-11.  Swing span nomenclature.
railroad expansion and the advances in
metallurgy and bridge engineering, the bridge
type developed most rapidly between 1840 and
1890 in this country.
Swing span bridges are rotated by a series of
reducing gear sets and a rack and pinion drive. 
Operators houses and equipment houses with
the controls and machinery are located adjacent
to or on the bridge.  Many light swing span
bridges were operated manually, but larger
ones were first powered by steam engines and
later by direct current electric motors.
Maine s oldest surviving movable highway
bridge is the 1901 Songo Lock draw bridge, a
hand-operated center-bearing bobtail swing
span (Naples #2780).  The bridge was originally
located at Naples Bay.  In 1926, the state
highway commission relocated it to Songo Lock, but the function and operation of the
60'-long bridge remained virtually unchanged.  Other swing span bridges of note are
the 1930 Maine
Kennebec Bridge
(Richmond
#2506), 1936
Great South
bridge (Milbridge
#1475), and the
1939 Southport
Bridge (Southport
#2789).  All are
complete
examples of
period swing
span technology.
Vertical Lift Bridges
A vertical lift bridge rises and descends in the same vertical plane, maintaining at all
times a horizontal position. Vertical li ft bridges had been built in the United States since
the 1850s, but the early examples had modest span lengths and were usually
associated with canals, like the Erie Canal.  Engineer J. A. L. Waddell s 1894 South
Halsted Street bridge over the Chicago River (Chicago, Illinois) is considered the fi rst
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Figure II-12. Vertical lift  nomenclature.
modern vertical lift bridge.  Most large vertical lift bridges since the South Halsted
Street bridge have been variations of the Waddell design.  The Waddell vertical lift
bridge has a central power source, housed in a mechanical room on the lift span and
moving up and down with it.  Gear trains transfer power to the winding drums and wire
ropes.  The span is raised and lowered by means of the wire ropes passing over
sheaves on built-up steel towers and connected to concrete counterweights about
equal to the span weight.
Although Waddell won great acclaim for the 1894 South Halsted Street bridge, it did
not soon win him any new bridge commissions.  By all accounts, the South Halsted
Street bridge gave satisfactory performance, but the design presented complex
engineering problems, from how to cast the massive steel sheaves to how to account
for wire ropes that did not always stretch uniformly.  Waddell did not design another
vertical lift bridge until 13 years later in 1907.  By this time, he had formed a
partnership with John Lyle Harrington, who according to several biographical sources
had the mechanical engineering know-how to develop Waddell s basic idea into a
rational, well-integrated design that could economically compete with swing span and
bascule bridge types.  Waddell & Harrington designed more than two dozen vertical lift
bridges between 1909 and 1914, taking out numerous patents to cover their
improvements, such as
various sheave designs and
equalizers for the wire
ropes.  Despite the
success, Waddell and
Harrington, both men of
strong and temperamental
personalities, mutually
agreed to dissolve their
partnership in 1914.  They
went on to establish other
firms     Waddell &
Hardesty and Harrington,
Howard & Ash    and each
continued to excel in
vertical lift bridge design.
Maine s oldest vertical lift
bridge was designed by
consulting engineer J. A. L.
Waddell.  It is the 1920-21
Memorial Bridge over the
Piscataqua River between
Kittery and Portsmouth,
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Figure II-13.  Sara Mi ldred Long
Bridge (Kittery # 3641), built in
1940 by the Maine-New Hampshire
Interstate Bridge Authority, is a
double-deck vertical lift bridge, with
vehicular serv ice on the upper
deck and railroad on the lower
deck..  It was named in 1988 for
the authority s longtime secretary.
New Hampshire (Kittery #2546).  The main span consists of a 302'-long vertical lift
span flanked by two, 300'-long rivet-connected Warren thru truss spans with polygonal
top chords.  The bridge was built in response to growing levels of highway traffic  to
replace a toll bridge with a free interstate bridge on the principal highway route
(Portland Post Road) from coastal New Hampshire and points south.  After prolonged
negotiations among Maine, New Hampshire, and the United States governments, it was
agreed to build the bridge with $500,000 contributions from each.  The bridge was built
under the direction of a bridge commission.  The Memorial Bridge is not one of
Waddell s early innovative designs but it has all of the characteristic features including
operators house at the middle of the lift span, spiral grooved winding drums, multiple
tower sheaves, and concrete counterweights.  Another Waddell design is the 1926
Carlton Bridge adjacent to the shipyard in Bath.  In operation the Carlton Bridge is
similar to the Memorial Bridge only the Carlton Bridge is double deck for railroad and
highway traffic.  In 2000, Maine DOT opened a new bridge adjacent to the Carlton
Bridge to carry highway traffic on US 1.  The Carlton Bridge remains in service for the
railroad.
The third of Maine s vertical lift bridge is the 1940
Sarah Mildred Long Bridge (Kittery #3641) over the
Piscataqua River upstream of the Memorial Bridge. 
The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge was built in response to
traffic congestion on US 1 and the need to replace a
wooden bridge of the Boston & Maine Railroad s
eastern branch.  Rather than build two bridges that
would cause greater obstruction or delay to navigation,
it was decided to build a combined double-deck bridge
under the auspices of the Maine-New Hampshire
Interstate Bridge Authority.  Federal aid was provided
through a grant of the Public Works Administration
(PWA), a New Deal work relief program.  The bridge
was located on a bypass to the west of downtown
Portsmouth and Kittery to remove through traffic from
local streets.  The bridge was designed by Harrington &
Cortelyou, consulting engineers of Kansas City.  This
was the same John Lyle Harrington who had worked
with Waddell in the early 20th century.  The Sarah
Mildred Long Bridge is a significant example of its type
with mid 20th century refinements, most notably the
arrangement of the operating system with drive motors
and synchronous motors located on the top of the
towers.  The built-up steel towers have Art Moderne
style sheathing of metal plates welded to the steel
frames.
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Figure II-14.  The W ire Bridge (New Portland #3383)
over the Carrabasset River was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places in 1969.  The
bridge, with its distinctive, timber towers covered
with boards protected by shingles, is among the
oldest extant suspension bridges in the United
States.  It was honored with Maine American
Society of Civil Engineers landmark designation in
1990.
C. Suspension Bridges
Maine has three suspension bridges: Wire Bridge (New Portland #3383); Waldo-
Hancock Bridge (Prospect #3008); and Deer Isle-Sedgwick (Deer Isle #3257). 
Although few in number, they are each significant examples of the bridge technology in
a national context.
Suspension bridges are composed of two or more cables with the deck hung by vertical
suspenders.  The cables, which are in tension, pass over towers and are tied into
anchorages which transmit the stresses into the foundation.  Usually, the deck must be
stiffened by girders or trusses sufficiently to prevent excessive vibrations from traffic
and wind.  
The suspension bridge technology is ancient with the earliest known examples made
from bamboo cables in China during the first century B.C.  Europeans were aware of
the technology by the 16th century but it remained to Americans to develop its full
potential beginning in the 19th century.  In 1801, James Finley is usually recognized as
building the first American suspension bridge from cables made of wrought iron chains
over Jacobs Creek in Uniontown, Pennsylvania.  He was followed by other pioneer
suspension bridge builders, most notably Charles Ellet and John Roebling who  in the
1840s made pioneering use wire-rope cables for exceptionally long-span bridges. 
Early extant examples of their work are Roebling s 1849 Delaware River Aqueduct
(Pennsylvania-New York) and Charles Ellett s 1849 Wheeling Suspension Bridge
(West Virginia).
Maine holds an important place in early
American wire suspension bridge
technology by virtue of the ca. 1864-66
Wire Bridge.  The single-span 163'-long
suspension bridge has main cables
composed of wrapped metal wires,
timber frame towers, and anchorages of
metal chains embedded in stone and
concrete.  The bridge is among the
oldest and most distinctive early
suspension bridges surviving in the
United States.  It reflects local thinking
about the technology. As several bridge
historians have pointed out, the history of
the bridge is surrounded by
unsubstantiated local legend, including
attribution to Col. F. B. Morse in 1841-42. 
Town records indicate, however, several
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Figure II-15.  The 1931 Waldo-Hancock Bridge (Prospect #3008), listed
in the National Register of  Historic Places in 1985, is a signif icant
example of  the suspension bridge type designed by the important 20th-
century engineer David B. Steinman.
payments to David Elder, cited in a March 1, 1866 entry as  agent for the bridge,  and
Capt. John B. Clark between 1864 and 1866.  Elder and Clark are believed to have
patterned the New Portland bridge after an earlier wire suspension bridge in the region,
the 1856 wire suspensension bridge (non-extant) over the Sandy River at Strong.  New
Portland s Wire Bridge is National Register listed and a Maine-chapter American
Society of Civil Engineers historic landmark.
The United States eventually produced many of the world s longest, monumental
supension bridges from the Brooklyn Bridge (1883) to the Golden Gate Bridge (1939).
Among America s leading 20th century suspension bridge engineers was David B.
Steinman who completed two significant works in Maine: the 1931 Waldo-Hancock
Bridge and the 1939 Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge. Steinman earned an engineering
degree from Columbia University in 1909 and after a period of apprenticeship with
Gustav Lindenthal, then at work on New York s Hell Gate bridge, emerged in the late
1920s as an outstanding and innovative suspension bridge designer.  The 1931 St.
Johns Bridge in Portland, Oregon, and the 1931 Waldo-Hancock Bridge were
Steinman s first major suspension bridge commissions in the United States, although
he had preceeded them with suspension bridges in Brazil and Canada.  Later bridges
included New York s Thousand Islands Bridge (1938) and Michigan s Mackinac Bridge
(1957).
The 1,500'-long Waldo-
Hancock Bridge ranks
as one of the great
American suspension
bridges of the 20th
century.  Although not
among the longest, it
made use of innovative
prestressed wire rope
strand cables that
eliminated the time-
consuming process of
spinning the cables in
place, and it was the first suspension bridge to have Vierendeel truss towers.   Named
after Belgian engineer Arthur Vierendeel, the chief characteristic is the absence of
diagonals.  Rigid frame construction connects the posts to the chords.  The advantage
is economy of material and construction, as well as aesthetics.  Steinman sought to
emphasize straight lines with simple elements in repetition and alternation.  The
Waldo-Hancock Bridge is listed in the National Register.
The 1939 Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge used both prestressed wire rope stand cables and
Vierendeel truss towers, but i t is perhaps best known for its shallow stiffening girders,
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Figure II-16. The Deer Isle-Sedgwick
Bridge (Deer Isle # 3257), built in 1939,
was the second of Steinman s
commissions in Maine.  It  is a
handsome, aesthetic bridge in a
stunning scenic setting, but suffers f rom
wind-enduced vibrations due to its
shallow stiffening girders.  The
appropriate depth of the girders was the
topic of heated theoretical engineering
debates in the 1930s, but Steinman and
other suspension bridge designers held
that excessive stif fening was not
required.
which are only 6.5' deep.  In the 1930s, the trend
was to use shallower stiffening trusses or girders
for economic and aesthetic reasons.  As well, a
prominent theory held by Steinman and other
engineers was that the mere weight of such long
bridges would prevent them from requiring
excessive stiffening.  This led to the unforeseen
problem of aerodynamic instability with vertical
oscillation caused by high sustained winds.  In
1940, the Tacoma Narrows bridge in Washington,
a bridge strikingly similar to the Deer Isle-Sedgwick
bridge, was demolished in a spectacular fashion by
wind-enduced vibrations.  In 1943, this concern led
Steinman to install a system of diagonal stays on
the Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge.  Most recently, in
1994, U-shaped, steel plate wind fairings were
placed on the exterior faces of the stiffening girders
in an effort to dampen the effects of the wind.
D. Arch Bridges
Arch bridges are curved construction with the
convex side upward.  Regardless of size, shape or
material, the principle behind the arch bridge type
remains the same; the arch ring compresses under
vertical loads and the outward thrust at the base of
the arch must be balanced by equal reactions at
the abutments.  The arch shape can be
semicircular, elliptical or segmental.
Stone Arch Bridges
The stone arch bridge technology was used since ancient times, and it was brought to
this country by European colonists.  The technology was well suited for the
compressive strength inherent in natural rock, and it was the only technology available
for permanent, substantial structures prior to the introduction of truss bridge technology
during the first half of the 19th century.  Stone arch bridges continued to be built for
railroad and highway use through the first decades of the 20th century.
The principle behind stone arch construction is that shaped stone blocks of the arch
ring compress together under vertical loads. Historically, the stone arch was
constructed by building the abutments and wingwalls, then erecting a wood, arch-
shaped form, known as falsework or centering.  The arch ring, spandrel walls, and
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Figure II-18.  The Arch Bridge in Pembroke (#2021) is
among the most complete, extant stone arch bridges in
Maine.  It was built in 1894 by the town.
Figure II-17.  Stone arch bridge nomenclature.  Source: PennDOT.  Historic Highway Bridges of
Pennsylvania.
parapets were placed, then the structure was backfilled with fill material (usually
stones, large rocks, and earth), Finally, builders removed the falsework, allowing the
arch to compress into a locked and stable unit that supported itself through
compression.
Stone arch bridges were usually laid up with mortared joints, although some were dry
laid (no mortar between the stones).  Until the late 19th century, the mortar was a soft,
plastic, lime-based mortar, rather than a hard Portland or artificial cement.  Portland
cement came into common use in the
1880s and 1890s.
At least 12 stone arch highway bridges
remain in service on public roads in
Maine.  They are most often composed
of granite blocks, an abundant natural
resource that was quarried because of
its suitability as a building material.
The oldest documented extant stone
arch bridge is the 1854 Water Street
Bridge (Augusta #0563).  Like many of
the state s arch bridges it is laid up in
ashlar, i.e., squared stone.
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Among the stone arch bridges most noteworthy for completeness and quality of
craftsmanship are the ca. 1873 Clark Street Overpass (Portland #0328), the 1894 Arch
Bridge (Pembroke #2021), and the 1905 Vaughan Memorial Bridge (Hallowell #0490). 
The Clark Street Overpass was built by the Boston & Maine Railroad as part of the
development of its Portland terminal.  The Vaughan Memorial Bridge was built by the
Vaughan family as a gift to the town and a memorial to Wil liam Manning Vaughan
(1807-1891), a member of one of the town s founding families.
Reinforced Concrete Arch Bridges
The same principles that govern traditional stone arch construction govern reinforced
concrete arch construction, only that rather than shaped blocks compressed together
under vertical loads as in a stone arch, reinforced concrete arches are monolithic
structures with the reinforcement distributed in the tension zones of the arch ring.  In
traditional stone arch or plain [unreinforced] concrete arch bridges, the sheer mass of
material is used to absorb the tensile stresses, but reinforced concrete arches use
reinforcing bars to perform the same function.  Reinforced concrete arches are in many
ways a more efficient design, since a lesser volume of material can do the work
formerly done by the additional mass.
In the 1880s and 1890s, the earliest reinforced concrete bridges built in the United
States were closed spandrel deck arches where the arch ring supported the spandrel
walls that hold back the fill between the arch ring and the roadway.  During the early
period of the reinforced concrete arch technology, a trial-and-error approach prevailed
with a variety of competing ideas about the appropriate shape, volume, and placement
of reinforcing metal.  A number of engineers patented and marketed different arch
reinforcing systems, but by far the two most common systems in North America were
versions of either the Melan or Ransome systems.
The Melan system, invented in 1892 by Austrian engineer Josef Melan and patented in
this country in 1893, utilized steel beams embedded in the concrete.  Really more a
steel arch with concrete encasing than a true reinforced concrete structure, the Melan
system was able to support greater capacity for longer span lengths than earlier
systems.  The leading proponent of the Melan system in the United States was
engineer Edwin Thacher.  He designed the first major Melan-type arch, a three-span
structure, over the Kansas River at Topeka beginning in 1894.  He established the
Concrete-Steel Engineering Company of New York City in 1901, and the firm went on
to design more than 200 Melan arch bridges prior to 1912.  Examples of Melan arches
built by Thacher and other builders are known to have existed in Maine, but no
documented examples are documented to have survived.  The 1903 Old Wesserunset
Bridge (Skowhegan #1074) appears to be a Melan-type arch but no plans document its
construction.  It has been significantly altered and has lost its integrity of original
design.
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Figure II-19.  Reinforced concrete arch bridge nomenclature.  Source: PennDOT, Historic Highway
Bridges of Pennsylvania.
Figure II-20.  The 1902 Pope Memorial Bridge
(East Machias #2682) is Maine s oldest
identified example of a reinforced concrete deck
arch bridge.  The bridge was built by the Pope
Lumber Co. to improve the crossing of the East
Machias River near i ts lumber mil l and shipyard.
The Melan system was eclipsed during the first decade of the 20th century by versions
of the Ransome system of twisted reinforcing bars, first used by Ernest Ransome in the
late 1880s.  Ransome was a California builder and manufacturer of concrete block who
received a patent for the commonly used square twisted reinforcing bar in 1884.  He
patented the reinforcing system after experimenting in search of a factory-building
material that offered superior resistance to
earthquake, explosion, and fire.  He later
applied the twisted reinforcing bars to arch
bridges and his 1889 Alvord Lake bridge in
San Francisco s Golden Gate Park is
considered America s first concrete arch with
steel reinforcing bars.  The Ransome system
offered important advantages; the twisted
bar provided a much better bond between
the steel and concrete, and twisting the bar
cold raised the steel s yield point
considerably.  The bars could be offered in a
range of sizes, thus providing greater control
over the available cross section and
eliminating unnecessary metal.
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Figure II-21.  The 1923 Carabasset Bridge
(New Portland #5131) is one of the longer,
earlier, and complete, reinforced concrete
arch bridges designed by the state bridge
division.
Figure II-22.  The Chisolm Park Bridge (Rumford
#2990), built in 1929-30, is the only open spandrel
arch highway bridge in Maine.
Although Ransome usually was given credit for
inventing what became the most popular
reinforcing system, other engineers and
builders were given credit for promoting and
propagating reinforced concrete arch bridges
using the twisted reinforcing bars.  The
popularization of the technology was achieved
through engineering periodicals, textbooks, and
advertising that reached a national audience of
engineers and contractors receptive to the
apparent economic and structural advantages
of the material.
By 1910, reinforced concrete deck arch
construction had become widely accepted
practice throughout the United States.  Builders and engineers in Maine were in step
with national trends. At least 33 examples from 1902 to 1953 have been identified.  The
oldest extant example is the 1902 Pope Memorial Bridge (East Machias #2682).  Other
examples of the technology as it had matured after 1910 are the ca. 1915 Hartford
Street Bridge (Rumford #3638) and the 1916 Centennial Bridge (Kingfield #5852).  The
bridges exhibit typical period details such as paneled concrete parapets or concrete
balustrades, and plain or minimally detailed spandrel walls.  The Maine State Highway
Commission  oversaw the construction of a number of reinforced concrete deck arch
bridges for towns in the 1910s, and beginning in the late 1910s, the commission also
designed many examples in house.  A complete example of the Bridge Division s work
with many of the standard details is the 1924 Carabasset Bridge (New Portland #5131).
In the first decades of the 20th century,
engineers developed other reinforced
concrete arch bridge types, most notably
open spandrel arches and thru arches. 
Open spandrel arch bridges differed from
closed spandrel arch bridges in that
spandrel columns were used to support a
deck slab rather than walls holding back
earth fill.  Open spandrel arch bridges
were built nationally from about 1907
through the 1930s. Although they offered
economy of material in comparison to
closed spandrel arches of similar size
and lessening of dead load, they also
required more complicated formwork and
were thus best suited to long-span
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Figure II-23.  The Blue Hill Falls Bridge (Blue Hill #
5038) is one of the significant, beautifully detailed
tied thru arch bridges designed by the Maine State
Highway Commission in the 1920s.
crossings where a graceful yet powerful bridge was desired and the economy of
material could be used to best advantage.  Many open spandrel arch bridges have arch
rings composed of individual ribs, resulting in further economy of material.  Maine has
one notable ribbed open spandrel arch bridge, the 1929 Chisolm Park Bridge (Rumford
#2990).  Like many open spandrel arch bridges nationally, it is in a setting where the
aesthetics of the design and its architectural features are shown off to best advantage.
Reinforced concrete thru arch bridges
appeared in the United States during the
early 1910s, with the best known
variation a patented design by James B.
Marsh of Des Moines, Iowa.  The thru
arch usually consisted of two parallel
arch ribs that were tied by reinforced
concrete girders, which resist the thrust
of the arch.  The structural action was
similar to an archer s bow, and the bridge
type was sometimes also called a
bowstring arch for that reason.  The
design reduces the size of the required
substructure.  Thru arches were often
located in settings where an aesthetic
arch bridge was desired but conditions
did not permit massive abutments or low vertical clearances.
Many thru arches were built throughout the Midwest in the 1910s and 1920s, but they
were never greatly popular on the East Coast.  Maine s state bridge engineer, Llewellyn
Edwards, however, chose the reinforced concrete thru arch type/design for the state
bridge division s signature work.  Although the state highway department built only
three examples during his tenure from 1921 to 1928, they were exceptionally
proportioned and well detailed examples that rank among the most graceful in the
nation.  The 1926 Blue Hill Falls Bridge (Blue Hill #5038) is the earliest of Maine s three
examples.  The bridge is complemented by its natural setting along the rocky coastline. 
The 1928 Covered Bridge (Norridgewock #2187) is the longest and only multi-span
example of the three in Maine.  The 1927 Chestnut Street Bridge (Lewiston #5003) is
the third example located over a power canal adjacent to Lewiston s textile mills.
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Figure II-24.  The Stanley Brook Bridge
(Overpass NPS #0265, Mt. Desert #0559) is one
of the signature, stone-faced, reinforced
concrete arch bridges in Acadia National Park. 
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., had the bridge built in
1933 as part of the development of a series of
grade-separated carriage roads and motor
roads.
By 1930, the great era of reinforced concrete arch bridges had ended nationally and in
Maine.  Afterward, reinforced concrete arch bridges were built less frequently as plain
utilitarian structures because of their comparatively high cost of construction and
material in comparison to steel and other reinforced concrete bridge types, such as T
beams, slabs, and rigid frames.  They did, however, continue to be built in small
numbers in urban or park-like settings where a traditional arch bridge was desired.
Among Maine s significant later reinforced concrete arch bridges are the collection built
for Acadia National Park s carriage roads and motor roads by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. 
He developed the park on his own private land, later donated to the federal
government, as part of his effort to offer the public a way to experience Acadia s natural
beauty.  A significant feature of Rockefeller s planning for the park was a system of
carriage roads reserved for pedestrians, horse riders, and carriages.  The carriage
roads were separated from the motor roads, which themselves were sited to fit
gracefully to the island s topography.  Where
carriage roads and motor roads intersected
or crossed streams, Rockefeller designed
reinforced concrete arch or reinforced
concrete rigid frame bridges faced with
native stone. The application of stone
veneer to reinforced concrete bridges was a
technique that was in use from the first
decade of the 20th century.  The Acadia
National Park bridges have a high quality of
stone craftsmanship used to great effect in
harmony with the natural landscape.  The
road and bridge system is considered a
masterpiece of the intersection of
engineering and landscape architecture.  It
has had a significant influence on the design
of parks throughout the United States.
Steel Arch Bridges
Metal has been used for arch bridges since the famous 1779 cast-iron arch over the
River Severn at Coalbrookdale in England.  The first American iron arch bridge is the
1839 Dunlap s Creek bridge at Brownsville, Pennsylvania, on the National Road.  Steel
was introduced for arch bridges in the United States during the 1870s.  Maine has no
significant 19th or early 20th century examples of the steel arch technology.
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Figure II-25.  The Morse Bridge (Rumford #2585),
a tied steel thru arch, built  in 1935.
The only example of a steel arch bridge that is not a structural steel plate corrugated
arch is the 1935 Morse Bridge (Rumford #2585).  The Morse Bridge has a 230'-long, 3-
hinge, steel tied thru arch main span.  The bridge works under the same basic
principles as the reinforced concrete tied thru arch bridge type/design only the material
is different.  The steel tied thru arch technology was developed in Europe during the
last half of the 19th century.  The first
important long-span steel tied thru arch
bridge in the United States was the 780'-
long 1930-32 West End-North Side Bridge
over the Ohio River in Pittsburgh.  During
the 1930s, American engineers
increasingly considered tied steel thru arch
bridges as an important alternative to other
bridge types, especially for bridges in the
range of 200' to 800' spans.  The
type/design was usually chosen for
reasons of economy, appearance, and
because conditions at the bridge site
restricted water flow.  The 3-hinge variation
is not uncommon in steel arch bridges.  It was developed for deck arch bridges in about
1870 and later applied to thru arch bridges.  The 3-hinge design is a determinate
structure and the hinges compensate for secondary stresses.  The Morse Bridge is
Maine s only example of its type/design and it reflects period thinking on the
technology.
Structural Steel Plate Corrugated Arches
A very common type of drainage structure on highways and railroads throughout Maine
and the nation is the structural steel plate corrugated arch. The arches were introduced
in 1931 when Armco Drainage and Metal Products, Inc. of Middletown, Ohio, began
producing them in diameters up to about 20'.  They were the product of advances
associated with the corrugated metal pipe culverts that were introduced in about 1905
and had become ubiquitous during the 1910s and 1920s.  The multi-plate arches were
developed because of the practical limitations of manufacturing and shipping pipes in
large diameters.  Most steel late corrugated arches are either the half-circular (spring
lines vertical with the footings) or reentrant (spring lines are above the footings) design,
and both are typically placed on concrete footings.  The multi-plate arches are built up
of corrugated steel plates curved at the factory and shipped in nested, knocked-down
form for bolted assembly in the field.  The multi-plate arch design proved to be resistant
to cracking and disjointing under loads, easy to construct, and durable.  It was
immediately popular in Maine and throughout the country, and it is still being used
today with little variation in design.  None of the identified corrugated metal plate
arches in Maine were evaluated as significant for their technology or engineering.
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Figure II-26.  Rigid frame bridge nomenclature.  Source: DelDOT,
Delaware s Historic Bridges, 2001.
E. Rigid Frame Bridges
The reinforced concrete rigid frame bridge type, where the top member and the
verticals are integral, is one of the most efficient uses of both steel and concrete.  It
was developed in
Europe during the late
19th century and
transferred to the United
States in the early part
of the 20th century.  In
Maine, two variants of
the type/design were
identified: the low rise
and the high rise.
Low-Rise Rigid Frame
Bridges
Low-rise rigid frame
bridges range in length from about 15' to 25' long.  The legs and slab are integral.
Haunches at the inside corners are reinforced to take stresses.
The bridge type/design was introduced in Maine and the United States during the first
decade of the 20th century and was usually identified in period literature as an open
(no floor) or closed (with floor) box culvert. Today, they are usually considered rigid
frame bridges because they have in common the basic principle of a rigid frame bridge,
where the top member and the verticals are integral and the legs perform useful work in
supporting the loads.  The low rise examples do not have the engineering
sophistication, proportions, or economical use of material of the later longer, high-rise
examples.
The low-rise rigid frame bridge type/design has a history in common with other
standard reinforced concrete bridge types, such as the slab and T beam (see below). 
They were promoted by federal, state, and municipal engineers as an economical and
permanent solution to providing roads with short drainage structures.  The earl iest
identified example of the standard design used by the Maine State Highway
Commission is the 1917 Youngs Bridge (Union #2971).  Other examples are four 1928
bridges in Acadia National Park (Mt. Desert #0466, #0467, #0468, #0479).
High-Rise Rigid Frame Bridges
In the 1920s, Arthur G. Hayden, designing engineer of the Westchester County (NY)
Parks Commission, introduced the rigid frame bridge type from Europe for use with
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Figure II-27.  The 1935 Partridge Bridge
(Whitefield #2650) illustrates the intrinsic arch
profile and handsome lines that characterize the
high-rise rigid frame bridge type.
longer span and greater vertical clearance bridges.  The bridge type/design requires
expensive and restrictive formwork to erect but it is an efficient use of material.  It
reduces the amount of work in the ground because the mass of the abutments is
reduced.  The rigid frame s slightly arched profile to the soffit provides maximum depth
at the knees where the bending moment is greatest and the stress pattern most
complex.  The bridge type results in well proportioned spans with clean lines.
The Maine State Highway Commission Bridge Division under the leadership of state
bridge engineer Max Wilder was in step with national trends when it introduced the
bridge type/design for longer span crossings that were not culvert-like low-rise rigid
frame bridges in the early 1930s.  The oldest and first documented use is the 1931
Canal Bridge (Madison #2122), a modest 41'-long bridge.  A longer and later example
is the 74'-long, Partridge Bridge built in 1935 (Whitefield #2650).
A later mid 20th century refinement to the
rigid frame bridge type/design was the
application of continuous reinforcing to
multiple spans.  By the late 1930s, rigid
frame bridges were common, but in general
used only for single spans from 35' to 85'-
long.  Multiple span applications required
difficult and sophisticated stress analysis
because of the indeterminate nature of rigid
frame structures, and thus, they were not
often attempted.  In the 1940s, engineers
demonstrated growing confidence in the
design calculations necessary to build
continuous, indeterminate structures of both
steel and reinforced concrete.  Most state
highway departments attempted their first
multiple span, rigid frame bridges in the
years after World War II.  One of the earliest and most complete in Maine is the 1949
Mechanic Falls Bridge (Mechanic Falls #2540).
F. Girder-Floorbeam Bridges
An important advance in girder technology occurred with the transition from wood to
metal girders in the mid 19th century.  America s antebellum bridge engineers
understood the superior bending strength of metal but the initial development of the
technology, and its widespread application, relied upon later improvements in the
manufacture of rolled-iron structural shapes, such as angles, channels, plates, and I-
beams. 
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Figure II-28.  Girder bridge nomenclature.
As early as 1847, wrought-iron girder bridges were introduced by the railroads.  In most
instances, the railroads used built-up beams, composed of rivet-connected plates for
the web and angles for the flanges, to make a beam of sufficient depth to span greater
distances than possible with then available rolled beams. (Depth of a beam is related to
span length, with the greater the desired length, the greater the depth.)  Built-up girder
bridges proved to be efficient and economical for railroad-carrying spans, and they
were the only serious competitors to metal trusses for railroad use in the late 19th
century.  Railroad companies especially appreciated the ease of installation.  Since the
built-up beams were almost completely assembled in fabricating shops, conveniently
located on rail lines, the bridges could be loaded easily onto flatbed cars.  Once at the
erection site, cranes quickly hoisted them into position with minimum traffic interruption. 
The ability to transport beams was often a factor limiting their length, and in general,
built-up girder highway bridges were not built in great numbers because of the difficulty
of transporting the beams overland by wagons or sleds.  Most extant 19th century
girder bridges and many 20th century ones are associated with rai lroads.
By the 1890s, improvements in the open-hearth steel making process resulted in larger
quantities of structural steel at lower prices. Consequently, bridge builders increasingly
chose steel rather than wrought-iron sections to make use of steel s superior tensile
strength.  As steel plants developed larger rolling mills, it was also possible to
substitute deeper rolled beams of I-section for built-up beams.  Although wrought-iron
rolled I-beams had been available since the 1850s, they had been used sparingly in
bridge construction, usually as floorbeams or stringers of truss bridges, because of
their high cost and the di fficulties of rol ling long and deep beams.
The two most common designs
of girder with floorbeams
bridges are the thru girder
and the deck girder.  The thru
girder is where the floorbeams
are placed in line with the
bottom flanges of the girders
with the travelway passing
between the paired girders. 
The deck girder is where the
floorbeams are placed near the
top flanges of the girders and
the travelway located at the top
of the girders.  Other than the placement of the floorbeams and travelway, no
significant technological difference exists between the thru and deck designs.  Deck
girders are often associated with locations where vertical underneath clearances were
not critical.
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Figure II-29.  The Park Avenue Underpass
(Portland #0326 is an early and complete
surviv ing example of  a girder-floorbeam bridge
with concrete encasement to protect the beams.
The girder-floorbeam bridge technology was mature by the last decades of the 19th
century, consequently, there have been few significant changes during the 20th
century.  The bridge type continues to be
built today with minor refinements, mostly in
metallurgy and the use of welded and bolted
connections rather than riveted connections. 
The increasing application of continuous
design principles was an important advance
in bridge engineering during the mid 20th
century, and it was applied to girder with
floorbeams bridges, as well as most other
major bridge types and designs.  A
continuous design is where the
superstructure extends without joints over
one or more piers.  The continuous designs
achieved economy of material in comparison to simply supported spans of similar
length.
The bridge survey evaluated 97 girder-floorbeam bridges, not counting the previously
evaluated 6 movable bridges that have girder-floorbeam superstructures. Twenty-two
(22) of the 97 bridges are evaluated eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places.  It was also determined that 11 of 97 had post-1956 dates of construction and
were thus built after the survey s cutoff date.
Maine s girder bridges fall well within national trends and thinking about the technology. 
They are mostly  textbook  designs built using standard details for girders, flooring
systems, railings, and substructure elements.
All of the oldest extant examples in the state are associated with railroads.  This is to
be expected.  The railroads developed the technology in the mid 19th century and used
it unsparingly through the middle of the 20th century. It is important to note that the
bridge survey includes only those railroad-built bridges that cross highways as grade
separation structures.  Although it is unknown how many other girder-floorbeams
bridges are on the railroads, it is to be expected that the number is very large indeed.
Most of these uninventoried bridges are presumed to have been built between 1890
and 1929 when the railroad companies wholesale upgraded bridges on their lines for
heavier locomotive loadings.
The oldest example in the survey is the 1890 Park Avenue Underpass (Portland
#0326). It is an early application of concrete encasement, a technique that was
successfully developed to protect steel beams in the late 19th century and which was
very popular through the first half of the 20th century.  In this case, the concrete
encasement is also used as an architectural treatment in deference to the bridge s
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Figure II-30.  Frankfort #1136 is one of
seven overpass bridges built in 1905 by the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad for its
Lagrange-Searsport main line extension. 
The line retains an early 20th century
character and many of i ts period buildings
and structures between Northern Maine
Junction and Searsport.
prominent urban situation.  The bridge is among the earliest extant structures built by
the Portland Union Railway Station Company, organized in 1887 to rationalize and
improve the terminal operations of formerly competing rail lines in a congested urban
setting.
A number of railroad-built girder-floorbeam bridges are evaluated significant for their
historic association with rail lines that have made important contributions to the
economic and physical development of the state, region, or locality.  It is their historic
association with an important rail line with integrity that sets them apart from other
bridges with a common technological heritage.
Seven steel girder-floorbeam bridges (Frankfort #1132, Winterport #1143, Hampden
#3526, Stockton Springs #5388, Hermon #5420, Frankfort #1130, Frankfort #1136) are
significant for their historic association with the original 1905 section of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad s line from Northern Maine Junction to Searsport.  The line was the
most costly construction project undertaken by the railroad as part of its successful
effort to promote the development of northern Maine's forest and wood products
industries and open markets to northern Maine's farmers, particularly for potatoes.  The
B&A RR had built or acquired a network of lines from north of Bangor between 1891
and 1902, but the company did not have an all-weather seaport terminal.  It was thus at
the financial mercy of other railroads, particularly the Maine Central, which could set
rates and terms for shipment.  The extension of the line from South LaGrange to its
new wharves and coal terminal at Searsport had a significant impact on the growth of
industry along the B&A RR, particularly the expansion of the Great Northern paper mills
in Millinocket.  The Pennsylvania Steel
Company of Steelton, PA, held the B&A RR s
contract for bridge construction on the line and
fabricated all of the identified girder with
floorbeams bridges. The bridges are among the
earliest extant examples of the type/design
identified and their significance is enhanced by
the overall integrity of the line.  Several of the
bridges have good period details, such as
shiplap details or steel bents with built-up
battered columns of Z-shaped section and
plate.
Field observations and research in B&A RR
company history indicates that the section of the
extension from Northern Maine Junction to
Searsport appears to retain integrity of original
design, including most of its original alignment,
grade, cuts, fills, bridges (17 bridges according
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Figure II-31.  The Common Street
Bridge (Saco #1354) illustrates the
ubiquitous girder-floorbeam technology
used by Maine s and the nation s
railroads.  It is one of seven bridges
built in 1927-28 as part of the Boston &
Maine s Saco-Biddeford grade
separation.
to the company history) and many of the early 20th century facilities, including stations
& depots (Frankfort, Searsport, Winterport) and shops/yard at Northern Maine Junction.
The section of line from Northern Maine Junction to Searsport has the significance and
integrity of a historic corridor under Criterion A.
Another significant grouping of girder-floorbeam bridges are those on the Boston &
Maine Railroad s 1927-28 Saco-Biddeford Main Line grade separation. The B&M Main
Line from South Berwick to Portland by way of Saco-Biddeford was initially constructed
in 1873.  It was built in response to competition for the Boston-Portland traffic between
the Eastern RR and the B&M, in which the B&M had lost trackage rights over an earlier
line.  The B&M emerged from the financial turmoil of the 1870s as the strongest of the
competing lines and from thenceforth was the dominant carrier of all freight and
passenger traffic from Portland south to Boston and other points in New England.  The
B&M played a significant role in the transportation and economic development of Maine
by tying its agricultural and industrial products to the national economy.  The Main Line
was the backbone of the B&M system and a dominant transportation force in the state
through the 1920s until it began consolidating operations and slowly abandoning its
lines after the 1930s in response to competition from motorized vehicles.
The B&M RR Main Line was continually improved from its initial development in 1873
through the end of its heyday in the late 1920s.  The section of line in Biddeford-Saco
was improved in 1927-28 with replacement of at least seven overpass bridges
(Biddeford #1351, Saco #1352, #1353, #1354, #1355, #1364 & #1365).  Biddeford
#1351 is a truss bridge, and Saco #1353 is a steel stringer, but the others are girder
with floorbeams bridges, all fabricated by the Phoenix Bridge Co. of Phoenixville, PA. 
The Main Line was known by railroaders as the
 high iron" because the double track, easy grades,
and limited grade crossings were designed for
speed and efficiency.  The bridges are complete
examples of their type and design, engineered for
heavy locomotive loadings of the early 20th
century. The Biddeford-Saco grade separation has
the integrity of a historic corridor.
Among other bridges with important railroad
associations are the Maine Central s 1914 Water
Street Bridge Underpass (Augusta #0564), part of a
multi-span viaduct with riveted Warren deck
trusses over the Kennebec River; the Maine
Central s 1914 Water Street Bridge (Hallowell
#5391) and 1930 Second Street Bridge (Hallowell
#0565), both located in and contributing to the
National Register-listed Hallowell Historic District;
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and the 1920 B&M RR Underpass (Wells #5337), also part of the  high iron   of the
B&M Main Line.
The steel girder -floorbeam bridge type was within the repertoire of bridge types built by
the Maine State Highway Commission, but in comparison to other standard bridge
types, it has not played as significant a role in the development of the state s highway
system.  There are no state-built examples predating 1928, and those later examples of
the technology have few noteworthy features or details.  Many were built as
replacement bridges using salvaged girders and beams as an expedient.  The 1930
Charles River bridge (Fryeburg #2151) is a formulaic example of a state bridge
division-designed girder with floorbeams bridge that is noteworthy for its setting in an
area with rural historic district potential.
The most impressive of the state bridge division girder bridges are the 2 multiple span
continuous deck girder bridges built in the 1940s.  The 1940 Seven Mile Brook bridge
(Vassalboro #3657) and the 1946 Highland Avenue bridge (Houlton #3874) have
haunched built-up girders with center spans of over 100'. They are historically and
technologically significant applications of continuous design principles il lustrating the
economy of design and material achieved during the mid 20th century.  Although not
early in a national context where the continuous designs began appearing in the 1920s
and 1930s, they are the earliest continuous deck girder with floorbeams bridges
designed by the bridge division under the leadership of state bridge engineer Max
Wilder.
Two girder with floorbeams bridges are of note in Kittery.  The 1919 Navy Yard
Entrance bridge (Kittery #1357) is historically significant in association with the
National Register-listed Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.  The bridge built by the federal
government dates from an important period in the shipyard's history when it retooled
and expanded to meet the demands of submarine production during World War I.  The
heavily built thru girder bridge continues in its historic function providing rail road,
highway, and pedestrian access to the shipyard.  It contributes to the historic character
and significance of its setting. 
The Viaduct (Kittery #5276) in Kittery consists of the 10 deck girder approach spans to
the 1920-21 Memorial Bridge (Kittery #2546), a historically and technologically
distinguished example of a vertical lift bridge that was designed by America's premiere
vertical-lift bridge designer, J. A. L. Waddell.  The deck girder spans, while not of
themselves technologically significant as examples of deck girder technology, are
structurally part of a larger resource that has been determined NR-eligible.  They are
maintained under a separate bridge number for administrative purposes but they were
historically built at the same time and as part of the Memorial Bridge and are thus
significant by association.
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Figure II-32.  The 1916 Tom Collins bridge
(Bingham #2845) is a standard reinforced
concrete bridge type     the thru girder    that was
used by the state bridge division for a brief
period in the mid to late 1910s.
It should be noted that the Kittery Viaduct spans are not the only girder with floorbeams
spans that have been determined eligible as the approach spans of other bridge types. 
Among the other determined eligible bridges with girder with floorbeams approach
spans are the 1902 B&A RR bridge (Ashland #0159), the 1931 Waldo Hancock bridge
(Prospect #3008), the 1939 Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge (Deer Isle #3257), the 1940
Sara Mildred Long bridge (Kittery #3641), and the 1949 Memorial bridge (Augusta
#3641).  None of the latter bridges  approach spans, however, are administered under
separate bridge numbers.
Most of Maine s girder with floorbeams bridges are steel but it is possible to build the
bridge type out of other materials, including reinforced concrete.  Two reinforced
concrete thru girder bridges have been identified.  The 1916 Tom Collins bridge
(Bingham #2845) is the earliest and most complete (the other is Abbot #2887, built in
1918, which is closed to traffic and has lost integrity of original design and materials). 
Reinforced concrete thru girder bridges are composed of a pair of cast-in-place
longitudinal girders and transverse floorbeams that are connected by the arrangement
of the steel reinforcing bars.  The roadway passes between the paired girders.  The
girders are commonly very large in appearance and have panels to save on weight. 
The girders actually serve as the bridge parapets, as well as the main supporting
members.
Like other reinforced concrete bridge types,
thru girders appeared in the first decade of
the 20th century.  Thru girders were one of
the least successful of the standard
reinforced concrete bridge types, mainly
because they proved less economical than T
beam bridges for the same range of span
lengths (30'-50') and were limited to
relatively narrow roadway widths.  By 1928,
George A. Hool, a noted authority on
reinforced concrete bridge construction,
reported that "from the standpoint of
economy, the thru girder bridge should not
be built except where insufficient headroom
or other local conditions prevent the use of the deck girder [T beam]."  In Maine, the
bridge type does not appear to have ever been widely popular.  The state highway
commission is known to have built a limited number of examples in the mid to late
1910s.  The 1916 Tom Collins bridge is historically and technologically significant as
the only identified complete example that appears to have survived in use.
1 In layman s terms, a culvert is a small bridge and not a distinct bridge
type/design. The Culvert Inspection Manual (FHWA, 1986) defines a culvert as   a
drainage opening beneath a roadway embankment.  This definition reflects that the soil
or embankment material surrounding the culvert plays a structural role regardless of
the type/design or material of the culvert.  TINIS codes pipes and box culverts (whether
under an embankment or not) with the number  4" for culvert as the first digit in the five
number structure code.
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G. Culverts
The majority of pre-1956 structures coded by TINIS as culverts are pipe culverts or box
culverts.  Generally speaking, however, the culvert classification does not refer to a
distinct bridge type or design.  In addition to pipe culverts and box culverts, the TINIS
culvert population includes a number of short-span structures that could alternatively
be classified as low-rise reinforced concrete rigid frame bridges, reinforced concrete
slab bridges, or structural steel plate corrugated arch bridges.1 
Pipe Culverts
A very common type of drainage structure on roadways and railroads throughout Maine
and the nation is the pipe culvert.  Pipes have been used since time immemorial to
direct the flow of small streams and runoff.  Early builders used materials such as wood
and terra-cotta, while builders of the 19th century made increasing use of cast iron. 
During the 20th century, pipe culverts have been made of either reinforced concrete or
steel.  Pipes of either material are characterized by prefabrication at factories and
shipment to construction sites.  The pipes are manufactured in standard lengths and
diameters unless a custom order is made by the contractor.  Once delivered to the
construction site, the pipes are placed in stream beds and backfilled with earth.  Pipe
culverts may be single or multiple cells (one or more openings).
Reinforced concrete pipe culverts in precast units ranging from 15" to 6' diameters
have been available to builders since the first decade of the 20th century.  The history
of reinforced concrete pipe manufacturer parallels the development of reinforced
concrete as a building material, and it was a mature technology by the 1910s.  The
amount of reinforcement in the pipe depends on its size and the load to be carried by
the pipe.
Corrugated steel pipe culverts were introduced in the United States about 1905.  They
were quickly adopted by railroad and highway builders, especially as pipe
manufacturers increased capacity and the price of pipes fell through the 1910s to
1930s.  The pipes were found to resist cracking and disjointing under a load, as well as
to have comparatively light weight, ease of handling and installation, freedom from
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maintenance, and adaptability to extension and reuse.  Corrugated steel pipes were
produced in diameters ranging up to a maximum of about 9' by 1930.
The Maine State Highway Commission (MSHC) was using pipe culverts for roadway
drainage by 1910.  For instance, the commission estimated that 30 lineal feet of metal
pipe were required for a state-aid road project in Lisbon in 1911.  Early 20th century
pipe culverts built as part of state-aid road improvement projects were not classified as
bridges.  The earliest pipe culverts in the bridge survey date after 1930.  The later date
is a reflection of the bridge division keeping records of the larger pipe culverts on state
highways after hundreds of town-owned bridges on the state system were brought
under state maintenance and ownership in 1931.   
Pipe culverts are so ubiquitous and undifferentiated that they are not considered
historically or technologically significant unless they have the distinction of association
with an important construction project, such as a historically important highway or
railroad.  Pipe culverts are still built today with little change in the technology of
manufacturing or placing pipes.  Pipe culvert design has advanced in the last 40 years
with more sophisticated site analysis, particularly in the area of hydrology, where
culvert openings are now more closely sized to match  peak stream flows, and in the
area of hydraulic analysis, where embankment materials are analyzed to determine
lateral soil  pressures and the embankment s ability to support vertical loads.
No historically significant pre-1956 examples of pipe culverts were identified as a result
of the historic bridge survey.
Box Culverts
Reinforced concrete box culverts appeared on American and Maine roadways during
the first decade of the 20th century, and they were increasingly ubiquitous by the early
1910s.  Their history is nearly identical to the development of other standard reinforced
concrete bridge types/designs, such as T beam and slab bridges (see below).
A box culvert derives its name from its similarity to a box with open ends, and it is
usually distinguished by a cover slab (top) integral with the side walls and floor. 
Historically, however, the term box culvert has referred to both open (no floor) or closed
(with floor) examples.  The open box culverts in Maine s TINIS are for the most part
indistinguishable from what have also been classified as low-rise rigid frame bridges.
Box culverts are adapted to minor streams and locations where headroom is limited. 
They require little expensive form work or foundation work and may be placed in
trenches.  The cover (top) slab may directly support the roadway or be placed under a
fill, and it is proportioned to carry both live load and the entire weight of the fill, if any. 
Box culverts may be single or multiple cells with the single-cell span length rarely
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exceeding twice the height.  Since the 1910s, box culverts have been found to be
economical and practical under the majority of conditions for spans in the range of 6' to
15'.  The technology has changed little since the early 20th century.  The only
noteworthy change is the increasing substitution of precast box sections for cast-in-
place sections in the last thirty years.
The most common box culvert material is reinforced concrete, but there are other
materials that can be used including wood, stone, brick, and metal.  All of the identified
pre-1956 Maine box culverts are reinforced concrete with the exception of two timber
box culverts.
The state highway commission commonly built reinforced concrete box culverts
beginning in the 1910s.  Numerous references to box culverts are found in state
highway annual reports, both as part of state-aid road projects and as part of bridge
replacement projects under the General Bridge Act.  The majority of identified surviving
examples date after 1930.  Most earlier examples have alterations such as widening. 
None are individually significant.  A 1938 box culvert (Woodstock #3590) has been
determined contributing to a potential South Woodstock historic district.
H. Stringer Bridges
The stringer bridge type consists of a series of parallel, longitudinal beams supporting
a deck, usually of wood planks or concrete.  In Maine, the stringer bridges are often
called  girder   bridges and they are coded that way in TINIS, along with longitudinal
beam bridges of reinforced concrete (T beam bridges).  The stringer bridge, like girder
bridges of all materials, relies on the bending strength of the material to resist the
loads.  An important advance in stringer technology occurred with the transition from
wood to metal beams in the mid 19th century.  America s antebellum bridge engineers
understood the superior bending strength of metal but the initial development of the
technology, and its widespread application, relied upon later improvements in the
manufacture of rolled-iron structural shapes. 
By the 1890s, improvements in the open-hearth steel making process resulted in larger
quantities of structural steel at lower prices. Consequently, bridge builders increasingly
chose steel rather than wrought-iron sections to make use of steel s superior tensile
strength.  As steel plants developed larger rolling mills, it was also possible to
substitute deeper rolled beams of I-section for built-up beams.  Although wrought-iron
rolled I-beams had been available since the 1850s, they had been used sparingly in
bridge construction, usually as floorbeams or stringers of truss bridges, because of
their high cost and the di fficulties of rol ling long and deep beams.
In 1908, a major technological breakthrough occurred when Pennsylvania s Bethlehem
Steel Company began producing wide-flange rolled steel beams on the Grey Mill,
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Figure II-33.  Stringer bridge nomenclature.
named after its inventor
Henry Grey.  The mill
rolled beams at greater
speeds and depths and
at an approximately 10
percent savings in
material with no
reduction in strength. 
Although the company
first met difficulties
marketing the new 26", 28" and 30"  deep beams, Bethlehem had overcome the
problems by the early 1910s.  In his 1916 edition of Bridge Engineering, J. A. L.
Waddell touted the superiority of the improved steel I-beams, calling them  a great
boon to bridge designers and builders  because of their simplicity, compactness and
lower price.
As a class, rolled steel stringer bridges proved ideally suited for the highway building
campaigns of the 20th century.  They came to the fore before World War I, and by the
mid 1920s, rolled section stringer bridges were ubiquitous.  The advantages of the
technology were particularly attractive to state and county bridge engineers for spans
up to 60' in length.  They could be easily erected with readily available beam sections
and were cheaper than pony truss bridges.  Rubber-tired trucks and improved heavy
construction equipment eased the problems of transporting girders and on-site
erection.  With primarily accessible flat surfaces, girder bridges were easier to clean
and paint than trusses, and a concrete deck over the beams added protection from
exposure.  Steel stringer bridges are very common in Maine with more than 570
identified pre-1956 examples.
Several common design variations of the steel stringer bridge type were in use in
Maine and throughout the United States during the first half of the 20th century. The
stringers could be used plain, completely encased in concrete, or with jack arch deck
slab.  A common detail of steel stringer bridges is the concrete encasement of the
beams.  The technique was introduced in the 1890s to protect beams from corrosion
and eliminate the need for periodic painting. Although it added dead load to the bridge,
encasement had long-term maintenance cost benefits and was used frequently as a
technique by highway departments and railroad companies through the mid 20th
century.  
A design that was used for both local and state bridges from the 1910s to 1930s is the
concrete jack arch deck.  By using a form liner like corrugated metal sheets placed in
an arched shape between the stringer, the concrete deck was poured so as to integrate
the stringers with the deck and thus better distribute the l ive loads.  The jack arch deck
design became obsolete in the late 1930s for both economic reasons and technological
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Figure II-34.  The 5-span, 344'-long, steel
stringer Somesville Bridge (Saco #3412), built in
1937, is an early application of  continuous
design by the state bridge division.
advances and understanding of continuous reinforced concrete decks. The jack arch
deck stopped being used as reinforced concrete decks improved.  A good complete
example of the jack arch deck design is the 1920 Jellison bridge in Sanford (#1302).
After 1935, continuous design steel stringer bridges became very common in Maine. 
Over 120 pre-1956 examples were identified by the inventory.  Continuous designs are
those where the beam continues uninterrupted over one or more piers.  They have
significant economic advantages because they use less material for a given span
length than simple spans.  By spanning greater lengths with smaller section beams
than comparable simply supported spans, which must accommodate the entire load
within the span, the continuous span distr ibutes loads from bearing to bearing over two
or more spans. The reinforced concrete deck would be continuous over the interior
substructure units, thus reducing the number of expansion joints, whose failure is a
primary source of bridge deterioration.
In the mid 1930s, the Maine State Highway Commission was in step with national
trends in taking advantage of the economy of continuous designs.  The bridge
department benefitted from advances in engineering theory and knowledge.  Perhaps
the most important advance was the development of standard methods for determining
the moments and shears in continuous beam bridges.  Prior to this time, the design of
continuous beam bridges was tedious, intricate, and time consuming.  Few state bridge
engineers used continuous designs because of the problems involved in analyzing the
indeterminate structures.  Beginning in 1932, the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) published standard methods and tables for calculating moment distribution,
and in 1941 AASHO added these to their standard specifications.  Continuous steel
stringer bridges became very common after World War II.
Early complete examples of continuous steel
stringer bridges designed by the state bridge
division are the 1937 Somesville bridge
(Saco #3412), the1938 Badger Island bridge
(Kittery #2031), and the 1938 Billings bridge
(Paris #2979).
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Figure II-35.  Typical slab bridge.
Figure II-36. The Old Buffam bridge (Wells #0821),
built in 1909, is the oldest reinforced concrete slab
highway bridge in Maine.  The bridge is located on
the old alignment of the Portsmouth-Portland Post
Road.
I. Reinforced Concrete Slab and T Beam Bridges
Late 1890s advancement in the
understanding of reinforcing placement
to accommodate tension and shear
forces resulted in reinforced concrete
being used more frequently for slab and
T beam bridges early at the turn of the
20th century.  The appropriateness of
one bridge type over another was
predicated on several factors, such as
length of span, roadway profile, and
economical use of steel.  Beginning in
the 1910s, the bridge types proved
ideally suited to the preparation of
standard plans that could be used in a
variety of conditions with the result that
state highway departments built
hundreds of nearly identical slab and tee beam bridges as part of the development of
state highway systems.  Slab and T
beam bridges in Maine are
technologically undifferentiated from
those in other states.
The slab bridge concentrates reinforcing
steel, in the form of twisted or deformed
rods, in the lower portion and ends
where tensile forces and shear are the
greatest. As with all other bridge types,
the amount of steel and depth of the
slab is predicated on its length and live-
load capacity.  Slab bridges spans up to
about 35', beyond which other bridge
types are more economical. Slab bridges
are the most common bridge type in the
historic bridge inventory with over 600
pre-1956 examples.  The earliest
complete example identified is the 1909 Old Buffam bridge in Wells (#0821), which was
built as part of an early improvement to the Boston-Portland post road, later designated
US 1.
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Figure II-37.  Typical T-beam section.
Figure II-38.  The Kingman Road Bridge
(Macwahoc Plantation #5021), built in 1919, is
among the earliest, complete, state-built T
beam bridges in Maine.  It was built under the
authority of the General  Bridge Act of 1915,
which established regular funding and a set of
procedures for the improvement of the state s
highway bridges.  The bridge documents the
introduction of the prototypical T beam bridge as
a standard state highway bridge type for use in
the development of the state highway system.
T beams bridges are cast-in-place
reinforced concrete beams with
integral monolithic flanking deck
sections used for spans of up to 50' in
length.  The primary reinforcing steel
is placed longitudinally in the bottom
of the beam stem, and the deck or
flange reinforcing is placed
perpendicularly to the stem.  T beams
are almost always supported on
reinforced concrete substructures,
and they were favored in Maine for
span lengths of over 20' because of
their low long-term maintenance and
thus overall economy of material. 
The technology of the T beam bridge
did not change from the 1910s
through the 1950s, and it is based on
the integral connection of the
longitudinal beam and deck section. 
It is a more efficient use of material
than the slab design. The T beam
design proportions the deck thickness and longitudinal beam size and spacing to
achieve a lighter, stronger, and more 
economical section.
Beginning in the late 1910s, T beam bridges
emerged as one of the most popular state
bridge department designs. It was used
ubiquitously through the 1920s and early
1930s and continued to be popular through
the 1950s, although it increasingly faced
competition from steel stringer technology in
the same range of span lengths.  The cast-
in-place bridges are labor intensive owing to
the requisite form work and they are not built
frequently today because of high labor
costs.  More than 260 examples have been
identified.   Early complete examples of this
workhorse bridge type/design are the 1918
Leigh bridge in Vassalboro (#2454) and the
1919 Kingman Road bridge in Macwahoc
Plantation (#5021).
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Figure II-39.  The 1890 town-built  Watsons bridge
(Waterford #0747) is a 2-span, 24'-long, split granite
slab bridge with dry laid stone abutments, pier, and lintel
stones.  Stone post and lintel bridges were a common
colonial bridge type, and they continued to be used as a
survival technology until the early 20th century.
J. Stone Slab (Post and Lintel) Bridges
Stone slab bridges, also known as post and lintel bridges, consists of large flat stones
laid horizontally over posts.  They are a traditional bridge type that has been in use
since ancient times in Europe.  Stone
slab bridges were a common colonial
bridge type, and they continued to be
used as a survival technology until
the early 20th century.  The 1924
state bridge survey identified more
than 490 stone highway bridges, most
of the post and lintel type.  Many were
demolished or bypassed as part of
state highway improvement
campaigns in the mid 20th century
and only a handful of inventoried
examples survive today.  At least nine
extant examples have been identified,
including two National Register-listed
off-system (bypassed) examples: the
1797 Churchill bridge in Buckfield and
the 1808 Allen s Mill bridge in
Industry.  Among the significant on-
system examples are the ca. 1879
McLeary bridge in Strong (#0403), originally built by one of Maine s narrow-gauge
logging railroads and later incorporated into a state highway and the 1890 Watsons
bridge in Waterford (#0747).
1 The following historic context was prepared to supplement the narrative that
was prepared as part of the Phase 1 Survey Plan (Nov. 1997).  Readers are referred to
that narrative for a broader view of Maine s transportation history.
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Section III. Highway Bridge Building in Maine by the Maine State Highway
Commission, 1905-19561
Introduction
In order to evaluate the National Register eligibility of the pre-1956 highway bridge
population in Maine, it is important that the historic context fully address the role of the
Maine State Highway Commission and, in particular, its Bridge Division.  During most of
the 20th century, the commission has been the state s leading organization for the
design, construction, and maintenance of roads and bridges.  Other organizations,
such as railroad companies and toll bridge authorities, and other units of government,
such as counties, towns and cities, have participated and continue to participate in
highway bridge building, but none has had as great an impact as the state highway
commission.
Of the more than 2,030 bridges in the state s pre-1956 bridge inventory over 95 percent
date from 1915 to 1955, a period when the Maine State Highway Commission was
active in most highway bridge projects of any significant size or cost.  The office of the
Commissioner of Highways was established in 1905, but it was not until 1913 that a
three-man Maine State Highway Commission was authorized to employ a fully staffed
organization to build and maintain a state highway system.  Bridges became a full -time
concern of the commission with the passage of the 1915 General Bridge Act providing
state aid to improve bridges both on and off of the state highway system.  Over the next
decades, the commission continually met the public s demands for roads and bridges
designed for greater capacity, traffic volume, and speeds.  As these demands grew, so
did the administrative, financial, and technological capacity of the commission to meet
them.  Federal and state funding increased steadily.  The commission expanded and
hired engineers and staff with impressive levels of expertise and specialization.
A Bridge Division within the Maine State Highway Commission was created in 1916. 
The first state bridge engineer of record was Llewellyn Nathaniel Edwards, who served
from 1921 to 1928.  Max Lincoln Wilder succeeded Edwards and served as the state
bridge engineer from 1929 to 1962.  Under the able leadership of these two men, the
Bridge Division prepared and reviewed designs for hundreds of bridges, as well as
supervised their construction and maintenance.  The immense task of improving
bridges on the state s roads required that the division s engineers apply the available
bridge types and materials economically as possible while still maintaining quality,
durability, and public safety.
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The Maine State Highway Commission s engineers had close professional ties with the
federal Bureau of Public Roads (BPR), the American Association of State Highway
Officials (AASHO, renamed AASHTO in the 1960s), and the American Society of
Testing Materials (ASTM).  The BPR administered the federal aid program, established
in 1916, which provided annual appropriations to be matched by the states for road and
bridge improvements.  It coordinated a national highway policy through AASHO and
ASTM activities and meetings, which were attended regularly by Maine s highway
officials, including the state bridge engineers, who served on committees with their
counterparts from other states.  They developed standard specifications for designs
and materials that were endorsed by the BPR and applied throughout the nation.  As a
result, the majority of common bridge types and designs used in Maine became virtually
interchangeable with those used in other states.
The Maine State Highway Commission is Established and Enters the Business of
Building Bridges, 1905-1916.
The Maine State Highway Commission, like all other state highway departments
throughout the nation, was established as a direct result of the Good Roads Movement. 
The movement was one of the sundry Progressive reform movements that emerged in
the late 19th century and peaked during the 20th century s first decade.  Although
historians have long struggled to define the Progressives, generally they agree that the
movement s leaders advocated the expansion of government for the improvement of
schools, welfare, public health, roads, public works, and the management of natural
resources.  According to the Progressives, these functions were best placed in the
hands of professional government employees who were protected from political
partisanship by civil service laws.  The Progressive era was a key moment in American
history when federal and state governments took on many of the functions that are
taken for granted today.  Up to that time, these activities had resided primarily with
local governments or private companies and individuals.  Road and bridge building, for
instance, was traditionally supervised by town and county officials, usually laymen with
no formal engineering training.  Where a road or bridge was considered to have more
than local importance, the state sometimes granted a charter to a private company to
operate a turnpike or toll bridge, the tolls used to offset the initial construction
expenses, but rarely meeting the long-term maintenance costs.  
The Good Roads Movement emerged first with a bicycle craze that swept the country in
the 1880s.  Bicyclists demanded better roads for touring the countryside surrounding
larger towns and cities, but rural residents often met those demands with indifference. 
By the 1890s, however, the Good Roads Movement was gaining a broader audience. 
Advocates included grangers, railroad officials, engineers, and college professors, to
be joined by the growing number of early automobilists at about the turn-of-the-century. 
They sought to convince rural residents that good roads were a key to a better life. 
Good roads, they argued, would end rural isolation and improve access to markets. 
2 The ORI was later renamed the Office of Public Roads (OPR) in 1905 and then
the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) in 1919.  The BPR was renamed the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) in 1967.
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Rural roads and bridges were the neglected part of the nation s transportation
infrastructure.  Railroads were able to move freight hundreds of miles in a few days, but
what good was that if the freight could not make it the last five or ten miles of its journey
because of rutted, muddy, and seasonally impassable roads, or because of unsafe and
inadequate bridges. 
Until the mid 1890s, the Good Roads Movement lacked a national leadership or
program.  In 1895, that condition changed when the U. S. Department of Agriculture
established the federal Office of Road Inquiry (ORI), headed by Roy Stone, a civil
engineer and an ardent bicyclist.2  Stone collected data and published general
information about road conditions and construction throughout the United States.  He
used his position to build a network of like-minded reformers who lobbied state
governments to endorse the message of good roads and adopt model state-aid laws. 
The model laws endorsed the creation of state highway departments, headed by
engineers, who would administer and supervise state funding for the improvement of
rural roads and bridges.
In 1896, the model state-aid laws were given a significant push forward with the
inauguration of Rural Free Delivery (RFD) mail service, which started that year as an
experimental program and was expanded throughout the United States by 1900.  RFD
had a significant impact on rural life, bringing daily mail and news to rural citizens, and
opening to them a world of catalog shopping, such as from Sears-Roebuck.  RFD
routes were not authorized by the U.S. Post Office Department unless they were
passable in all weather.  So, by the turn-of-the-century farmers in Maine and
throughout the nation were clamoring for RFD, and therefore good roads and bridges
on which to deliver the mail.  From the late 1890s to the mid 1910s, one-by-one the
individual states adopted versions of the model state-aid laws.  In general, the more
affluent, industrial northern states were quicker to establish state-aid programs than
those in the south and west.
Maine was in national step with the Good Roads Movement.  In 1901, the state
legislature created a very modest state-aid program.  Up to $100 was budgeted for
each town to use on the improvement of a state road, loosely defined as the main
thoroughfare through a town.  It was a small program, but the Good Roads Movement
had taken hold in Maine.  The next step was the establishment of the office of the
Commissioner of Highways in 1905.  Paul D. Sargent was the first commissioner and
an earnest good roads reformer who believed in expanding the state-aid program.  His
approach to the job was professional and non-partisan.  Sargent, a native of Machias,
was an 1896 civil engineering graduate of the University of Maine.  He had served as
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Figure III-1.  A hallmark of the Progressive style of government adopted by the newly established Maine
Commissioner of Highways in 1907 was a business-like and professional approach to the state s work.  In
the early years, the annual reports provided a comprehensive accounting, including publishing the bids of
contractors.  This excerpt f rom a 1910 report listed all  of the bids and prices for the substructure of  the
International Bridge at Van Buren.  The lowest bid by Ellie Roy of  Lewiston was thrown out on account of
a check not being certif ied and two of the items submitted by him not being cal led for in the
specifications.  The work went to the next lowest bidder, Powers and Brewer of Grand Falls, New
Brunswick.  Source: Commissioner of Highways, Annual Report, 1910. 
the Assistant Engineer of the Washington Railroad from 1897 to 1903, and as the
recorder of deeds of Washington County from 1903 to 1905.
Sargent sought to establish himself as the state s leading expert on road and bridge
construction.  He traveled the state contacting town officials to inform them of the
benefits of the state aid program.  Many towns had not applied for aid simply because
the local officials did not know of or understand the application process.  He dispensed
practical advice about how to build improved roads with adequate drainage and
materials that would last longer. The commissioner s first annual reports were  how to
guides  for better roads with simple plans showing proper methods of crowning a dirt
road or mixing sand and clay for harder, longer lasting road surfaces.  Sargent
provided local officials straightforward specifications for state-aid road work.  His
reports to the legislature showcased successful state-aid construction projects in Maine
towns, sparking a sense of local pride. 
Commissioner Sargent s initial work focused on roadway improvements, but it was not
long before he was applying himself to bridges as well.  Bridges had long been
recognized by state government as one of the most expensive improvements
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Figure III-2.  The non-extant International Bridge between Van
Buren, Maine, and St. Leonards, New Brunswick, completed in
1911, was one of the first major accomplishments of the state
highway commission.  Paul D.  Sargent, chief engineer,  oversaw
the project for Maine, which contributed $35,500 toward its
construction, with the Dominion Government of Canada paying
the other half.  Powers & Brewer, general contractors, of  Grand
Falls, New Brunswick, built the substructure, and the Penn
Bridge Co. of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, built the pin-
connected truss superstructure.  Source: Maine Commissioner
of Highways, Annual Report, 1911.
undertaken by towns and counties.  For nearly a century the state legislature had from
time-to-time provided financial assistance to counties and towns for specific bridge
projects.  Such projects usually were based on need, but they were also a form of
monies distributed as a reward to members of the dominant Republican party.  Good
roads reformers, such as Sargent, complained that the practice, which was as common
in Maine as in most other states, allowed party officials to spend the state s funds
unwisely without first having plans prepared and reviewed by trained and impartial
engineers.  It resulted in sub-standard work with the towns spending as little of their
own money as possible and contractors building as cheap a bridge as possible.
In 1907, a reform-minded legislature inaugurated a practice of expending the specially
appropriated funds for bridge projects (called special resolves) through the supervision
of the state highway commissioner.  The expectation was that it would improve the
class of bridge work because of the commissioner s involvement in the approval of
plans and contracts.  Usually, the state put up only a portion of a new bridge s cost,
requiring the towns and counties also to make a substantial contribution.
The first bridge project of any
size undertaken by the
commissioner was for a new
steel swing span bridge (non-
extant) between Machiasport
and East Machias, built in
1907-08.  Sargent provided
general plans, selected the
competitive bid of the
American Bridge Company (the
nation s largest steel bridge
fabricator), and made a final
inspection.  Additionally that
year, the commissioner
traveled to Van Buren to
survey the site of an
international bridge over the
St. John River and to
coordinate its construction with
Canadian officials.  The four
span bridge, fabricated by the
Penn Bridge Company of
Beaver Falls, PA, consisted of
a 322'-long, pin-connected
Parker thru truss main span and three 143'-long, pin-connected Pratt thru truss spans. 
It opened in 1911 and has since been replaced with a modern span. The Van Buren
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Figure III-3.  The non-extant steel stringer
bridge with a concrete floor was built in 1911 in
Lisbon Falls.  The state highway commission
featured it as an example of its work providing
technical  and financial assistance to town
governments.  The simple-looking bridge belies
the fact that the beam size and spacing was
calculated by the state s professional engineers
to meet then-current standards for live load. 
This was in contrast to the process that most
Maine town s had used previously, which was to
rely on contractors and town laymen to make
engineering decisions, including what type of
bridge would give the town the best value.
international bridge ranked as the first long-span bridge built under the auspices of the
Commissioner of Highways, but it was a conservative application of a metal truss
bridge type and design that was first used in the mid 1870s and very well established
and standardized before 1900.
Sargent emphasized placing highway bridge building on a business-like basis with fair
and competitive bidding.  In the past, bridge companies often prepared general bridge
plans then fabricated and erected the bridge. Sargent discouraged this practice
because he felt that no greater mistake
could be made than trusting the contractor
with bridge design.  After all, he reasoned,
the contractor s primary purpose was to
make as much money as possible.  Any
savings in material or labor meant more
profit to the contractor, but could result in a
substantially weaker or less durable bridge. 
Under the new preferred arrangement for
state-funded bridge projects, the
commissioner himself, or a consulting
engineer chosen by the commissioner,
would in most instances draw up the plans
and oversee construction.  Contracts for the
steel truss and girder bridges often went to
large, and generally reputable, bridge
companies, such as the American Bridge
Company of Ambridge, Pennsylvania (or
their agents, the United Construction
Company of Albany, New York); the Penn
Bridge Company of Beaver Falls,
Pennsylvania; the Berlin Construction
Company, Berlin, Connecticut; the Groton Bridge Company, Groton, New York; the
Canton Bridge Company, Canton, Ohio; and the Boston Bridge Company, Boston,
Massachusetts.  These companies went on to be the most active steel bridge
fabricators in Maine through the 1920s and 1930s.
While the business of building bridges was improved by the commissioner, his
involvement in a bridge project did not immediately result in state-of-the-art bridge
technology.  The annual reports indicate that a variety of older bridge types, such as
pin-connected metal truss bridges, stone arch culverts, timber pile and beam bridges,
and wood truss bridges (such as Howe and King Post truss spans) were authorized by
the commissioner. Often, the decision in favor of one of the older bridge types and
designs was based on cost. The trend, however, was toward the expanded use of more
modern types and materials.  For instance, the 1911 annual report Commissioner of
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Highways features a 20'-long steel stringer bridge with a concrete deck that was built at
Lisbon Falls (non-extant).  Because of improvements in rolling mill technology, I-
shaped rolled beam stringer bridges had become an increasingly economical
alternative to other bridge types during the first decade of the 20th century.  The beams
could be bought from the steel mills, shipped to the bridge site, and placed with a
minimum of skilled labor.  The 1911 report also features a 66'-long patented Luten,
reinforced concrete arch bridge at Mars Hill over Presque Isle Stream (non-extant). 
After 1905, reinforced concrete arch bridges emerged as a popular highway bridge
type.  Daniel Luten was one of the type s most successful promoters, reputedly building
thousands of examples through affiliated companies, such as the Ley Construction
Company of Boston.  During the first decade of the 20th century, a growing number of
Maine contractors also had experience with reinforced concrete bridge types.  
By 1910, the Commissioner of Highways was an established part of the state
government, but whether his future role would remain as a technical advisor and state-
aid administrator to locally owned and maintained roads and bridges or as something
more was a debated question.  The office was not without growing pains or without its
critics, and this had sometimes hampered road and bridge projects, especially when
the commissioner s opinions differed from those of local officials.  In 1907, for instance,
Sargent reported that $500 had been appropriated and paid to the town of Whitneyville
to repair the abutment of a bridge over the Machias River.  He had drawn up plans for a
concrete abutment, but the town selectmen had gone stubbornly right ahead and built a
 very poor   wooden abutment in order to save money.
To Sargent s mind, this type of defiance was minor compared to the greater problem of
convincing town officials to cooperate with each other and choose road and bridge
projects that would help to form an interconnected network of improved highways
between the state s principal towns and cities.  Most state aid road projects began in
the center of towns and worked outward to outlying villages and farms, but never
connected with the improved roads of neighboring towns.  Many local officials did not
see it in their town s best interest to appropriate funds to match state aid for these
isolated sections of road or to improve out-of-the-way bridges that would form links
over rivers and streams at town lines.  
Although Sargent was confident that the benefit of an interconnected system of good
roads and bridges was self evident and that eventually state and local officials would
see what was best, the clash between local officials and the commissioner ran head
long into trouble when it came to the hiring of laborers and the selection of contractors. 
As the number of state aid and special resolve projects under his supervision steadily
increased, the commissioner could no longer oversee all of the projects directly himself
or attend to all of the bids and plans with his small staff of one clerk and two
stenographers.  Much of the control over the letting of contracts, the hiring of laborers,
and the selection of right-of-way fell to the local party officials who stubbornly held on
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to their traditional ways.  These men sometimes had their own surveying and
contracting businesses, and thus had potential conflicts of interest and opportunities to
turn personal profit at the expense of the state-aid program, not to mention using it
toward their own political ambitions if they so desired.  Some politicians viewed the
letting of contracts, the hiring of laborers, and ultimately even control of the
commissioner s office, as a potentially powerful source of patronage. 
The details of the episode are unclear but the outlines of it are that Sargent either left
or was forced from his office in February 1911 as a result of party politics.  There
ensued a period of allegations about the suspicious use of funds and preferential
treatment for the letting of contracts, the hiring of laborers, and the allocation of state
aid.  Sargent left Maine to work briefly as the Assistant Director of the federal Office of
Public Roads (OPR) in Washington, D.C.  The state attorney general began
investigating the commissioner of highway s office in 1912, and by late in the year the
state aid road program was at a stand still.  By the time the state legislature convened
in its biennial session in early 1913, the Progressive reformers had the upper hand in
the state house, and new legislation was drafted and passed reorganizing the highway
commission and giving it greater autonomy and funding.  
In July 1913, the Commissioner of Highways was replaced by a three-member Maine
State Highway Commission, appointed by the governor for staggered terms.  The
commissioners were authorized to appoint a chief engineer who would have everyday
oversight of engineering and operations, and who would be insulated from party poli tics
by the commissioners.  They chose Paul D. Sargent and recalled him from Washington,
D.C.  The new commissioners unanimously adopted a resolution that it was  the
unqualified purpose of the Commission to eliminate politics throughout its department,
and to perform its duty in the construction and maintenance of highways by placing its
standard of employment on the basis of merit and efficiency, regardless of politics.  
Offensive partisanship on the part of any employee was to be considered sufficient
reason for dismissal.  An accounting department with rigorous standards was created
so that the commissioners would know how  every penny  had been spent.
Just as partisanship was attacked as an unhealthy influence on the commission s
activities, so was the influence of the parochialism of local government.   The 1913
legislation left the state-aid program intact, but the commission was authorized to
create and designate a state highway system of roads taken over from the towns and
owned and maintained by the state.  Initial improvements were to be paid for by a
$300,000 bond issue.  The creation of a state highway system rationalized the way the
state spent its funds on the development of an interconnected network of roads
between the state s principal towns and cities.  Funds were also provided for the
commission to hire engineers, maintenance patrols, and other staff.
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In all of the whirlwind of reorganization in 1913, the issue of how to build and maintain
bridges in a systematic fashion was not addressed by legislation.  In 1914, the state
highway commissioners and Chief Engineer Sargent, to the surprise of some
legislators, announced that they believed  that it is not the intent of any of the laws
under which [the commission] operates that the funds at its disposal from bond issue
shall be used in bridge work, but rather that this money should be devoted for the
building of highway proper, exclusive of bridges.    They therefore established a rule
that the bond issue would not be used to build any structures over 12' long on state
highways, and that these structures would remain the responsibili ty of the towns, which
were encouraged as far as practicable to improve and properly maintain all bridges
lying along the path of the state highway system.  Shorter structures were classified as
culverts and eligible for the funding.  The commissioners and chief engineer also noted
that each session of the legislature appropriated funds by special resolve to aid towns
with the construction of new bridges.  This practice could no longer be recommended
unless special riders were attached that the towns would pay to protect the state s
investment by reimbursing the commission for its own crews to properly maintain the
structures.
The commissioners and chief engineer had correctly gauged that the state legislature
would vote in favor of increased funding and a more systematic and business-l ike
approach to bridge construction and maintenance at its next session.  State lawmakers
rose to the occasion in 1915 passing the General Bridge Act (Chapter 319) which, with
amendments, would remain an important component of the state s highway bridge
policy for the next seventy years.  The law provided regular appropriations of state and
county aid to towns and cities in the construction of new bridges.  The towns received
the aid by petition to a joint board composed of the state highway commission, the
county commissioners, and the municipal officers.  The act was approved by a general
referendum of December 1916.  The first 24 bridges under the General Bridge Act were
built in 1917.  All but four of the bridges were reinforced concrete structures.
In one last great flurry of activity before the General Bridge Act took affect, the 1915
state legislature introduced 84 special resolves for assisting towns and counties in the
construction and maintenance of specific roads and bridges.  Some projects had been
previously endorsed by the state highway commission, others were local bridge
projects that legislators wanted funded before they would have to be reviewed by the
joint board through the provisions of the new bridge law.  In either case, 1915-1916
saw the construction of an impressive number of new structures, mostly steel truss
bridges or reinforced concrete arch bridges.
One special resolve of note in 1915 was the one to pay the legal fees of the town of
Falmouth in a patent infringement suit brought by Edwin Thacher of the Concrete-Steel
Engineering Company of New York.  Thacher was an important figure in the
development of arch bridge technology in the United States.  He was noteworthy for
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introducing and promoting the Melan system, invented in 1892 by Austrian engineer
Josef Melan.  The system utilized steel beams embedded in the concrete arch ring. 
Really more like a steel arch with concrete encasing than a true reinforced concrete
structure, the Melan system was able to support greater capacity for longer span
lengths than earlier systems. Thacher designed the country s first major Melan arch, a
three-span structure, over the Kansas River at Topeka, Kansas, beginning in 1894.  He
went on to improve the system, applying for and receiving his own patents.  It was an
1899 patent that Thacher claimed Falmouth had infringed.  The patent consisted of a
flat bar imbedded near the surface of the extrados of the arch ring and a second bar
imbedded near the surface of the intrados, the two bars joined by dowels, rivets, bolts,
or rods.
Although Thacher s lawsuit singled out only one arch bridge (non-extant) across the
Presumpscot River at Smelt Hill, the Maine State Highway Commission undertook the
legal defense on behalf of the town of Falmouth because other towns in the state had
built similar bridges.  Several bridges built directly by the state were also likely
involved.  The cost of paying royalties and damages to Thacher were potentially
substantial.  The basis of the state s defense was an extensive literature search on the
history and current uses of concrete in bridge design.  The lawyers and engineers
attempted to show that Maine s bridges were within the general  state-of-the-art of arch
construction and that Thacher s patent was no longer valid, and in fact, based on prior
German publications which illustrated the invention.  Although a similar case had been
won previously by Thacher in a U.S. District Court for Baltimore, the U.S. District Court
for Portland found in favor of Falmouth in 1916.  The commission noted that other state
highway commissions across the nation had watched Maine as a test case.  According
to the commission, theirs was the only determined fight that had ever been made
against the validity of the Thacher patents.
In historical perspective, the lawsuit did not have great technological significance since
the Thacher system was already on the decline by 1910.  Other reinforcing systems,
most notably twisted and textured reinforcing bars, had proven more economical, using
less steel in the tension zones of the arch.  The suit did, however, signify the changing
nature of bridge building in the United States.  No longer would a myriad of bridge
companies with proprietary and patented rights to certain bridge details or systems of
construction lead the highway bridge field.  Rather, the leaders of the new generation
of bridge builders were dedicated civil servant engineers using more general, proven,
and standard bridge types and designs.
Activities of the Bridge Division, 1916-1928
With the passage of the General Bridge Act of 1915, the Maine State Highway
Commission announced in 1916 that it was contemplating the organization of a Bridge
Division under the immediate supervision of a state bridge engineer qualified to design
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Figure III -4.  Llewellyn Edwards,
Maine s first state bridge
engineer, 1921-28.  Source: L.
N. Edwards, A Record of
History and Evolution of Early
American Bridges, 1959.
and superintend the construction of all classes of highway structures. There is no
record of Chief Engineer Sargent hiring a state bridge engineer prior to World War I,
and it seems that the war intervened before the proposed bridge division could be fully
organized.  During the early months of the war, the majority of the commission s
engineers volunteered for the armed services.  Wartime restrictions on steel, concrete,
and other bridge materials, as well as lack of sufficient labor, slowed road and bridge
work from the latter part of 1917 through 1919.  With war dragging to an end during
1919 and the soldiers subsequently returning home, the state highway commission
renewed the state s road and bridge program.  Federal and state funds bottled up
during the war years were released. Applications for state assistance in the
construction of bridges began to be processed in steady numbers: 33 applications in
1919, 53 applications in 1920, and 44 applications in 1921.
In early 1921, Llewellyn Nathaniel Edwards (1873-1952)
was appointed the commission s first state bridge
engineer of record.  Edwards was born in Otisfield, Maine,
the son of an apple grower.  He attended the University of
Maine, receiving a civil engineer bachelor s degree in
1899 and a master s degree in 1901.  Edwards was one in
a growing tradition of Maine State Highway Commission
engineers trained at the University of Maine.  As with most
engineers of this period, Edwards gained a basic grasp of
mathematics, surveying, and mechanics at college and
then went off to work his way up through practical
experience in the profession s ranks.  He showed an
interest in bridge design, and thus accepted a
journeyman s position as draftsman with the Boston
Bridge Works.  This was followed by positions of growing
responsibility in the bridge design departments of the
Boston & Maine Railroad (1903-05), the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway (1906-07), and the Grand Trunk
Railway (1907-1912).  He was resident engineer for five
bridges on the Grand Trunk s Lewiston Branch in Maine.
From railroad bridges, Edwards  career shifted to highway bridges when he went to
work as the supervising engineer for bridges for the City of Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
in 1913.  Edwards returned to the United States in 1919, serving as a senior highway
bridge engineer for the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) inspecting federal aid work
in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana through 1920.  During this period, he
produced a technical pamphlet on the design and construction of bridge foundations. 
This  how to  pamphlet was directed at state, county, and municipal highway officials. 
It stressed the importance of adequate foundation surveys to determine the
characteristics of the natural foundation materials, such as bedrock, gravels, sands,
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Figure III-5.  A photo f rom Edwards  1922
AASHO paper illustrated the tendencies in local
bridge building that the Maine State Highway
Commission Bridge Div ision worked against
under his tenure as state bridge engineer.  The
misaligned upper chord of the truss was a
 Specimen of crude shop work and inefficient
field riv eting.  No inspection in either shop or
field,   according to Edwards.  Individual design
and attention to detail, including inspections of
all work by trained engineers, would become a
hallmark of  the department.  Edwards led the
state s towns away from relying on bridge-
building companies for prefabricated trusses. 
Source: L. N. Edwards,  Present Tendencies of
Highway Bridge Design and Construction,  The
Canadian Engineer (Dec. 12, 1922), p. 617.
clays, and soft soils, as well as the conditions affecting substructure failures, such as
stream scour.  He warned that every bridge deserved a professional assessment of its
natural foundation and stream conditions, and based on that careful assessment, the
selection as necessary of an appropriate man-made foundation, such as compacted
soils, grillage, piles, and cribs.  This emphasis on the need to approach each bridge as
an individual problem, even when using standard and well-tried technologies, is a
philosophy that Edwards carried with him to the Maine State Highway Commission in
1921.  An emphasis on individual design would become a trait of the Bridge Division.
When Edwards arrived in Augusta at the state highway commission s offices in 1921,
he found an organization funded and geared
up to enter what some historians have
termed  the golden age  of road and
highway bridge building in the United States. 
Over the next 20 years there would be a
remarkable period of improvements that
would steadily transform the state s and the
nation s highways from the days of horse
and buggy to those of the automobile and
truck.  It was a large undertaking, but one
that was underway by bridge divisions in
every state.  Edwards clearly saw his job in
that national perspective.  He had more than
twenty years of experience in bridge
engineering and many professional contacts
across North America.  Furthermore, he had
an uncommon interest in the history of
bridge building, a great sense of where
bridge technology had been and where it
was going.  In 1922, he attended the
American Association of State Highway
Officials (AASHO) conference and delivered
a paper on  Present Tendencies of Highway
Bridge Design and Construction.   This
paper stands as a statement of how
Edwards saw the role of the state bridge
engineer.  A condensed version was reproduced in both American and Canadian
engineering journals.
Edwards began his paper with a Darwinian view of bridge technology, stating that the
best bridge types and designs in use in the early 20th century were the result of
 survival of the fittest.   Many bridge technologies had become obsolete because of
uniform, steady progress in scientific knowledge and by the experience of trial and
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error, weeding out less fit materials and designs.  The two most modern bridge
materials, he stated, were steel, most suitable for long span structures, and reinforced
concrete, suitable for almost all classes of work.  Experience had proven that attention
to individual detail in every bridge project resulted in ultimate economies of material
and permanency of structure that more than offset the costs involved in the additional
engineering.  He continued that every bridge required a complete location survey
considering roadway alignment, stream conditions, and foundation conditions.
Edwards stated that load capacity  constituted a ruling factor  in bridge design. 
Speaking generally, highway bridge engineers were in a state of uncertainty as to
future highway loads.  Edwards ventured to predict, and correctly, that automobiles and
trucks had not yet reached their peak axle weights.  AASHO s newly formed bridge
committee, consisting of the state bridge engineers of every state, was currently
considering the adoption of national standard specifications for design, allowable
stresses, and classification of materials.  These would eventually define standard live
loads still in use today, such as H15 and H20.  They would be formally adopted and
published in the first edition of AASHO s Standard Specifications in 1931.  Edwards
recommended very liberal allowances for overload, thus establishing a national
standard safety factor.  Maine s state bridge engineer noted that apart from strength, it
was becoming more essential to take care to create structures that were  pleasing to
the eye.   By this, he did not mean the overuse of architectural ornament, but the use of
mass combined with straight and gracefully curved lines.  As a final thought, Edwards
stated that to secure, a strong, reliable and durable bridge there must be a sense of
 team play  between the bridge designers in the office and the field superintending
engineers at the bridge site.  This sense of team play was something he was striving to
build within Maine s Bridge Division.
As the state highway officials gathered to hear Edwards  paper in December 1922, little
in his presentation would have caused controversy.  It was an articulate address on the
state-of-the-art of ordinary highway bridge design. Surely there would have been plenty
of nodding of heads in agreement by the audience, although a few eyebrows might
have been raised at Edwards  assertion that every bridge should be designed
individually.  Some state bridge engineers at this time were adopting standard-design
plans, one set of plan sheets that could be used to build dozens if not hundreds of
nearly identical cookie-cutter type bridges.  For instance, Georgia s standard designs
for reinforced concrete T beam highway bridges covered a range of span lengths from
20' to 55' long, the spacing and dimensions of the beams read off of a table depending
on the length and width of the required bridge.  Any minor modifications to the standard
design were left up to the resident engineer and the contractor at the construction site. 
This practice hardly lent itself to careful survey and analysis of each bridge project, but
it did cut engineering costs and was considered desirable by some understaffed or
weakly funded state highway departments.  Standard designs were not used by
Maine s Bridge Division, except for very minor culverts.  In Maine, each bridge design
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Figure III-6.  The Fairbanks Bridge was one of four
reinforced concrete thru arch bridges designed by
Llewellyn Edwards, chief bridge engineer of the state
highway commission.  The bridge in Farmington was
lost in a 1987 flood, but the other three thru arch bridges
survive.  They are among the most accomplished works
of the state bridge engineer during the 1920s golden age
of highway and bridge building in Maine.  Source:
Postcard, Private Collection.
would be worked out individually with separate plan sheets for every bridge although
the bridges used the same basic materials and design.
Designing bridges individually did not necessarily lead to the use of a greater variety of
bridge types or materials.  Between 1921 and 1928, Edwards  bridge division designed
and supervised the construction of approximately 330 structures, according to annual
reports.  For Edwards and his fellow state bridge engineers, designing and building
highway bridges was a practical problem to be approached rationally, systematically,
and in a business-like manner.  The wisest use of a state s funds was not in a large
number of experimental bridge types or the use of untested technologies and materials. 
Of the 330 bridges and culverts listed in the state highway commission s annual reports
from 1922 to 1928, 250 (75 percent) were reinforced concrete slab or T beam bridges. 
Most of the slab and T beam bridges were built either by local contractors or by the
state highway commission s own forces.  Late 1890s advancement in the
understanding of the placement of reinforcing steel bars to accommodate tension and
shear forces resulted in reinforced concrete being used with ever increasing frequency
after 1905 for slab and T beam bridges. By the late 1910s, both of these bridge types
were well tried and considered among the most economical and durable for span
lengths in the range of 6' to 25' for slab bridges, and from 20' to a maximum of about
60' for T beam bridges.  They were built in the thousands across the entire United
States and are still built today.
Edwards also used steel truss
bridges but in fewer numbers, usually
for sites requiring a bridge with
individual spans of over 75' long. 
Between 1921 and 1928, annual
reports list the construction of 15
steel truss bridges.  Steel truss
bridges were a very well-established
bridge technology fully developed by
the end of the 19th century. Truss
bridges could usually be erected
more quickly and less expensively for
longer spans than reinforced
concrete bridge types, which needed
additional form work and time to cure,
a consideration with Maine s shorter
construction season.  Edwards noted
in a 1924 report that floods were a
regular late winter or spring
occurrence in Maine, usually resulting
in the loss of bridges, especially the
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Figure III-7.  The Bailey Island Bridge showcased the creativity
of state bridge engineer Llewellyn Edwards.  His granite slab
cribbage design withstood the strong tides but allowed the water
to flow freely.   It is unique among American highway bridges of
the 20th century.  Source: Postcard, Private Collection.
older structures that had been built low in flood plains or with less than adequate
substructures.  Truss bridges, he reported, were more easily placed above extreme
high-water levels than most reinforced concrete bridge types.  In May 1923, a
particularly severe flood wrecked a large number of bridges and resulted in a
considerable number of petitions for aid.  Seven truss bridges were built in 1923 and
early 1924 as a way to replace washed out bridges.    
While much of the 1920s
bridge work was routine, there
were occasional opportunities
where less common bridge
types were justified.  Among
Edwards  most accomplished
works were a series of
reinforced concrete tied, thru
arch bridges built from 1926 to
1929.  Included in this group
are the Blue Hill Falls Bridge
(1926, Blue Hill #5038), the
Chestnut Street Bridge (1927,
Lewiston #5003), the Covered
Bridge (1928, Norridgewock
#2187), and the Fairbanks
Bridge (1928-1929,
Farmington, destroyed in a
1987 flood).  The handsome reinforced concrete thru arch bridge type had been
developed in the United States during the early 1910s, but it apparently had never
before been built in Maine.   Other important bridges designed by Edwards were the
Chisolm Park Bridge over the Androscoggin River in Rumford (#2990, designed by
Edwards but not built until  1929-1930), the state s longest and only open spandrel arch
highway bridge, and the 1921 steel thru truss International Bridge over the St. John
River at Madawaska (#2399), a structure which aided materially in the development of
the paper industry in Northern Maine.
Of course, Edwards may be most remembered for the 1928 Bailey Island Bridge
(Harpswell # 2033), a 1,040'-long stone crib structure, unique in the United States, but
reportedly inspired by similar bridges in Scotland.  Although certainly something of an
experiment, Edwards had well justified reasons for building such an unusual structure,
and it had everything to do with location.  For all but a narrow channel, the bridge
would rest on a rock shelf and never be more than a few feet below water at low tide,
but the tide itself had a very strong current.  The weight of the granite slabs would be
enough to withstand the tide, but the openings between them would allow the tide to
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Figure III-8.  A sample form from the 1924 statewide bridge survey. 
The survey established a baseline for estimating the state s highway
bridge needs and costs.  The survey also created an impressive
record for posterity, although that was not its original purpose.  It
offers a snapshot in time of more than 6,700 bridges of most every
conceivable 19th and early 20th century type.  The original forms
and photos are still maintained by Maine DOT and were an
invaluable source of information for the historic bridge survey. 
Source: Maine State Highway Commission, Annual Report, 1924.
flow freely without greatly
increasing its velocity. 
Furthermore, there was an
excellent granite quarry
nearby.
None of the Bridge
Division s accomplishments
during the Edwards  years
would have been possible
without a steady source of
funding. In 1923, the Bridge
Division was asked by the
legislature to undertake a
survey of all of the bridges
on public highways in the
state.   Until this time, there
had never been an
accurate inventory, and the
information was deemed
important to ascertaining
just what the state s bridge
needs were, especially from
a standpoint of cost. 
Questionnaires were sent
to town officials and survey parties fanned out across the state, filling out a standard
form and taking photographs of each bridge.  Completed in 1924, the survey survives
today as an invaluable snapshot in time of the state of bridge technology in Maine in
the early 1920s.  It documents hundreds of bridges and bridge types and designs that
have long since ceased to exist.  Historic documentation was not, however, the
purpose of the survey.  At the time, it was used to estimate the useful life and
 reconstruction cost  of the more than 6,763 identified bridges and culverts of more
than 6' long.  The survey also was used to determine the geographic distribution of the
bridges, identifying those municipalities that by accidents of topography and geography
had relatively greater  bridge burdens  than other towns.  It was felt that this data would
help determine the fairest apportionment of state aid.  These figures were used to
inform the legislature s decision in 1925 to authorize $3 million in bonds and to justify
an increase in the state s indebtedness to the voters in a referendum, approved in
September 1926.  With the additional funds, the commission was able to meet the
growing number of town petitions for state aid bridge work.
In 1928, Edwards left the Maine State Highway Commission to take up a post as a
researcher for the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads in Washington, D.C.   At this post, he
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Figure III-9.  Max L.
Wilder, state bridge
engineer, 1929-
1962.  Source:
Kennebec Journal
(Nov. 22, 1962),
microfilm.
was more properly able to satisfy a thirst for experimentation and scientific research, for
which there was little justification in the position of a state bridge engineer.  He
undertook special research relating to the strength, bonding, and deterioration of
concrete in association with the American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) and the
New York State Department of Public Works, and he published a  Glossary of Terms
and Compendium of Information Relating to Bridge Materials and Construction  (1937). 
Edwards also contributed to the history of bridge building in America by his  The
Evolution of Early American Bridges,  first published in 1934 and reprinted in 1959.  It
is still a well-regarded portrayal of 18th- and 19th-century bridge engineering.  His
extensive collection of old books on early bridge engineering is the nucleus of an
important collection housed today at the Smithsonian Institution.  Reportedly, the
Smithsonian s curator of engineering still uses Edwards  old rolltop desk.  Edwards
retired from the BPR in 1943 and passed away in 1952.
When Edwards moved on from Maine s Bridge Division, he left a legacy that was as
much human as it was technological. The division achieved results, the quality of the
bridge work spoke for itself, and the professional, workmanlike approach to engineering
inspired confidence on the part of the highway commissioners, the state legislature,
and the general public.  Edwards established a cohesive bridge division with a proven
record and an organized approach to the work of bridge design and construction. 
Recruited into the division were a generation of engineers who would steadily carry on
with the same high standards for over the next 40 years.  Chief among them were
Edwards  successor Max L. Wilder, who served as state bridge engineer from 1929 to
1962, and Charles A. Whitten, who served as the division s bridge construction
engineer until 1962 and state bridge engineer after 1962. 
Activities of the Bridge Division, 1929-1941
The Bridge Division entered a new period in 1929 with the
administration of state bridge engineer Max L. Wilder (1894-1962).
Born in Augusta, he attended the University of Maine, earning a civil
engineer degree in 1914.  Directly out of college, he was hired by
the Maine State Highway Commission, among the first recruits of
newly appointed chief engineer Paul D. Sargent.  With the exception
of two year s military service during World War I from 1917 to 1919,
Wilder was a career state highway commission employee.  In 1929,
at the age of 35, he had gained the respect and confidence of his
superiors and was appointed state bridge engineer to succeed
Edwards.  For the next 33 years until his retirement in 1962, Wilder
would lead the Bridge Division and provide it with a remarkable level
of consistency through an economic depression, a world war, and a
post-war economic expansion.
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Wilder took over the Bridge Division in 1929 on the brink of the Great Depression.  The
nation s worst economic collapse was not, however, evident in early 1929, and even
after the stock market crash of October, few believed that the nation s economy would
reach the depths that it did during the 1930s.  Maine s highway and bridge program
continued apace in 1929 with the state legislature authorizing a new bond issue of $5
million to pay for the state s portion of the cost of new bridge construction under the
provisions of the General Bridge Act.  In 1929 and 1930, the state highway commission
built a combined 120 new bridges.  The types of bridges were very similar to those
constructed in previous years and included 40 T beam bridges, 52 slab bridges, five
steel truss bridges, four box culverts, six steel stringer bridges, one bascule bridge, one
swing span bridge, one bowstring arch bridge, five steel girder bridges, three timber
stringer bridges, one closed spandrel arch bridge,  and one open spandrel arch bridge. 
The appointment of Wilder as the new state bridge engineer did not lead to any
noticeable changes in the bridge types selected for use by the division.
By 1931, the state s bridge program needed to adapt to the deepening financial crisis
of the Depression.  As unemployment spread and business stagnated, local
government finances were particularly hard hit.  It became increasingly impossible for
town governments to carry out their basic functions, let alone make contributions to the
state aid bridge program.  Now that the towns were struggling financially and in many
cases could not contribute to a new structure, let alone meet maintenance costs, the
time seemed appropriate to transfer ownership of the bridges on the state highway
system from the towns to the state.  In July 1931 by an amendment to the General
Bridge Act, the state highway commission took over the maintenance and cost of
construction of all bridges on state highways, except in the compact sections of any city
or town of over 10,000 inhabitants.  About 550 bridges were by this amendment placed
under the direct control of the commission, and for the first time the state was the owner
and caretaker of a large number of bridges.  In 1933, the act was amended to include
all bridges on the state highway system without exception.
Through mid 1932, the Maine State Highway Commission remained on relatively stable
financial footing.  Although the economy was in bad shape, people continued to drive
and the highway program funded by the state gasoline tax and federal aid provided a
relatively level source of income while other sources of state revenue were collapsing. 
In 1932, the state was still able to find buyers for $1.5 million in highway and bridge
bonds and the state aid bridge program continued at normal levels.  The state bridge
engineer reported that 173 bridges were built in 1931 and 1932 under the provisions of
the General Bridge Act, but 1932 was to be the last normal year for some time.
By late 1932, Maine s state government, like state governments all across the nation,
faced huge budget shortfalls.  To avoid defaulting on loans and to pay other general
expenses, lawmakers diverted the highway departments  gas tax and registration and
license fee funds, which were normally dedicated for highway improvements.  Federal
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and state engineers opposed the raids but they could do little to stop them.  The Maine
State Highway Commission, like the nation s other state highway commissions, was left
no choice but to cut back on construction and maintenance.  In 1933, the number of
bridges built by the Bridge Division dipped almost 40 percent to 49 bridges, and most
of these smaller structures, as compared to 87 the previous year.   With the pace of
work slowing, the state highway commission contemplated laying off the engineering
staff, but most of these men had no other jobs to which they could turn.
In January 1933, newly elected President Franklin D. Roosevelt announced his New
Deal program to get Americans back to work by a federally sponsored unemployment
relief program.  One of the provisions of the New Deal was huge sums of money to be
funneled by federal agencies such as the Emergency Rel ief Administration, the U. S.
Public Works Administration (PWA), and the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) to state
highway departments, which stood among the only organizations already in place in
every state with experience in the administration of large public works projects.  The
state highway departments were a natural conduit for much of the federal New Deal
financial assistance.  Since 1916, the federal-aid highway program had been
considered a model of federalism in which the state highway departments had worked
in cooperative partnership with the BPR to spend hundreds of millions of dollars to be
matched by the states on highway improvements.  The BPR reviewed and requested
changes to plans and technical specifications but allowed the individual states to tailor
how federal aid dollars were spent to their own needs.  In Maine, for instance, from
1917 to 1933, approximately $11.7 million in federal aid had been spent.  The
commission had allocated most of its federal aid to road work, such as grading,
foundations, and paving, on the state highway system.
The New Deal came just in time to rescue the Maine State Highway Commission s road
and bridge program and sustain it through the late 1930s.  The federal National
Industrial Recovery Act (1933), the Hayden-Cartwright Act (1934), and the Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act (1935) apportioned approximately $8 million in federal dollars
to the commission through fiscal year 1937.  In 1936, regular federal-aid appropriations
resumed at approximately $1 million per year, and these federal funds and other state
funds were supplemented by labor costs paid from the federal Works Progress
Administration (WPA).  Most of the federal dollars were grants provided on the
condition that they be matched by state dollars.  The New Deal programs thus
encouraged the state legislature to maintain funding to the commission and limit the
diversion of highway funds to pay other state expenses.
New Deal programs supported approximately 45 percent of the Bridge Division s work
from 1934 to 1938.  Of 293 bridges listed in annual reports, 142 were built with some
form of federal aid.  The federal programs provided employment for a large portion of
the commission s engineering staff, preventing layoffs and the loss of trained
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Figure III-10.  The 1936 f lood made national headlines and
the reconstruction effort was followed by national
engineering journals.  Engineering News Record (July 22,
1937) offered this map showing by town name the location
of principal bridges damaged by floods on rivers in Maine.
employees.  In 1937, for instance,
Wilder reported a list of 27
engineers in the Bridge Division
who  otherwise would have been
released  if not for a grant from
the PWA.
Of all of the New Deal programs
that supported bridge building, the
one that is most remembered in
New England is the federal
assistance provided following the
floods of March 1936.  The loss of
bridges due to flooding is
historically not an uncommon
occurrence, and localized
seasonal flooding destroyed a
small number of bridges almost
annually in the first half of this
century, according to state
highway commission annual
reports.  The denuding of forests
was blamed for causing greater
than normal run-off.  Large floods
hit portions of New England in
1923, 1927, 1936, and 1954.  The
March 1936 flood was one of the most destructive, resulting in the loss or damage of an
estimated 150 bridges in Maine, believed to be the hardest hit of the New England
states due to the force of the flood and crest of the ice pack on the Saco,
Androscoggin, Kennebec, and Penobscot rivers.  Assistance to the affected states in
repairing and replacing bridges was given by the PWA through the U.S. Works
Program Flood Replacement Project.  The project totaled about $2.5 mill ion of which
about half was distributed to Maine.
Reconstruction or replacement of the flood-lost bridges was handled as a joint effort by
the PWA and the state highway commission.  In general, the smaller bridges were built
by the WPA using its labor forces directed by regional and county administrators, and
the larger bridges were handled like ordinary federal aid projects with the design and
construction supervised by the state highway commission under the direction of the
BPR with the PWA merely acting as a fiscal agent.
Of the estimated 150 damaged or lost bridges in Maine, 17 were considered major
crossings of large rivers.  Reports noted that 16 of the 17 major bridges lost were  old
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Figure III-11.  The Bar Mills Bridge (Holl is # 3333)
was one of many truss bridges built by the Maine
State Highway Commission to replace bridges
lost to the flood of  March 1936.  The replacement
bridges were financed with funds provided by the
U. S. Public W orks Administration, a federal New
Deal agency.
and light   wood or metal truss bridges where the crest of the flood knocked them off
their piers or caused scour resulting in pier settlement and collapse.  It is interesting to
note that most of these bridges were already in the state s work program or identified
as deficient.  The only new major bridge to be heavily damaged by the flooding was the
Maine Kennebec Bridge at Richmond, built in 1931, which lost three of its six spans. 
Wilder reported that state highway commission-built concrete T beam and steel stringer
bridges stood up well against the ice pressure and that the design of such structures
would not be changed as a result of the flood.  Concrete piers would, however,
henceforth be reinforced, since the Maine Kennebec bridge s five-year-old piers had
been unreinforced and badly cracked when the ice jam moved sideways against them.
Wilder s approach to the replacement of the lost bridges was conservative with most
replacement bridges constructed as either steel stringer or steel truss bridges.  Of the
25 bridges listed in annual reports as U.S.
Public Works Flood Relief projects, 13
were steel truss bridges, nine were steel
stringer bridges, two were T beam bridges,
and one was a slab bridge.  The selection
of steel truss and steel stringer bridge
types was governed, in part, by the need to
erect the bridges as quickly as possible. 
The steel bridges could be erected without
extensive formwork or time for curing of
concrete.  The steel truss and stringer
bridges also provided the advantage of
placing the superstructures for the longer
bridges as high above extreme water levels
as was economically possible, as well as
also giving the superstructure as much
weight and rigidity as was economically
justified.  The steel truss bridges, mostly of
Parker, Warren and Pratt designs, were of
a type and design with riveted connections
and members of standard sections that had
been used by the Bridge Division since the late 1920s.  In many cases, a similar bridge
probably would have been built eventually to replace the older bridges over the Saco,
Androscoggin, Kennebec, and Penobscot rivers, whether they had been taken by the
flood or not.  Engineering News-Record reported in July 1937 that Maine s flood bridge
program was  interesting but not sensational. 
In terms of bridge technology, it is very clear that the federal New Deal programs did
not result in the construction of substantially different bridge types or designs.  While it
is possible, for instance, to identify PWA courthouses and post offices based on
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architectural style, no such distinctions can be made for bridges.  In Maine, as in every
other state, the New Deal was primarily a funding mechanism for roads and bridges. 
The programs put unemployed laborers to work.  They required federally mandated
minimum wages, the selection of unemployed skilled and unskil led workers off of WPA
roles, and the use of AASHO and ASTM approved standard specifications for
materials, but bridge design was left up to the state Bridge Division s engineers, who
continued to use very common bridge types such as T beam bridges, slab bridges,
steel truss bridges, steel girder-floorbeam bridges, and steel stringer bridges.
The austerity of the 1930s did have one noticeable impact on the Bridge Division s
selection of bridge types and designs and that was some adjustment to maintain
economy based on the prices of materials.  The most obvious of the adjustments was
an increasing use of steel  stringer bridges for a longer range of span lengths,
supplanting the use to some degree of T beam bridges, especially in the range of 30' to
60' long.  In 1933, the number of steel stringer bridges built by the Bridge Division for
the first time equaled or surpassed T beam bridges, and the increasing use of steel
stringer bridges was a trend that was to continue for at least the next twenty years.  The
reasons for this were no doubt the falling prices of rolled steel beams of sufficient depth
to make them ever more competitive in a range of longer span lengths. 
Another notable change in bridge design was the more frequent use of continuous
designs for several bridge types including steel truss bridges, steel stringer bridges,
and steel girder-floorbeam bridges.  A continuous design is where the superstructure
extends without joints over one or more piers.  In 1936-37, according to annual reports,
the Bridge Division introduced its fi rst longer span continuous designs with the West
Buxton (Buxton #3340), Bar Mills (Hollis #3333) and Lisbon-Durham (Durham #3334)
steel truss bridges.  The continuous designs achieved ease of erection, permanence,
deck joint reduction, and economy of material in comparison to simply supported spans
of similar length. Continuous spans allowed for longer spans for the given depth of
truss or beam.  Although the principles of continuous designs had been known by
bridge engineers for decades, continuous designs were initially resisted because of the
difficulties of precise analysis of the stresses.  Nationally, this resistance was broken
down from the late 1920s to the 1930s with growing confidence in the theoretical
knowledge of structural behavior, strength of materials, and the publication of standard
tables for working out the stresses in continuous designs by the American Association
of State Highway Officials (AASHO).  In Maine, continuous-design bridges were built in
limited numbers from 1936 to 1941, and then with greater frequency after the end of
World War II in 1945.
The only major bridge type to be introduced by the Bridge Division during the 1930s
was the reinforced concrete high-rise rigid frame.  According to annual reports, the
Bridge Division s first reinforced concrete high-rise rigid frame bridge was the Canal
Bridge (Madison #2122), a 30'-long bridge built in 1931.  The reinforced concrete rigid
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Figure III-12.  The W aldo-Hancock Bridge (Prospect #3008) was
one of several tol l bridges built in Maine during the 1930s.  The
tolls financed bonds to pay for  the construction in a time of fiscal
austerity, but were later removed when the bridges  were paid
off.  Source:  Postcard, Private Collection.
frame bridge, where the top
member and the verticals are
integral, is one of the most
efficient uses of reinforcing
steel and concrete.  The
technology was developed in
Europe during the last part of
the 19th century, but it was not
introduced for anything but
culvert-like bridges in the
United States until the early
1920s when it was used by
Arthur G. Hayden, designing
engineer of the Westchester
County Park Commission, on
the Westchester County (NY)
parkways.  The rigid frame
technology results in well proportioned spans with clean lines, and it was favored
initially for use on parkways and in park settings where aesthetics were a significant
consideration.  Between 1935 and 1941, Maine s Bridge Division built at least 15
examples.
Beginning in the late 1920s, a special category of bridges in Maine were some truly
major toll bridges, such as the Maine Kennebec Bridge (1931, Richmond #2506), the
Waldo-Hancock Bridge (1931, Prospect #3008), and the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge
(1939, Deer Isle #3257), to name the standouts.  None of these bridges were originally
Maine State Highway Commission bridges, per se. They were all built by special toll
bridge commissions, and then later transferred to the Maine State Highway
Commission.  Financing for the bridges came from a variety of sources including
federal and state aid, as well as bonded indebtedness, with tolls used to pay off the
debts.  Usually one or more state highway commissioners or the commission s chief
engineer were members of the toll bridge commissions.  The motivating factor in the
bridges  construction was improving the capacity of major waterway crossings to handle
growing numbers of motorized vehicles on state highways.  The state s Bridge Division
prepared the design of the Maine Kennebec Bridge, but consulting engineers prepared
the designs for the other bridges with the state bridge engineer playing an advisory or
supervisory role.  The consultants were nationally prominent, such as movable bridge
experts J. A. L. Waddell and Shortridge Hardesty, for the vertical lift span of the Carlton
Bridge, and suspension bridge expert David B. Steinman for the Waldo-Hancock
Bridge and the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge.  Because these bridges were major
structures often involving technological challenges or innovative designs, they were
reported in national engineering journals such as the Engineering News-Record.
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Figure III-13.  Sewalls Bridge (York # 3096) over
the York River is a 255'-long stringer bridge built
in 1934 replacing the historic 1761 bridge that is
held as the first  engineered  bridge in the
nation and the first supported on timber pile
bents.  Its 1934 replacement, done under the
direction of the Maine State Highway
Commission, reproduced the substructure
arrangement of the original, and it is f inished
with towers to replicate the appearance of the
old, 30'-long lif t span.  The replica bridge was
built because of the influence of local residents
who wanted an identical bridge to maintain the
historic character of the setting.  It ranks as one
of the earliest such preservation efforts by a
state highway commission, and it made national
headlines in engineering journals.
A final note on the Bridge Division s
accomplishments during the 1930s is
Sewall s Bridge (York #3096).  It may loosely
be called the division s first  historic bridge 
project.  In 1933, the state highway
commission announced plans to replace a
deteriorated 14-span wood stringer bridge
with a wood bascule span at York Village
over the York River.  The crossing dated
from 1761 but over the course of more than
170 years it had been extensively altered by
replacement of material and widening,
although it was found that some original
square-hewn oak piles remained.  Local
residents opposed the replacement project
on the grounds of the bridge s historic
importance and a desire to maintain the
character of the neighborhood.  An initial
study indicated that a replacement wood
stringer bridge was feasible and economical. 
Philip Dana Orcutt, a Boston architect, was
retained to assist with the design of a bridge
that would reproduce in its outward
appearance the details of Major Samuel
Sewall s original 1761 bridge drawings. 
Wilder and the Bridge Division took Orcutt s
architectural renderings and adapted them for a bridge composed of 13, 17'-long
treated-timber stringer spans and a 30'-long steel stringer span with the beams
sheathed in wood for the non-operative dummy draw span.  The bridge was supported
on braced timber piles. The Engineering News-Record (Nov. 15, 1934) proclaimed
 Maine Recreates the First Pile Bridge in America.    Since 1934, historians have
discovered records of earlier examples, although Sewall s Bridge remains one of the
best documented.
Activities of the Bridge Division, 1942-1956
America s entry into World War II brought road and bridge building in Maine and across
the nation to a standstill by early 1942.  Wartime restrictions on materials and labor
prevented the state highway commission from initiating any large projects except those
that were considered essential to the war effort.  In 1942, state bridge engineer Wilder
reported that only 12 bridge projects had been completed during the year, and in
general, these were emergency work performed because bridges had been washed out
or were unsafe and required more than general maintenance.  Six of the nine new
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Figure III-14.  The Arrowsic-Woolwich Bridge on Route
127, built in 1950, was renamed by special legislative
resolve the Max L. Wilder Memorial Bridge in 1963 in
memory of the state bridge engineer who directed its
design and construction.  Under Wi lder s steady
leadership, the state highway commission built hundreds
of bridges between 1928 and 1962.
bridges in 1942 were timber stringer bridges because of restrictions on steel and
concrete.  In 1943, the number of bridge projects reached a low of three bridges.  The
state took out sabotage insurance and war-damage insurance against five of its major
bridges and placed guards at three bridges, but these were removed after it seemed
unnecessary in 1944.  The state highway commission undertook a number of projects
to improve access roads to army reservations, naval airbases and stations, and
sources of critical raw materials (primarily wood), but none of these road projects
involved bridges other than minor culverts and drainage structures. 
By late 1944, it was clear that the Allies would win the war, the question was merely
when.  There was already a general consensus that at war s end the federal aid
program would resume at near prewar levels in an effort to stave off the return of the
Depression.  The Maine State Highway Commission planned to match the federal aid,
as well as fund a large number of state projects through the General Highway Fund and
bond issues.  The war had caused maintenance to be deferred on the state s roads and
bridges.  It had also provided time for those state engineers ineligible for the armed
services to prepare plans for a large number of projects for advertisement as soon as
the war ended.
Thus, with the end of the war in 1945,
state bridge engineer Max Wilder
expected that there would be a large
program of bridge construction in
1946.  But in Maine and across the
nation, state highway engineers were
disappointed when other
complications reduced the amount of
work and prevented them from
making a fast start.  Shortages of
structural steel and lumber, a very
limited supply of labor, and
unanticipated postwar inflation
caused great financial uncertainty,
limited the desire of contractors to
bid, and made it difficult for the
engineers to budget projects when
prices were often 50 percent higher
than before the war.  In 1946, the
Maine State Highway Commission let fewer than 20 bridge project contracts.  In 1947,
economic conditions were only slightly better and the commission let just 30 bridge
projects, but by 1948 the pace of new bridge construction was returning to normal with
46 projects.  During the next eight years, the Bridge Division steadily averaged from 45
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Figure III-15.  The Augusta Memorial Bridge
(Augusta #5196) was one of the major bridges
completed by the Maine State Highway
Commission after WW II.  Here it is featured on
the cover of the 1950 Annual Report.
to over 60 projects per year, with about a fourth of those projects supported by federal
aid.
The Bridge Division s choices of bridge types and designs were technologically
conservative during the postwar years.  While a handful of other state highway
departments were moving ahead with some interesting new technologies, particularly
exploring the possibilities of prestressed concrete as a bridge material, Maine s Bridge
Division utilized tried and true technologies.  According to annual reports, the three
most frequently built bridge types, accounting for over 80 percent of the bridges and
culverts from 1946 to 1956, were steel stringer bridges, reinforced concrete slab
bridges, and corrugated metal pipe culverts, the latter used primarily for structures
under 20' long.  Improvements in the strength of materials, such as reinforced concrete,
allowed the bridge designers to push slab bridges to lengths of up to 40', and steel
stringer bridges up to 100' span when using continuous designs.  This greatly
decreased the use of some bridge types,
such as T beam bridges, rigid frame bridges,
and steel truss bridges, which were still built
occasionally but not in great numbers.  Even
the division s largest bridge projects, such
as the Augusta Memorial Bridge (1948-49,
Augusta #5196) and the Max L. Wilder
Memorial Bridge (1950, Arrowsic #2026,
named after Wilder posthumously in 1963),
both cantilever truss bridges, presented little
in the way of truly innovative or noteworthy
engineering.  Unl ike in previous years, most
of these larger projects did not even make
news in the standard national engineering
periodicals.
More important than innovation was that the
Bridge Division continued in its tradition of
steadiness, quality, and economy, and there
is little doubt that this was the case.  The
Bridge Division kept up with the national
standards, especially those published in
AASHO s specifications, which were
updated by a national committee of state
bridge engineers every few years.  These
defined such critical design variables as
allowable stresses, traffic lane widths, live
loads, and materials, and they were
continually updated.  The postwar era was
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Figure III-16.   In the 1950s and 1960s, the Maine State
Highway Commission undertook projects to restore and
maintain many of the state s oldest histor ic bridges,
including the Wire Bridge (New Portland #3383), built
ca. 1864-66, shown here under restoration about 1960. 
State lawmakers protected Maine s covered bridges by
special legislation and funding in 1959.  The Bridge
Division took an active role in restoration under the
leadership of chief bridge maintenance engineer Roy A.
Wentzel.  
one of higher technical standards with bridges having greater roadway widths, with
safety shoulders for example, and higher capacity designs for l ive loads, such as HS-
20, adopted in 1944.  By closely following AASHO s ever more detailed specifications,
Maine ended up with bridges looking ever more like bridges constructed in other states. 
This was a trend reinforced by the large number of bridge projects involving federal aid
where BPR district engineersused AASHO standards to review and evaluate state
plans.
Maintenance and improvement of
existing bridges was the most notable
area of expansion in the Bridge
Division s activities during the late
1940s and 1950s.   According to
annual reports, an increasing number
of bridge projects were not for new
bridges but for widening and
strengthening older bridges,
especially first-generation state
highway bridges from the 1910s and
1920s.  Many T beam and slab
bridges were widened from their
original 18', 20' and 22' widths to
more current standard widths such as
26', 28', and 30'. Much of the work of
strengthening older bridges, such as
welding cover plate to stringers and
replacing decks, was done by state
maintenance forces.  Since 1931, when all of the bridges on state highways had been
transferred to state ownership, the number of bridges that were maintained directly by
the commission had steadily grown from 550 to over 740 in 1946.  The number of
bridges maintained by the state more than doubled in 1947 when the state legislature
placed under state maintenance all 800 bridges previously built under the General
Bridge Act from 1915 to 1947.  This increased the number of bridges under state
maintenance to 1,547 bridges.  By 1956, more than 2,000 bridges were directly under
the state highway commission s care.  Maintaining the bridges became a large and well
organized effort headed by the state s chief bridge maintenance engineer, Roy A.
Wentzel.
In Maine, and elsewhere across the nation, the real challenge from both a design and
maintenance standpoint was keeping up with the expanding number of automobiles
and trucks on the highways in the 1940s and 1950s.  As millions of Americans bought
cars and took to the roads for everyday travel, as well as vacationing, the wear and tear
on roads and bridges increased exponentially.  It was not until after World War II that
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Figure III-17.  The Maine Turnpike, begun in
1941 and constructed in 1946-47, proved to the
nation that a self-f inancing toll roads would be
popular with the traveling public, setting off a
wave of turnpike construct ion in other states
eager to relieve t raffic congestion and frustrated
with the lack of a national  highway policy for
high-standard superhighways.  The Maine
Turnpike has been recognized as an American
Society of Civil Engineers Historic Landmark. 
The turnpike has undergone many
improvements over the years and is not
considered to have the aspects of integrity
required of a National Register-eligible resource.
all working Americans, not just the middle and upper classes, could afford a car, and
the bottled up demand from the war made the postwar years the golden age of the
automobile manufacturers.  The trucking industry also greatly expanded during the
1940s and 1950s as wholesalers and retailers also discovered that trucks were an
economical means of moving many types of goods.  Trucking gave them a time and
cost advantage over the rail roads, the traditional long- and medium-distance haulers.
While many Americans relished the freedom of travel provided by cars and trucks, the
motor vehicle had its downside, too.  A summer traffic jam on US 1 in Maine could be
as bad as any New York City rush hour of the time.  To relieve congestion, the state
highway commission began looking before World War II at building a high-speed
superhighway patterned after the Pennsylvania Turnpike (1938-41), considered the
nation s first successful long-distance limited access highway.  The Pennsylvania
Turnpike immediately inspired the idea that there should be a national system of
limited-access highways, but there was disagreement about whether they should be
built as toll roads, such as the Pennsylvania Turnpike, or as toll-free roads paid for by
gas tax revenues.  It would take at least 15
years for a political consensus to be reached
in Washington creating a toll free interstate
highway system paid for by 90 percent
federal financing under of the Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1956.  In the meantime,
some states moved ahead with plans for toll
turnpikes, and Maine was at the forefront of
this movement.  The seeds of the Maine
Turnpike were planted in 1941 when Maine
state legislator Joseph T. Sayward
sponsored legislation to create a toll road
similar to the Pennsylvania Turnpike through
the coastal region of southeastern Maine to
alleviate the crowded conditions on US 1. 
The Maine Turnpike Authority was created
by an act of the state legislature in April
1941, but nothing in the way of substantial
progress could be made until after World
War II.
The Maine Turnpike was the state s
premiere transportation project of the
postwar era.  The turnpike was not a state
highway commission project, but chief
engineer Lucius D. Barrows, served as the
turnpike authority s secretary-treasurer, and
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Max Wilder assisted, ensuring that the turnpike would be integrated into the pre-
existing system of state roads and bridges.  The commission s engineers did much of
the preliminary survey for the turnpike during World War II, but final designs, plans,
and supervision of construction was handled directly for the turnpike authority by
consulting engineers Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff (HNTB).  The first
section of the 47-mile-long, four-lane, superhighway was built from Kittery to Portland in
1946-1947.  The project involved approximately 45 bridges, including two large steel
girder bridges over the Saco and York rivers, and the remainder mostly grade
separation structures of a fairly conventional standardized steel stringer bridge type
and design.  In general, all construction conformed with AASHO standard specifications
adopted in 1945, and there were few really innovative design standards established.
Where the Maine Turnpike stands out historically is its impact on turnpikes in other
states.  Many highway experts predicted that Maine s self-liquidating turnpike was a
huge financial mistake that would never pay for itself.  The Pennsylvania Turnpike had
been partially funded by a federal PWA grant.  In comparison, the Maine Turnpike was
financed by bonds backed only by the turnpike s own prospective earnings.  Travelers,
the sceptics said, would avoid the tolls and the bond holders would be left with an
expensive white elephant.  Furthermore, the Maine Turnpike was bitterly opposed by
the federal BPR s powerful Chief Thomas H. MacDonald who saw turnpikes as a threat
to the federal aid funding formula.  The political fallout of going against MacDonald was
greatly feared.  Other states, such as New Jersey, watched closely throughout 1946
and 1947 placing their own turnpike plans on hold until some indication of success or
failure was seen in Maine.  The turnpike opened on December 13, 1947, and within
months traffic on the highway had far exceeded even the most optimistic predictions. 
Within the year, even the most cynical observers were satisfied, if grudgingly, and
there were launched similar turnpike projects in over a dozen states from the late 1940s
to the mid 1950s.  In late 1955, a second 63-mile long section of the Maine Turnpike
opened from Portland to Augusta.  The new section had a total of 91 bridges, only ten
of them over rivers or streams, the majority eliminating grade crossings.  The longest
bridge on the extension was the 846'-long steel girder bridge over the Androscoggin
River.  Again, the design work was handled by HNTB.  The completion of the Maine
Turnpike extension brought to an end the pre-interstate highway era of road and bridge
building in Maine.
Conclusion
The historic context of Maine's bridges from 1905 to 1956 places the bridges at a time
when Maine, and much of the nation, was coming to terms with the new automobile
age.  Leading the effort to improve roads and bridges to meet the demands of motor
vehicles was the Maine State Highway Commission staffed by professionally trained
engineers.  Men such as chief engineers Paul D. Sargent and Lucius D. Barrows, and
state bridge engineers Llewellyn N. Edwards and Max L. Wilder, set a tone of
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professionalism and business-like management that would permeate the commission s
activities.  The commission successfully led the transition of Maine s roads and bridges
from the dirt roads and byways of the late 19th century to the superhighways of the mid
20th century.  By the 1940s, the state highway commission had grown to maturity; it
was no longer a fledgling agency, but a powerful force in the Maine political and
economic scene with strong ties to the Federal Highway Administration.  Most new
bridge designs originated in the Bridge Division where the state's bridge engineers
chose from well-established, standardized bridge technologies of rolled steel beam and
reinforced concrete materials.  The engineers brought with them a scientific approach
to bridge building that stressed theoretical and practical knowledge of structural
behavior, strength of materials, and economy of design.  When they viewed their plans
for Maine's roads and bridges, they adopted an essentially national outlook, but molded
it to fit Maine condit ions.
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Section IV: Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
The following pages are a master list (in alphabetical town order) of all of the bridges of
all types that have been evaluated during the inventory and their eligibility
recommendations to date.  This data is also compiled in a Microsoft Access database
table (filename: Master_List.mdb).
The key to finding the individual bridge survey forms in the databases is knowing the
bridge type.
If the bridge type is a truss, arch, rigid frame, suspension, movable, girder-floorbeam or
culvert then the forms, photos, and maps were scanned and available in the
corresponding Thumbs Plus folder on the MDOT network.  The forms and data are also
available in the Lotus Approach database (filename: finalhbsform.dbf).
If the bridge is a slab, t beam, or stringer bridge type then forms and data are in the
Microsoft Access database (filename: slabgird.mdb).  Within this database, the
individual bridge forms can be viewed from the  Form for Viewing and Printing.    Most
of these bridges were not field inspected or mapped, but state inspection photos are
available in the Thumbs Plus software used by bridge maintenance.  Approximately 40
slab, tee beam, or stringer bridges were field inspected to resolve eligibility questions. 
The forms, maps, and photos for the field inspected bridges were scanned and are
available in the corresponding Thumbs Plus folder on the MDOT network.
Some exceptions to the above categorizations by bridge type:
(1) 124 pre-1956 culverts without headwalls or structural rail ings were as a
class recommended not eligible by the Historic Bridge Committee (HBC) during
Phase II.  These are generally small pipe culverts.  They were not field inspected
and there are no forms, photos, or maps for these culverts in the Thumbs Plus
for culverts.  The raw data and not eligible recommendation for these culverts
without headwalls has been maintained in the Lotus Approach database and
they appear on the below master list.
(2) Movable bridges are in the Lotus Approach database under their
superstructure (e.g., truss, girder-floorbeam, etc.) for the bridge structural type
field.  They were scanned as their own category in Thumbs Plus.
(3) Replaced bridges.  In the Microsoft Access database (slabgird.mdb) is a
table with 91 bridges that were determined to be post-1955 replacement
superstructures.  TINIS originally reported these bridges as older structures, but
subsequent research determined that they were entirely modern or that only
elements of the substructures were old.
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(4) Some individual exceptions.  The following bridges are reported in the
Microsoft Access database (slabgird.mdb) although their bridge types are not
slab, stringer, or t beam.
Auburn #0086 Deck Girder
Bar Harbor #5380 Rigid Frame
Camden #0573 Box Culvert
Dixfield #5255 Thru Girder
Frankfort #1130 Girder-Floorbeam
Frankfort #1136 Girder-Floorbeam
Hermon #5421 Thru Girder
Houlton #2629 Rigid Frame
Mt. Desert #0478 Rigid Frame
Strong #3904 Rigid Frame
Waterboro #3876 Arch
A Note on Eligibility Recommendations.  Most of the bridges have been
recommended  No   (i.e., not eligible) or  Yes  (i.e., eligible), but there are some
exceptions.
Six stringer or slab bridges are noted as  no info available.    These are short (less than
20' long) local bridges for which no photos or fi les were available at MDOT.  These
bridges were originally reported into TINIS in the mid 1980s.  It is not known whether
they still exist.
Since the survey began in 1999, fourteen (14) bridges that were recommended eligible
have been replaced.  The replaced bridges have been noted, but remain on the list for
reference purposes only.
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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T OW N N AM E BRIDGE# BRIDGE NAME BRIDGE T YPE NR RECOMM ENDATION
ABBOT 2888 ABBOT  #2 T BEAM No
ABBOT 3507 OLD COVERED TRUSS No
ABBOT 3760 THORNE T BEAM No
ABBOT 0956 LITTLE BRIDGE SLAB No
ABBOT 2887 ABBOT  #1 GIRDER-FLR B No
ABBOT 2003 ABBOT T BEAM No
ACTON 2408 JEFF BRACKETT SLAB No
ACTON 6365 WEST  SHORE DRIVE CULVERT No
ACTON 2065 BEN BRACKETT SLAB No
ACTON 2363 HEATH SLAB No
ACTON 0642 CANAL BRIDGE ARCH No
ACTON 1208 ROWE STRINGER No
ADDISON 3718 DYKE CULVERT No
ADDISON 2395 INDIAN RIVER 4 T BEAM No
ADDISON 2445 LAMSON SLAB No
ADDISON 3444 ADA BATSON ARCH No
ALBANY TWP 3108 BIRD T BEAM No
ALBANY TWP 0721 KIMBALLS BR STRINGER No
ALBANY TWP 0750 FERNALD MILL BR. STRINGER No
ALBANY TWP 0722 EMERY CULVERT No
ALBANY TWP 3476 CAL CUMMINGS SLAB No
ALBANY TWP 0719 NEW ENGLAND BROOK CULVERT No
ALBANY TWP 3148 FURLONG T BEAM No
ALBANY TWP 0725 FULLERTON STRINGER No
ALBION 2832 TANNERY T BEAM No
ALBION 2389 HUSSEY SLAB No
ALBION 3006 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
ALBION 2529 MCDO NALD SLAB No
ALBION 2216 DANFORTH SLAB No
ALBION 3107 PUDDLE DOCK STRINGER No
ALEXANDER 5474 BEAR BROOK CULVERT No
ALFRED 1295 RUSSELL M ILL STRINGER No
ALFRED 1272 LITTLEFIELD MILL STRINGER No
ALFRED 2734 SACO SLAB No
ALFRED 1264 SWETTS STRINGER No
ALFRED 5651 LEW IS SLAB No
ALFRED 1271 NU TT ER 'S STRINGER No
ALFRED 3761 SHAKER  MILL SLAB No
ALFRED 1263 GREAT WORKS(STEVENS STRINGER No
ALNA 2130 CARLTON T BEAM No
ALNA 5179 HEAD TIDE STRINGER No
ALNA 3145 AVERILL RIGID FRAME No
ALNA 3284 DOCK TRUSS Yes
ALNA 3639 JOHN ERSKINE CULVERT No
ALNA 3899 SHEEPSCOT STRINGER No
ALTON 5419 BROWN SLAB No
ALTON 5099 MILL SLAB No
ALTON 5100 TANNERY GIRDER-FLR B No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
T OW N N AM E BRIDGE# BRIDGE NAME BRIDGE T YPE NR RECOMM ENDATION
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ALTON 5098 FERNALD SLAB No
AMITY 5067 DAV IS STRINGER No
AMITY 2330 GREENLEAF BROOK SLAB No
ANDOVER 5080 HALL SLAB No
ANDOVER 1001 LOVEJOY TRUSS Yes
ANDOVER 5081 GORDON BRIDGE T BEAM No
ANDOVER 0757 CROCKER BR STRINGER No
ANDOVER 2249 EAST ANDOVER STRINGER No
ANDOVER 3996 BRICKETT STRINGER No
ANDOVER 3336 ANDO VER FALLS STRINGER No
ANDOVER 3337 BLACK BR OOK R TE 120 T BEAM No
ANDOVER 0649 LEARNED BR STRINGER No
ANDOVER 0641 BLACK BROOK BRIDGE STRINGER No
ANDOVER 3971 STONEY BROOK SLAB No
ANDOVER 3215 MERRILL TRUSS No
ANSON 5295 TIBBETTS ARCH No
ANSON 1095 MOORES SHOP STRINGER No
ANSON 1094 SPEAR HILL RD BR. STRINGER No
ANSON 1080 TOWN FARM RD. BR. STRINGER No
ANSON 1062 MARSH ALL STRINGER No
ANSON 1057 MCGEE STRINGER No
ANSON 1055 ROGERS STRINGER No
ANSON 2655 PELTON STREAM SLAB No
ANSON 3285 LEMON STREAM BRIDGE STRINGER No
ANSON 3920 OLIVER STREAM ARCH No
ANSON 3726 ICE HOUSE SLAB No
ANSON 2654 PEASE ST.  BRIDGE STRINGER No
ANSON 1056 OLIVER MILL GIRDER-FLR B No
APPLETON 5076 MCLAINS MILL T BEAM No
APPLETON 5530 JON AS D AVIS SLAB No
APPLETON 5532 ALLEN BROOK ARCH No
APPLETON 0581 SHERMAN MILLS BR STRINGER No
APPLETON 5529 NORTH APPLETON STRINGER No
APPLETON 3487 BURKETT T BEAM No
ARGYLE TWP 3735 HEMLOCK STREAM RIGID FRAME No
ARGYLE TWP 3427 HOYT BROOK SLAB No
ARR OW SIC 3016 BACK RIVER TRUSS Yes
ARR OW SIC 2026 MAX L. WILDER MEMORIAL TRUSS Yes
ARUNDEL 1482 KENNEBUNK RIVER SB STRINGER No
ARUNDEL 2085 B&M CROSSING GIRDER-FLR B No
ARUNDEL 1334 LIMERICK ROAD STRINGER No
ARUNDEL 3948 HUTCHINS ARCH No
ARUNDEL 1335 OLD ALFRED RD STRINGER No
ASHLAND 5159 BIG MACHIAS RIVER T BEAM No
ASHLAND 5011 HORSE BROOK SLAB No
ASHLAND 0159 B&ARR/SA 5&ARO R  RR#A44.74 TRUSS Yes
ATHENS 2925 WESSERUNSETT T BEAM No
ATHENS 3165 TANNERY T BEAM No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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ATKINSON 2879 UNION T BEAM No
ATKINSON 3134 ATKINSO N MILLS T BEAM No
ATKINSON 0930 MCCORRISON STRINGER No
AUBURN 3330 SOUTH BRIDGE TRUSS Yes
AUBURN 5454 AUBURN ROAD SLAB No
AUBURN 0046 TURNER STREET GIRDER-FLR B No
AUBURN 0075 BROWN STRINGER No
AUBURN 1493 MTPK(SB)/RTE 202 & CRR STRINGER No
AUBURN 2648 PARSO NS MILL SLAB No
AUBURN 1492 MTPK(SB)/CNRR STRINGER No
AUBURN 2625 OAKDA LE NB/RT 100,4,202 T BEAM No
AUBURN 2209 CRYSTAL SPRING CULVERT No
AUBURN 0081 AUBURN INTERCHANGE/MTPK STRINGER No
AUBURN 0074 HELM BRIDGE STRINGER No
AUBURN 0083 DANVILLE CORNERS(BEECH H) STRINGER No
AUBURN 0086 MTP K(NB )/AND RO SCO GG IN DECK GIRDER No
AUBURN 0078 SOPERS MILL BRIDGE STRINGER No
AUBURN 3895 IRON GIRDER-FLR B No
AUBURN 0085 SOUTH MAIN STREET/MTPK STRINGER No
AUBURN 0082 MTPK(NB)/RTE 202 & MCRR STRINGER No
AUBURN 0079 RTE 122/OLD HOTEL RD STRINGER No
AUBURN 0070 NORTH BRIDGE STRINGER No
AUBURN 0084 HACKETT ROAD/MTPK STRINGER No
AUBURN 2875 TURNER STREET SLAB No
AUBURN 3338 LITTLEFIELDS TRUSS No
AUBURN 3339 BOBBIN MILL BROOK T BEAM No
AUBURN 0073 GARDINER STRINGER No
AUBURN 3999 CRYSTAL SPRING SLAB No
AUBURN 0080 MTPK(NB)/CNRR STRINGER No
AUGUSTA 5809 AUGUSTA INTERCHANGE STRINGER No
AUGUSTA 5196 MEMORIAL TRUSS Yes
AUGUSTA 0521 SPRING BROOK BR CULVERT No
AUGUSTA 3077 BOND BROOK NO 1 STRINGER No
AUGUSTA 5808 WEST ERN AVE. STRINGER No
AUGUSTA 0535 CUR TIS ARCH No
AUGUSTA 0563 WAT ER STREET ARCH Yes
AUGUSTA 0564 WAT ER ST BR. UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B Yes
AUGUSTA 2109 BURBANK No
AUGUSTA 2528 MCARTHUR BROOK ARCH No
AUGUSTA 5714 STO NY B RO OK N O. 2 CULVERT No
AUGUSTA 3528 RINES HILL STRINGER No
AUGUSTA 2719 RIGGS ARCH Yes
AVON 2890 VALLEY BROOK T BEAM No
AVON 2138 CATES T BEAM No
AVON 2028 AVON CORNER SLAB No
BAILEYVILLE 5839 MAIN STREET T BEAM No
BAL DW IN 2595 MURCH SLAB No
BAL DW IN 0261 BURNE LLS MILL STRINGER No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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BAL DW IN 3692 PARKER SLAB No
BAL DW IN 3693 FOLLY SLAB No
BAL DW IN 2694 QUAKER SLAB No
BAL DW IN 0225 NEW R OAD STRINGER No
BAL DW IN 2748 SCHOOLHOUSE SLAB No
BAL DW IN 5036 BURNE LL SLAB No
BAL DW IN 0224 BOWERS BR. STRINGER No
BAL DW IN 2911 WARR EN SLAB No
BAL DW IN 2098 BREAKNECK SLAB No
BAL DW IN 5045 HEATH SLAB No
BANCROFT 5592 SHOREY BROOK CULVERT No
BANGOR 3905 MAXFIELD T BEAM No
BANGOR 2711 RED SLAB No
BANGOR 0860 COOK BRIDGE T BEAM No
BANGOR 0903 DUTTON STREET UN DERPASS STRINGER No
BANGOR 2294 FRANKLIN ST No
BANGOR 5312 JOS HUA  CHA MBE RLA IN STRINGER No
BANGOR 5413 B&ARR/BD W Y-R15  RR#35-13 GIRDER-FLR B No
BANGOR 2038 BANGOR BREWER BRIDGE TRUSS No
BANGOR 5422 B&ARR/UN ION-R222 RR#33.84 GIRDER-FLR B No
BANGOR 2857 TIN GIRDER-FLR B No
BANGOR 2646 PARKER BROOK SLAB No
BAR HARBOR 0471 MOUNTAIN RD ARCH Yes
BAR HARBOR 0472 OVERPASS(WEST ST- ARCH Yes
BAR HARBOR 0470 OVERPASS (NPS 1700-002P) ARCH Yes
BAR HARBOR 3161 KITTREDGE BRIDGE SLAB No
BAR HARBOR 0482 CROM W ELL BROO K BR #2 SLAB No
BAR HARBOR 0469 KEBO BROOK (NPS# 018P) ARCH Yes
BAR HARBOR 0457 KEBO BR OOK #2 SLAB No
BAR HARBOR 0458 EAGLE LAK E RD (NPS  #01255 ARCH Yes
BAR HARBOR 5380 RTE #3 OV ERPASS  (NPS 0060 RIGID FRAME Yes
BAR HARBOR 3917 MAIN STREET SLAB No
BARING 1158 MAHAR CULVERT No
BARING 1178 MOOSEHORN CULVERT No
BARNARD 5117 BEAR BROOK T BEAM No
BATCHELDERS 5509 MUD BROOK SLAB No
BATCHELDERS 5510 STONEY BROOK SLAB No
BATCHELDERS 5508 MORRISON BROOK SLAB No
BATCHELDERS 5507 HASTINGS BRIDGE STRINGER No
BATCHELDERS 5506 EVANS BROOK STRINGER No
BATCHELDERS 5511 SPRUC E HILL ARCH No
BATH 2604 NEW  MEADO W S #2 GIRDER-FLR B No
BATH 0990 OAK GROVE AVE. BR. GIRDER-FLR B No
BATH 0989 SEWALLS FARM STRINGER No
BATH 0996 HIGH ST. BR STRINGER No
BATH 5402 OLD BATH ROAD U.P. GIRDER-FLR B No
BATH 3007 CARLTON BRIDGE TRUSS No
BATH 3837 HIGH STREET RIGID FRAME No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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BATH 0988 WH ISKEAG BR SLAB No
BEAVER COVE 5443 BEAVER CREEK SLAB No
BEAVER COVE 5560 MUD BROOK ARCH No
BEDDINGTON 1157 LOWER GUAGUS STRINGER No
BELFAST 1140 TURKEY FARM ROAD STRINGER No
BELFAST 2319 GOOSE RIVER SLAB No
BELFAST 5558 POOR S MILL T BEAM No
BELFAST 5557 SHELDON ARCH No
BELFAST 2477 LOWER SLAB No
BELFAST 5143 PERKINS T BEAM No
BELFAST 5262 RED CULVERT No
BELFAST 2232 DOG ISLAND STRINGER No
BELFAST 5263 KELLEY SLAB No
BELFAST 2937 WHITE T BEAM No
BELGRADE 3934 MILL CULVERT No
BELGRADE 5245 CRANK CULVERT No
BELGRADE 2922 WELLMAN T BEAM No
BENTON 5069 FIFTEEN MILE STREAM T BEAM No
BENTON 5246 JEWETT ARCH No
BERWICK 1227 ROBERTS STRINGER No
BERWICK 1232 BLACKBE RRY HILL STRINGER No
BERWICK 5429 GRANTS RR OVERPASS TRUSS Yes (Relocated)
BERWICK 2060 BEAVER DAM SLAB No
BERWICK 6387 LOVERS BROOK STRINGER No
BERWICK 3489 WORSTER BROOK RIGID FRAME No
BERWICK 5352 HOBBS RR OVERPASS TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
BETHEL 2483 LOW ER MILL SLAB No
BETHEL 5043 OTTER BROOK CULVERT No
BETHEL 2673 PLEASANT RIVER T BEAM No
BETHEL 5082 UPPER M ILL SLAB No
BIDDEFORD 5504 DAV IS SLAB No
BIDDEFORD 3163 SWAN POND STRINGER No
BIDDEFORD 1341 SACO RIVER NB STRINGER No
BIDDEFORD 5593 GOODW INS MILLS ROAD CULVERT No
BIDDEFORD 1340 RIVER ROAD STRINGER No
BIDDEFORD 1339 BRANCH OF SACO CULVERT No
BIDDEFORD 3423 MAIN STREET GIRDER-FLR B No
BIDDEFORD 5227 OLD MOORES SLAB No
BIDDEFORD 1338 BIDDEFORD EXCHANGE STRINGER No
BIDDEFORD 5594 WITHAM ARCH No
BIDDEFORD 1337 THATCHER BROOK CULVERT No
BIDDEFORD 2265 ELM STREET BRIDGE STRINGER No
BIDDEFORD 1351 ELM ST BR TRUSS Yes
BIDDEFORD 3910 SNAKE RIVER STRINGER No
BIDDEFORD 3908 ALFRED ROAD CROSSING STRINGER No
BINGHAM 5254 JOHNSON BROOK ARCH No
BINGHAM 5214 REYNOLD S #1 GIRDER-FLR B No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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BINGHAM 2845 TOM COLLINS GIRDER-FLR B Yes
BINGHAM 1017 MILL BROOK STRINGER No
BLAINE 3834 UPPER T BEAM No
BLAINE 3952 ROBINSON STRINGER No
BLAINE 2853 THREE BROOKS SLAB No
BLANCHARD TWP 0958 GULLY BR SLAB No
BLANCHARD TWP 3529 JACKSON BROOK SLAB No
BLANCHARD TWP 0940 BLACKSTONE STRINGER No
BLUE HILL 5038 BLUE HILL FALLS ARCH Yes
BLUE HILL 2893 VILLAGE SLAB Yes
BOOTHBAY 2039 BARTERS ISLAND TRUSS No
BOOTHBAY HARBOR 0629 ECHO BR. SLAB No
BOW DO IN 3498 BLACKSMITH SHOP SLAB No
BOW DO IN 2367 HENRY WEBBER SLAB No
BOW DO IN 5396 LEW IS CULVERT No
BOW DO IN 3635 GILLE SPIE SLAB No
BOW DO IN 5395 COOMBS SLAB No
BOW DO IN 2670 PLANK SLAB No
BOW DO IN 0978 DEAD RIVER BR STRINGER No
BOW DO IN 3713 FRANK CASKERY SLAB No
BOW DOINHAM 1685 UPPER ABAGADASSET BR. STRINGER No
BOW DOINHAM 0977 CARD MACHINE BR STRINGER No
BOW DOINHAM 3273 HARWARDS CROSSING STRINGER No
BOW DOINHAM 0972 TW O BRIDGES WEST T BEAM No
BOW DOINHAM 3632 LEAVITT CULVERT No
BOW DOINHAM 5397 CREEK CULVERT No
BOW DOINHAM 5493 ABAGADASSET STRINGER No
BOW DOINHAM 5190 BROO KLYN TRUSS No
BOW DOINHAM 3432 LOWER ABAG ADASSET GIRDER-FLR B No
BOW DOINHAM 3991 RANDA LL RIGID FRAME No
BOW DOINHAM 2974 TW O BRIDGES EAST T BEAM No
BOW DOINHAM 3990 CARR RIGID FRAME No
BOW DOINHAM 5469 STONE ARCH No
BRADFORD 5446 LARRABEE SLAB No
BRADFORD 3430 WILSON SLAB No
BRADFORD 3473 MIDDLE BRANCH SLAB No
BRADFORD 3745 HANSON T BEAM No
BREWER 5638 ELM STREET CULVERT No
BREWER 2755 SEDGEUNKEDUNK ARCH No
BRIDGEWATER 5495 BOOTFOOT ARCH No
BRIDGEWATER 5012 WH ITED SLAB No
BRIDGEWATER 3734 BOUNDRY T BEAM No
BRIDGEWATER 2942 WHITNEY BROOK T BEAM No
BRIDGEWATER 3872 DEAD SLAB No
BRIDGTON 2581 MOOSE POND SLAB No
BRIDGTON 3606 RODG ERS BRO OK OLD SLAB No
BRIDGTON 0316 FOUNDRY GIRDER-FLR B No
BRIDGTON 0317 WALKERS SHOP BR. GIRDER-FLR B No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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BRIDGTON 3607 BROW NS MILL OLD SLAB No
BRIDGTON 0318 CORNSHOP BR. STRINGER No
BRIDGTON 3966 SANDY CREEK RIGID FRAME Yes
BRIDGTON 0218 WILLETT BROOK GIRDER-FLR B No
BRIDGTON 3965 HIGHLAND LAKE CULVERT No
BRIGHT ON PLT 5194 CORSON CULVERT No
BRIGHT ON PLT 5124 CLOUGH SLAB No
BRISTOL 2357 HATCHTOWN SLAB No
BRISTOL 3133 MONROE STRINGER No
BRISTOL 0632 HEBERT STRINGER No
BRISTOL 6360 DAYS BRIDGE SLAB No
BRISTOL 0619 THE ARCH BR. ARCH Yes
BRISTOL 5314 PEMAQ UID FALLS SLAB No
BRISTOL 0628 LONG COVE POINT BR STRINGER No
BRISTOL 0620 PARTRIDGE BR. STRINGER No
BRISTOL 0633 HERBERT STRINGER Yes
BROOKS 2309 GIBBS SLAB No
BROOKS 2154 CITES SLAB No
BROOKS 1125 B&M LAKE R.R. STRINGER No
BROOKS 5471 HALL CULVERT No
BROOKS 2450 LANG T BEAM No
BROOKS 2446 LAMPHIER SLAB No
BROOKS 2945 W IGG IN SLAB No
BROOKS 2894 VILLAGE T BEAM No
BROO KSVILLE 3043 CAPE ROSIER GIRDER-FLR B No
BROO KSVILLE 3628 DAVIS NARROWS STRINGER No
BROO KSVILLE 3282 WALKER POND SLAB No
BROW NFIELD 2759 SHEPARDS RIVER T BEAM No
BROW NFIELD 0712 BOYNTON BR TRUSS No
BROW NFIELD 2839 TEN MILE BROOK SLAB No
BROW NFIELD 2242 DURG INS MILL CULVERT No
BROW NFIELD 5485 SEAVEY STRINGER No
BROW NFIELD 3417 COVERED TRUSS No
BROW NFIELD 0715 SMITH BR STRINGER No
BROW NFIELD 0717 HAMILTON STRINGER No
BROW NFIELD 2821 BILLY BROOK SLAB No
BROW NFIELD 5211 BURNT MEADOWS SLAB No
BROW NVILLE 3222 BROWNVILLE JUNCTION TRUSS No
BRUNSWICK 0265 GORDREAU CULVERT No
BRUNSWICK 0323 FREE / BLACK TRUSS Yes
BRUNSWICK 0324 SPRING ST OVERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
BRUNSWICK 0354 JORDAN AVE UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
BRUNSWICK 0204 HARDING ROAD OVERPASS STRINGER No
BRUNSWICK 2016 FRANK J.  WOOD TRUSS Yes
BRUNSWICK 3125 NEW MEADOWS SLAB No
BRUNSWICK 5219 BUNGANAC ARCH No
BRUNSWICK 1014 W ATE R ST . U.P.(D UMP  RD.) GIRDER-FLR B No
BUCKFIELD 5453 BASIN FALLS SLAB No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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BUCKFIELD 0790 DARNIT BROOK STRINGER No
BUCKFIELD 5450 RIVER STRINGER No
BUCKFIELD 5452 NO.BUC KFIELD STRINGER No
BUCKFIELD 3287 HALL STRINGER No
BUCKFIELD 3724 SHAW STRINGER No
BUCKSPORT 2496 MAIN STREET T BEAM No
BUCKSPORT 3472 STUBBS BROOK SLAB No
BUCKSPORT 5239 STA 63&00 CULVERT No
BUCKSPORT 3561 STUBB S BROO K #2 SLAB No
BUCKSPORT 3816 SILVER LAKE STREAM SLAB No
BUCKSPORT 3279 MOOSEHORN T BEAM No
BUCKSPORT 6355 MIDDLE MOOSEHORN STRINGER No
BURLINGTON 3883 SAPONAC SLAB No
BURNHAM 5144 25 MILE STREAM T BEAM No
BURNHAM 2415 JOHNSON BROOK SLAB No
BURNHAM 5257 VILLAGE STRINGER No
BUXTON 3340 WEST BUXTON TRUSS Yes
BUXTON 1293 HAYNES MEADOW SLAB No
BUXTON 5492 DUNN SLAB No
BUXTON 1278 LITTLE RIVER STRINGER No
BUXTON 3931 LEAVITT SLAB No
BUXTON 5301 HAINES MEADOW SLAB No
BYRON 2587 MORT BRIDGE T BEAM No
BYRON 2176 COOS GIRDER-FLR B No
BYRON 2281 FIRST MILL BROOK T BEAM No
CAL AIS 1185 BRIDGE STRINGER No Inf o Avail
CAL AIS 1186 BRIDGE STRINGER No Inf o Avail
CAL AIS 5517 MCRR OVERPASS SLAB No
CAL AIS 1187 BRIDGE STRINGER No Inf o Avail
CAMBRIDGE 2276 PARKMAN RD /  FERGUSON RIGID FRAME Yes
CAMBRIDGE 1069 HILTON SLAB No
CAMBRIDGE 3291 KNICKERBOCKER T BEAM No
CAMBRIDGE 3583 RIPLEY RD / FERGUSON STR. RIGID FRAME No
CAMBRIDGE 3315 DEXTER RD /  IKE BROOK SLAB No
CAMDEN 0582 FISH H ATC HER Y NO 2(W ) SLAB No
CAMDEN 3283 KNOWLTON ST. T BEAM No
CAMDEN 2794 SPRING BROOK CULVERT No
CAMDEN 2497 MAIN STREET SLAB No
CAMDEN 3173 RAWSO N AVE. SLAB No
CAMDEN 3602 CARLE BROOK SLAB No
CAMDEN 2981 BAKERY SLAB No
CAMDEN 0573 BOG BR BOX CULVERT No
CAMDEN 3601 FISH HATCHERY NO 1(E) SLAB No
CAMDEN 2326 GREAT BROOK SLAB No
CAMDEN 5077 W OOLEN  MILL SLAB No
CANAAN 3159 HALL STRINGER No
CANAAN 2602 NEW STRINGER No
CANAAN 6116 MOORE BRIDGE STRINGER No
Master List of Surveyed Bridges and Recommendations
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CANAAN 1032 CRUMETT STRINGER No
CANAAN 5551 NICKERSON STRINGER No
CANAAN 2120 CANAAN RIGID FRAME No
CANAAN 2767 SIBLEY POND SLAB No
CANTON 0753 CROSS ST. BR. STRINGER No
CANTON 0660 FULLER BROOK BR STRINGER No
CANTON 3356 SCHOOLHOUSE T BEAM No
CANTON 0645 BOG BROOK STRINGER No
CANTON 2312 GILBERTV ILLE TRUSS No
CARATUNK 3921 PLE ASA NT  PON D NO . 2 SLAB No
CARATUNK 2672 PLEASANT POND SLAB No
CARIBOU 5567 LITTLE MADAWASKA STRINGER No
CARIBOU 5572 AROOSTOOK RIVER TRUSS Yes
CARIBOU 2331 GRIMES M ILLS T BEAM No
CARIBOU 5581 B&ARR/RO UTE 89  RR #227.63 GIRDER-FLR B No
CARIBOU 5625 GR EEN LAW  BRO OK N O. 2 CULVERT No
CARIBOU 5568 OTTER BROOK T BEAM No
CARIBOU 5554 GREENLAW ST REAM CULVERT No
CARIBOU 3298 BARRETTS CROSSING STRINGER No
CARIBOU 2284 FISH HATCHERY SLAB No
CARMEL 5191 TRACY SLAB No
CARMEL 5267 OT IS SLAB No
CARMEL 2153 CHEESE FACTORY SLAB No
CARMEL 3985 RUGGLES CULVERT No
CARMEL 0853 MCRR OVER FIVE RD GIRDER-FLR B No
CARMEL 2976 MCRR CROSSING GIRDER-FLR B No
CARMEL 5102 NORTON SLAB No
CARMEL 0882 HASKELL BR. STRINGER No
CARMEL 5632 FIVE SLAB No
CARMEL 0843 GARLAND BR. STRINGER No
CARMEL 0841 BLAGDON BR. STRINGER No
CARMEL 2356 HARVEY SLAB No
CARRABASSETT 5345 BIGELOW BRIDGE SLAB No
CARRABASSETT 5350 HAMMO ND FIELD SLAB No
CARRABASSETT 3731 REDINGTON STREAM STRINGER No
CARRYING PLACE 1078 POND STREAM BRIDGE STRINGER No
CARRYING PLACE 1077 JEROME BROOK BRIDGE STRINGER No
CARTHAGE 0424 SO. CARTHAGE BR GIRDER-FLR B No
CARTHAGE 2519 MASON SLAB No
CARTHAGE 2610 NEWM AN T BEAM No
CARTHAGE 2916 WEBB RIVER T BEAM No
CARY PLT 5577 OLIVER SLAB No
CASCO 2551 MILL SLAB No
CASCO 0239 COOKS MILL BR. CULVERT No
CENTE RVILLE 1170 MIDDLE BRANCH STRINGER No
CENTE RVILLE 3622 MILL STREAM SLAB No
CHAIN OF PONDS 3135 DEAD RIVER STRINGER No
CHARLESTON 0852 STROUT BR. STRINGER No
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CHARLESTON 3972 RICHARDS CULVERT No
CHARLESTON 2196 CREAMERY SLAB No
CHARLOTTE 3787 ROUND POND T BEAM No
CHARLOTTE 1165 OH IO CULVERT No
CHARLOTTE 3332 MOOSEHORN CULVERT No
CHELSEA 3030 TRASK SLAB No
CHELSEA 2994 TOGUS STREAM SLAB No
CHELSEA 5392 MADDOCKS ARCH No
CHELSEA 0527 SKEW RIGID FRAME No
CHERR YFIELD 3649 SCH OO DIC T BEAM No
CHERR YFIELD 1182 RIDGE ROAD STRINGER No
CHERR YFIELD 5155 UPPER CORNER T BEAM No
CHERR YFIELD 2889 UPPER TUNK T BEAM No
CHERR YFIELD 2192 COVERED T BEAM No
CHESTER 5566 BIG EBHORSE ARCH No
CHESTER 3790 PENOBSCOT RIVER TRUSS No
CHEST ERVILLE 2273 FARMING TON FA LLS T BEAM No
CHEST ERVILLE 5199 BERSLEY CULVERT No
CHEST ERVILLE 0425 TUCKER SLAB No
CHEST ERVILLE 3181 W ILLIAMS #2 TRUSS No
CHEST ERVILLE 3951 DUTCH GAP CULVERT No
CHEST ERVILLE 0561 GEORGE WASHINGTON SLAB No
CHEST ERVILLE 5180 CENTER SLAB No
CHINA 3065 CHINA VILLAGE SLAB No
CHINA 2096 BRANC H MILLS SLAB Yes
CLIFTON 5440 OTIS ROAD ARCH No
CLIFTON 3522 LOWER SLAB No
CLINTON 3579 OSBORNE SLAB No
CLINTON 3321 SEBASTICOOK TRUSS No
CLINTON 2117 CAIN SLAB No
CLINTON 5459 HERN SLAB No
CLINTON 2508 MANLEY HO LT SLAB No
CLINTON 3578 BEAN SLAB No
CLINTON 2225 DECKER SLAB No
CO LUM BIA 2095 BRANCH BROOK CULVERT No
CO LUM BIA 3848 LITTLE RIVER T BEAM No
CO LUM BIA 3621 DYKE BROOK CULVERT No
CO LUM BIA 3322 LOWES IRON STRINGER No
CO LUM BIA 3324 SACO STRINGER No
CO LUM BIA 5177 CARBERRY SCHOOL ARCH No
COLUM BIA FALLS 3849 LITTLE RIVER ARCH No
COLUM BIA FALLS 2674 PLEASANT RIVER T BEAM Yes
CONCORD TWP 1059 COOL RD. (COVE) STRINGER No
CONNOR TWP 5479 BLACK BROOK SLAB No
CONNOR TWP 2344 HALFWAY BROOK T BEAM No
CONNOR TWP 5607 BLACK BR OOK #2 SLAB No
COOPER 3755 LELAND SLAB No
COPLIN PLT 3070 NASH TRUSS No
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COPLIN PLT 5054 STRATTON T BEAM No
CORINNA 0834 LINCOLN MILLS BR. STRINGER No
CORINNA 0824 MOODY'S MILL BR. STRINGER No
CORINNA 2177 CORINNA STRINGER No
CORINNA 2849 THOMPSON CULVERT No
CORINNA 5103 ALDER STREAM SLAB No
CORINNA 2788 SOUT HARDS  MILLS SLAB No
CORINTH 1003 ROBYVILLE TRUSS Yes
CORINTH 5533 IRON STRINGER No
CORINTH 5534 PIERRE PAUL SLAB No
CORINTH 3674 JOS HUA  GO OD W IN SLAB No
CORINTH 3559 CHAPMAN T BEAM No
CORNISH 1289 KING ST BR CULVERT No
CORNISH 2465 LITTLE RIVER ARCH No
CORNISH 5088 WARR EN T BEAM No
CORNISH 5087 HIRAM T BEAM No
CORN VILLE 3314 PAINE BROOK SLAB No
CORN VILLE 1026 WESTERN STRINGER No
CORN VILLE 3699 HARVILLE SLAB No
CRYSTAL 3048 CRYSTAL BROOK T BEAM No
CRYSTAL 3975 FISH STREAM STRINGER No
CUMBERLAND 0285 BLACKSTRAP RD/MTPK STRINGER No
CUMBERLAND 2233 DOUGHTY RIGID FRAME No
CUSHING 3748 MEDUNCOOK SLAB No
CUTLER 6240 ANDREWS MEADOW BROOK CULVERT No
CUTLER 6241 SCHOONER BROOK 2 SLAB No
DALLAS PLT 3260 GULL POND SLAB No
DAMARISCOTTA 3049 NARROWS STRINGER No
DANFORTH 5461 TOWN BRIDGE STRINGER No
DAYTON 5259 LEAVITT CULVERT No
DAYTON 1284 HEMINGWAY BR CULVERT No
DAYTON 5371 GOO DW INS MILLS SLAB No
DAYTON 2105 BRUCE SLAB No
DEAD RIVER TWP.  (T3 1076 BOG BROOK STRINGER No
DEB LOIS 1154 FALLS BRANCH SLAB No
DEER ISLE 3257 DEER ISLE SEDGWICK SUSPENSION Yes
DENMARK 5411 BUCK MEADOW CULVERT No
DENMARK 5410 BRACKE TT MILL ARCH No
DENNIST OW N PLT 5715 EAST BRANCH SANDY STREAM SLAB No
DENNYSV ILLE 5284 STEEL STRINGER No
DENNYSV ILLE 2881 UPPER T BEAM No
DET RO IT 3309 VILLAGE TRUSS No
DET RO IT 3627 DETROIT OVER HEAD STRINGER No
DET RO IT 5125 POND SLAB No
DEXTER 2286 GUY H. HALL MEM.(FLOAT) STRINGER No
DEXTER 0837 PULLEN BR. STRINGER No
DEXTER 2099 BRIDGES BROOK SLAB No
DEXTER 5435 GROVE STREET SLAB No
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DEXTER 3142 SILVER MILLS ARCH No
DEXTER 0901 WATER STREET BRIDGE SLAB No
DEXTER 3978 LINCOLN STREET CULVERT No
DEXTER 0826 RAILROAD AVE UP STRINGER No
DEXTER 3095 NORTH DEXTER T BEAM No
DIXFIELD 3243 NEWTON BROOK CULVERT No
DIXFIELD 3732 EAST DIXFIELD BRIDGE STRINGER No
DIXFIELD 2350 HANNAFORD T BEAM No
DIXFIELD 5255 WHEEL WRIGHT THRU GIRDER No
DIXFIELD 0656 BIG RUSS ELL STRINGER No
DIXFIELD 5181 AUNT HANNAH SLAB No
DIXMONT 3715 TW IN SLAB No
DIXMONT 5424 CROCKER BROOK CULVERT No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 2766 SIAS SLAB No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 2723 ROBINSON SLAB No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 2808 STINCHFIELD BROOK CULVERT No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 2293 FOXCROFT-WEST ARCH No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 2983 CAREY CULVERT No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 5287 CASS NOTCH CROSSING STRINGER No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 5118 DOVER T BEAM No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 3892 E DOVER STRINGER No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 3728 FIRST ARCH No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 0933 PRATT BR. STRINGER No
DOVER-FOXCROFT 3730 THIRD SLAB No
DRESDEN 3341 MIDDLE BRIDGE TRUSS No
DRESDEN 3880 LOWER STRINGER No
DREW  PLT 5105 MATTAW AMKEAG T BEAM No
DURHAM 0616 DO UG HT Y'S SLAB No Inf o Avail
DURHAM 0025 ALLENS BRIDGE SLAB No
DURHAM 2852 TRACY BROOK SLAB No
DURHAM 3120 NEWELL BROOK BR. SLAB No
DURHAM 3334 DURHAM TRUSS Yes
DYER BROOK 3187 R.R.CROSSING STRINGER No
EAST MACHIAS 2682 POPE MEMORIAL ARCH Yes
EAST MACHIAS 5464 LOW ER JACK SONVILLE STRINGER No
EAST MACHIAS 2532 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
EAST MACHIAS 3219 JACKSO NVILLE TRUSS No
EAST MACHIAS 5465 CHASE M ILLS SLAB No
EASTBROOK 0456 MARSH STR. SLAB No
EASTBROOK 0442 CLOUGHS MILL BR SLAB No
EASTON 0137 PRESTILE BROOK RIGID FRAME No
EASTON 2687 PRESTILE BROOK CULVERT No
EASTON 0134 ALBEE CULVERT No
EASTON 3532 FLEWELLING ARCH No
EASTON 0139 WOLVERTON BRIDGE CULVERT No
EDDINGTON 5546 BLA CKM AN S TR . NO . 2 ARCH No
EDDINGTON 5547 BLA CKM AN S TR . NO . 3 ARCH No
EDDINGTON 5545 BLA CKM AN S TR EAM  NO . 1 ARCH No
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EDGECOMB 2289 FOLLY STRINGER No
EDINBURG 3517 POLLARD BROOK SLAB No
EDMUNDS TWP 5612 NEW HOBART STRINGER No
EDMUNDS TWP 3171 TID E MIL L NO . 2 TRUSS No
EDMUNDS TWP 5626 DENNYS RIVER STRINGER No
EDMUNDS TWP 2374 HOBART T BEAM No
ELIOT 3310 STURGEON CREEK STRINGER No
ELLIOTTSVILLE TWP 3146 BIG WILSON STR T BEAM No
ELLSWORTH 2499 MAIN STREET ARCH No
ELLSWORTH 0463 GRAHAM LAKE DAM BR T BEAM Yes
ELLSWORTH 3914 REEDS BROOK STRINGER No
EMBDEN 2090 BOYINGTON T BEAM No
EMBDEN 2552 MILL T BEAM No
EMBDEN 2579 MOORE SLAB No
EMBDEN 2267 EMBDEN SOLON STRINGER No
EMBDEN 3372 HANCOCK BRIDGE SLAB No
EMBDEN 5536 BARON BROOK CULVERT No
EMBDEN 1061 MILL STREAM BRIDGE STRINGER No Inf o Avail
ENFIELD 2164 COLD STREAM CULVERT No
EUS TIS 3264 TROUT BROOK CULVERT No
EXETER 0833 WASHBURN BRIDGE STRINGER No
EXETER 3373 FRENCH 'S MILL T BEAM No
EXETER 5824 ORDW AY CULVERT No
EXETER 3733 MILL T BEAM No
FAIRFIELD 3055 FISH BROOK SLAB No
FAIRFIELD 1522 KENNEBEC RIVER CENTER TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
FAIRFIELD 3106 KENNEBEC RIVER EAST TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
FAIRFIELD 1087 ISLAND AVE OVERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
FAIRFIELD 1523 KENNEBEC RIVER WEST TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
FAIRFIELD 1092 MAIN ST BR. GIRDER-FLR B No
FAIRFIELD 3707 WYMAN CROSSING GIRDER-FLR B No
FAIRFIELD 3969 LARONE CULVERT No
FALMOUTH 0283 BLACKSTRAP RD STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 5921 I-95 SPUR OVER US RT STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 3686 W FALMOUTH RD STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0364 MCRR EB STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0365 AUBURN ST STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0363 BLACKSTRAP RD STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 2702 RR CROSSING TRUSS No
FALMOUTH 0206 HURRICANE RD/PISCATAQUA STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0362 MOUNTAIN RD STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 5462 DUNHAM ROAD BR CULVERT No
FALMOUTH 1489 PRESUMSCOT RIVER SB STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 3563 MERRILLS RIGID FRAME No
FALMOUTH 0361 LEIGHTONRD STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0284 PISCATAQ UA RIVER #28 STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0281 PRESUMSCOT RIVER EB STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0280 HURRICANE RD/MTPK STRINGER No
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FALMOUTH 0279 PISCATAQ UA RIVER #31 STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0278 RTE100INTER STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0277 PRESUMSCOT RIVER NB STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 1468 PRESUMSCOT RIVER WB STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 0213 FIELD STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 6020 RTE 9 STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 5237 MILL C REE K NO . 2 RIGID FRAME No
FALMOUTH 2457 LIBBY T BEAM No
FALMOUTH 5600 MACKWO RTH ISLAND BR STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 1467 MCRR WB STRINGER No
FALMOUTH 2560 MILL CREEK ARCH Yes
FALMOUTH 2782 SOULE SLAB No
FARMING DALE 0552 MAPLE STREET STRINGER No
FARMING DALE 0480 SHELDON ST. BRIDGE SLAB No
FARMING DALE 0551 NORTHERN AVE STRINGER No
FARMINGTON 2980 W ILLIAM S NO . 1 ARCH No
FARMINGTON 0374 TW IN NO . 2 STRINGER No
FARMINGTON 3066 NO CH ESTER VILLE T BEAM No
FARMINGTON 2623 NO RT H T W IN T BEAM No
FARMINGTON 5358 BARKER STREAM CULVERT No
FARMINGTON 2705 RED T BEAM No
FARMINGTON 3286 HAM LIN STRINGER No
FARMINGTON 3982 W ALTON  MILL STRINGER No
FARMINGTON 0416 WEBSTER BR. GIRDER-FLR B No
FARMINGTON 0410 BRIDGE CULVERT No
FAYETTE 3053 FAYETTE  MILLS SLAB No
FOREST CITY TWP. 2397 INTERNATIONAL T BEAM No
FOREST TWP. (T10 R3 1176 TOMAH STREAM BR. SLAB No
FORT F AIRFIELD 3252 HOCK ENHULL SLAB No
FORT F AIRFIELD 2077 BLAISDELL BROOK CULVERT No
FORT F AIRFIELD 2691 PUDDLE DOCK T BEAM No
FORT F AIRFIELD 3481 EVERETT BROOK SLAB No
FORT F AIRFIELD 0126 MU NS ON 'S T BEAM No
FORT F AIRFIELD 3706 MAIN STREET CULVERT No
FORT KENT 5016 FORT K ENT MILLS T BEAM No
FORT KENT 2726 ROSSIGNOL RIGID FRAME No
FORT KENT 2500 MAIN STREET STRINGER No
FORT KENT 2398 INTERNATIONAL TRUSS Yes
FRANKFORT 1130 B&ARR / MO NROE  RD RR#1603 GIRDER-FLR B Yes
FRANKFORT 1132 B&ARR/T W  & BROO K RR#14.58 GIRDER-FLR B Yes
FRANKFORT 2964 HARRY HARTLEY CULVERT No
FRANKFORT 2222 LEROY HAMM CULVERT No
FRANKFORT 1136 B&ARR / T OW N W AY RR#15.61 GIRDER-FLR B Yes
FRANKFORT 2422 JOSIAH KINGSBURY CULVERT No
FRANKFORT 2089 BOYD STRINGER No
FRA NKL IN 5673 W FRANKLIN BRIDGE SLAB No
FRA NKL IN 5728 ALDER BROOK CULVERT No
FRA NKL IN 3451 MILL STREAM SLAB No
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FRA NKL IN 3307 BIG BRIDGE T BEAM No
FRA NKL IN 3306 LITTLE SLAB No
FRA NKL IN 5727 STA 25 30 CULVERT No
FREEDOM 5150 UPPER SLAB No
FREEDOM 5148 HUSTUS BROOK SLAB No
FREEDOM 5145 BARLOW BROOK SLAB No
FREEDOM 2485 LOWER VILLAGE SLAB No
FREEMAN TWP 3677 BURBANK ARCH No
FREEPORT 3123 PORTER LANDING CULVERT No
FREEPORT 5431 FREEPORT CROSSING RIGID FRAME No
FREEPORT 5503 WARDTOW N SLAB No
FREEPORT 2183 COUSINS RIVER RTE 1 T BEAM No
FREEPORT 2167 COLLINS MILL T BEAM No
FREEPORT 3172 R R CROSSING RIGID FRAME Yes
FRENCH VILLE 2391 GAGNON SLAB No
FRENCH VILLE 2303 GAGNON BROOK CULVERT No
FRENCH VILLE 2213 DAIGLE BRIDGE SLAB No
FRIE NDS HIP 5265 GOOSE RIVER BRIDGE SLAB No
FRYEBURG 2121 CANAL BRIDGE T BEAM No
FRYEBURG 2261 EDDY FLATS SLAB No
FRYEBURG 2933 WESTON STRINGER No
FRYEBURG 2765 SHORTRIDGE SLAB No
FRYEBURG 2464 LITTLE POND SLAB No
FRYEBURG 1004 HEMLOCK TRUSS Yes
FRYEBURG 3695 CRICK BROOK CULVERT No
FRYEBURG 5573 KIMBALL BROOK CULVERT No
FRYEBURG 2151 CHARLES RIVER GIRDER-FLR B Yes
FRYEBURG 2470 LITTLE SACO SLAB No
FRYEBURG 3694 KEZAR OUTLET T BEAM No
GARDINER 3098 MAIN AVE T BEAM No
GARDINER 2605 NEW  MILLS TRUSS Yes
GARDINER 2101 BRIDGE STREET T BEAM No
GARDINER 5280 CAPEN ROAD CULVERT No
GARLAND 0827 CROWELL BR. STRINGER No
GARLAND 0828 HOLT'S MILL BR. #2 STRINGER No
GARLAND 2379 HOLTS  MILL SLAB No
GARLAND 5286 WEST GARLAND CULVERT No
GEORGETOWN 2927 WEST BRIDGE STRINGER No
GEORGETOWN 2248 EAST STRINGER No
GILEAD 2452 LEARY STRINGER No
GILEAD 3509 CHAPMAN BROOK SLAB No
GILEAD 2948 WILD RIVER T BEAM No
GILEAD 5084 ANDROSCOGGIN R TRUSS Yes
GILEAD 3299 PEABODY BROOK SLAB No
GILEAD 5085 WIGHT BROOK SLAB No
GORHAM 0229 BRIDGE CULVERT No
GORHAM 3762 DEGU IO MILL STRINGER No
GORHAM 2219 DAVIS MILL SLAB No
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GORHAM 2308 GETC HELL SLAB No
GORHAM 3404 LONGFELLOW BRIDGE STRINGER No
GORHAM 5449 NORTH BRANCH BROOK ARCH No
GORHAM 3112 LITTLE RIVER GIRDER-FLR B No
GORHAM 3993 WARR EN ARCH No
GORHAM 3557 SHAD G ULLY CULVERT No
GORHAM 5303 SHAWS T BEAM No
GOULDSBORO 5041 PROSPECT HARBOR SLAB No
GOULDSBORO 5226 GUZZLE SLAB No
GOULDSBORO 2783 SOULES SLAB No
GRAFTON TWP.  (TA 2589 MOTHER W ALKER T BEAM No
GRAFTON TWP.  (TA 2234 DOUGLAS SLAB No
GRAFTON TWP.  (TA 2212 CUR SLAB No
GRAFTON TWP.  (TA 2142 CEDAR BROOK SLAB No
GRAFTON TWP.  (TA 3524 CAMBRIDGE STRINGER No
GRAND LAKE 3584 MILFORD STREET STRINGER No
GRAY 0291 RTE 26 STRINGER No
GRAY 0310 PLEASANT RIVER CULVERT No
GRAY 0311 COLLIER BROOK CULVERT No
GRAY 1490 EAGLE NEST RD SB STRINGER No
GRAY 2618 NORTH GRAY T BEAM No
GRAY 2387 HUNTS MEADOW SLAB No
GRAY 2386 HUNTS RIGID FRAME No
GRAY 0309 FOREST LAKE BROOK CULVERT No
GRAY 0292 WEYMOUTH RD STRINGER No
GRAY 0290 GRAY INTERCHANGE STRINGER No
GRAY 0289 RTE202 STRINGER No
GRAY 0288 OLD PORTLAND RD STRINGER No
GRAY 0287 EAGLE NEST RD NB STRINGER No
GRAY 0286 DUTTON HILL RD STRINGER No
GRAY 3625 DAV IS ARCH No
GRAY 3750 LEAVITT ARCH No
GRAY 0306 HUNTS HILL RD STRINGER No
GREENBUSH 2986 OLAMON SLAB No
GREENBUSH 3034 FOLSOM SLAB No
GREENBUSH 3727 NEW OLAMON STRINGER No
GREENE 2698 QUIMBY SLAB No
GREENE 3426 TURNER CENTER TRUSS No
GREENE 0001 HOOKER BROOK BRIDGE SLAB No
GREEN FIELD 5605 SUNKHAZE SLAB No
GREEN FIELD 2628 OLAMAN SLAB No
GREEN VILLE 3247 CPRR CROSSING STRINGER No
GREEN VILLE 0968 CPRR / RT E. 6, 15 GIRDER-FLR B No
GREEN VILLE 3752 WEST  COVE SLAB No
GREENWOOD 3382 LITT LE AN DRO SCO GG IN STRINGER No
GREENWOOD 3381 MORGAN BROOK NO 2 STRINGER No
GREENWOOD 0676 SCHOOL BR STRINGER No
GREENWOOD 5086 JOH NNIE S NO . 1 SLAB No
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GREENWOOD 5586 GREENWOOD SLAB No
GREENWOOD 3380 MO RG AN B RO OK N O.1 STRINGER No
GREENWOOD 2413 JOHNNIES SLAB No
GRINDSTONE TW P. 0814 GRINDS TONE  TW P. (TI R7) TRUSS No
GUILFORD 5120 CHASE SLAB No
GUILFORD 2801 SANGERVILLE STATION TRUSS No
GUILFORD 2337 GUILFORD MEMORIAL STRINGER No
GUILFORD 3512 DAVIS BROOK BRIDGE CULVERT No
GUILFORD 3873 BEARCE BRIDGE STRINGER No
GUILFORD 3044 SALMON STREAM CULVERT No
GUILFORD 0929 SALMON STREAM BRIDGE STRINGER No
HALLOW ELL 0556 VAUGHN STREAM CULVERT No
HALLOW ELL 3642 OUTLET ROAD CULVERT No
HALLOW ELL 0490 VAUGHAN MEM. BR. ARCH Yes
HALLOW ELL 5391 WAT ER STREET GIRDER-FLR B Yes
HALLOW ELL 0553 LITCHFIELD ROAD STRINGER No
HALLOW ELL 2892 VAUGHAN SLAB No
HALLOW ELL 3158 MILLIKENS CROSSING STRINGER No
HALLOW ELL 1501 CENTRAL STREET SB STRINGER No
HALLOW ELL 0565 SECOND ST BR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
HALLOW ELL 0555 WINTHRO P ROAD STRINGER No
HALLOW ELL 0557 OUTLET CONNECTION CULVERT No
HALLOW ELL 0554 CENTRAL STREET NB STRINGER No
HALLOW ELL 0566 VAUGHAN ST. BR. TRUSS No
HAM LIN 2516 MARTIN BROOK CULVERT No
HAMMOND 2114 MITCHELL GIRDER-FLR B No
HAMPDEN 5109 YORK T BEAM No
HAMPDEN 3526 B&ARR#27.731PAPER MILL RD GIRDER-FLR B Yes
HAMPDEN 2334 GRIST MILL T BEAM No
HAMPDEN 5315 TW IN ARCH No
HANCOCK 2435 KILKENNY SLAB No
HANCOCK 2134 CARRYING PLACE STRINGER No
HANCOCK 2973 HANCOCK-SULLIVAN TRUSS No
HANOVER 2744 SAUND ERS MILL CULVERT No
HANOVER 2812 STONEY BROOK SLAB No
HARMONY 5222 NARROWS SLAB No
HARMONY 3221 WAT ERSTREET SLAB No
HARMONY 2896 VILLAGE T BEAM No
HARMONY 3603 FERGUSON RIPLEY ROAD SLAB No
HARMONY 1022 BAILEY TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
HARMONY 5127 SAND FARM T BEAM No
HARPSW ELL 3144 ORRS ISLAND STRINGER No
HARPSW ELL 2033 BAILEY ISLAND BRIDGE T BEAM Yes
HARRINGTON 2478 LOWER T BEAM No
HARRISON 3354 BOLSTE RS MILLS STRINGER No
HARRISON 0560 CAPE MONDAY BRIDGE CULVERT No
HARRISON 3345 SCRIBNER'S BRIDGE STRINGER No
HARRISON 3609 CRYSTAL LAKE OUTLET SLAB No
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HARRISON 3119 EDSON BROOK CULVERT No
HARRISON 0238 RYEFIELD BRIDGE TRUSS Yes
HARTFORD 3118 SPARROW BROOK SLAB No
HARTFORD 1476 TW IN NO . 2 SLAB No
HARTFORD 0694 EAST BRANCH STRINGER No
HARTFORD 5498 THOMPSON BROOK ARCH No
HARTFORD 5408 EAST SUMNER T BEAM No
HARTFORD 0701 NEZINSCOT BR No
HARTFORD 3292 TW IN NO . 1 SLAB No
HARTLAND 3390 RACEW AY STRINGER No
HARTLAND 1033 RAPID BROOK STRINGER No
HARTLAND 3179 IRON T BEAM No
HARTLAND 1097 WAT ER STREET SLAB Yes
HAYNESV ILLE 3457 MILL CULVERT No
HAYNESV ILLE 5623 HAYNESV ILLE STRINGER No
HEBRON 3574 BRICKNELL SLAB No
HEBRON 2800 HEBRON STATION CULVERT No
HEBRON 0707 BICKNELL BROOK STRINGER No
HERMON 2205 CROSS SLAB No
HERMON 5420 B&ARR/HAMOND&MCR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
HERMON 3786 BLACK STREAM SLAB No
HERMON 5225 HERMAN POND STRINGER No
HERMON 2368 HERMON CENTER SLAB No
HERMON 3449 WH EELER STREAM SLAB No
HERMON 0845 UNDERPASS STRINGER No
HERMON 3560 GOODSPEED STRINGER No
HERMON 5421 B&ARR/US  2 & R100RR#29.73 THRU GIRDER No
HERSEY 3409 SEAMS BROOK CULVERT No
HIGHLAND  PLT 3950 BRITENE LL CULVERT No
HIGHLAND  PLT 1070 LOWER MICHAEL SLAB No
HIRAM 0648 CRANBERRY BOG BR SLAB No
HIRAM 3946 WADSWORTH SLAB No
HIRAM 3789 RANKIN M ILL T BEAM No
HIRAM 0740 ADAMS BROOK BR STRINGER No
HIRAM 0786 RANKINS M ILL GIRDER-FLR B No
HIRAM 3879 BURBANK CULVERT No
HIRAM 0743 STANLEY POND BR. STRINGER No
HIRAM 0766 LOCK BR. STRINGER No
HIRAM 2709 RED MILL BROOK SLAB No
HODGDON 0149 OLD HAMILTON GIRDER-FLR B No
HODGDON 2492 MADUSKEAG SLAB No
HODGDON 3103 HODG DON M ILLS T BEAM No
HOLDEN 3690 MILL SLAB No
HO LLIS 3136 CLARKS M ILLS SLAB No
HO LLIS 5297 KILLICK CULVERT No
HO LLIS 3708 SALMON  FALLS STRINGER No
HO LLIS 1525 CANAL TRUSS Yes
HO LLIS 3333 BAR MILLS TRUSS Yes
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HO LLIS 2190 BONNY EAGLE COVERED TRUSS No
HOPE 2283 FISH SLAB No
HOULTON 3401 COOKS BROOK SLAB No
HOULTON 3533 B&ARR/SM YRNA ST  RR#166.38 GIRDER-FLR B No
HOULTON 2580 MOOSE BROOK T BEAM No
HOULTON 5019 PEA RCE  BRO OK N O. 6 RIGID FRAME No
HOULTON 3458 HODGDON STREAM T BEAM No
HOULTON 3874 HIGHLAND AVENUE GIRDER-FLR B Yes (Replaced)
HOULTON 0155 HOLLYWOOD ROAD BRIDGE CULVERT No
HOULTON 2629 OLD IRON RIGID FRAME Yes
HOULTON 3234 CARY'S MILL STRINGER No
HOULTON 2706 RED T BEAM No
HOULTON 5195 MOOSEBROOK PORTER SLAB No
HOWLAND 3040 PISC ATA QU IS TRUSS Yes
HOWLAND 2660 PENOBSCOT RIVER TRUSS No
HOWLAND 2730 RUN-AROUND STRINGER No
HOWLAND 2533 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
HUDSON 3984 MOHAW K CULVERT No
HUDSON 2897 VILLAGE T BEAM No
INDUSTRY 5046 MERRY SLAB No
INDUSTRY 5047 SAWYER SLAB No
INDUSTRY 5018 CONFORTH SLAB No
INDUSTRY 0434 GOODRICH BROOK SLAB No
INDUSTRY 0375 SEAVEY BR. SLAB No
ISLAND FALLS 2403 IRON T BEAM No
ISLAND FALLS 5020 FISH STREAM T BEAM No
ISLAND FALLS 2703 RANDA LL STRINGER No
ISLAND FALLS 2243 DYER BROOK T BEAM No
ISLAND FALLS 2163 COLD BROOK SLAB No
ISLESBORO 3490 MILL SLAB No
JACKMAN 2583 MOOSE RIVER T BEAM No
JACKMAN 5601 HALFWAY BROOK ARCH No
JACKMAN 3585 NICHOLS STRINGER No
JACKSON 3805 COOK SLAB No
JACKSON 3128 GREAT FARM STRINGER No
JACKSON 5582 CHASE SLAB No
JACKSON 3776 PERRY T BEAM No
JAY 3510 RIDLEY BROOK CULVERT No
JAY 3801 SEVEN MILE STREAM STRINGER No
JAY 2476 LOOK BROOK CULVERT No
JEFFERSON 3045 MILL SLAB No
JEFFERSON 2713 REEVES BROOK SLAB No
JEFFERSON 2307 GERRY SLAB No
JEFFERSON 0611 BOSWELL BR. STRINGER No
JEFFERSON 2534 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
JEFFERSON 3405 DAVIS #2 STRINGER No
JONESBORO 2149 CHANDLER RIVER T BEAM No
JONESBORO 3295 BEAVER STREAM RIGID FRAME No
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JONESBORO 3956 DRISKO STRINGER No
JONESPORT 2207 CROSS COVE T BEAM No
JONESPORT 2211 CUMMINGS SLAB No
KENDUSKEAG 3753 HIGGINSV ILLE STRINGER No
KENDUSKEAG 2975 VILLAGE TRUSS No
KENDUSKEAG 2075 BLACK BROOK CULVERT No
KENNEBUNK 2431 KENNEBUNK T BEAM No
KENNEBUNK 2157 CLAYHILL STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 1268 B & M RR/BROWN ST. STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 1330 CAT MOUSAM RD STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 1481 MOUSAM RIVER SB STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 1329 MCGUIRE RD STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 2230 DOCK SQUARE GIRDER-FLR B No
KENNEBUNK 1332 WEST KENNEBUNK RD STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 1333 KENNEBUNK RIVER NB STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 2041 BARTLETT T BEAM No
KENNEBUNK 3597 OVERPASS-SUMMER ST. STRINGER Yes (Replaced)
KENNEBUNK 2221 DAYS MILLS T BEAM No
KENNEBUNK 1331 MOUSAM RIVER NB STRINGER No
KENNEBUNK 5333 SM ITH 'S No
KENNEBUNKPORT 1287 BEAVER POND BR CULVERT No
KENNEBUNKPORT 1301 GOOSEFARE BAY STRINGER No
KINGFIELD 5852 CENTENNIAL ARCH Yes
KINGFIELD 5704 LEDGE BROOK ARCH No
KINGFIELD 5351 REED BROOK SLAB No
KINGFIELD 3374 ALDER STREAM SLAB No
KINGFIELD 5053 NORTON T BEAM No
KINGSBU RY PLT 3290 KINGSBURY T BEAM No
KINGSBU RY PLT 3415 HALE BROOK BRIDGE SLAB No
KITTERY 1361 B&M RR TUNNEL RIGID FRAME No
KITTERY 1247 PICOTT ROAD BRIDGE SLAB No
KITTERY 5276 VIADUCT GIRDER-FLR B Yes
KITTERY 3860 KITTERY OVERPASS RIGID FRAME No
KITTERY 3641 SARAH MILDRED LONG TRUSS Yes
KITTERY 3783 GERRISH ISLAND T BEAM No
KITTERY 5620 B&M OVERPASS STRINGER No
KITTERY 1357 NAVY YARD ENT. GIRDER-FLR B Yes
KITTERY 6222 RAMP M -  US1 /  I95 RAMP STRINGER No
KITTERY 6224 SPRUCE CREEK STRINGER No
KITTERY 2546 MEMORIAL BRIDGE TRUSS Yes
KITTERY 2031 BADGER ISLAND STRINGER Yes
KITTERY 1362 ELIOT RD OVERPASS STRINGER No
KITTERY 1248 CUTTS ISLAND SLAB No
KNOX 2007 ABB OT  NO . 3 SLAB No
KNOX 2206 CROSS ARCH No
KNOX 2433 KENNEY SLAB No
KNOX 2360 HAWKINS STRINGER No
KNOX 2441 KNOX STATION SLAB No
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KNOX 2919 WEED SLAB No
KNOX 2440 KNOX CENTER T BEAM No
LAGRANGE 3867 B&A OVERHEAD STRINGER No
LAGRANGE 2073 BIRCH STREAM ARCH No
LAKEVILLE 0887 W HITING MILL SLAB No
LAKEVILLE 0867 GETCHELL BR. CULVERT No
LAMBERT LAKE TWP. 3441 LAMBERT LAKE SLAB No
LEBANON 2302 FURBUSH SLAB No
LEBANON 5649 BIG BROOK SLAB No
LEBANON 5162 MILTON STRINGER No
LEBANON 5717 BEAVER DAM CULVERT No
LEBANON 1219 FORD STRINGER No
LEBANON 2257 E. ROCHESTER ARCH Yes
LEBANON 3717 NEW STRINGER No
LEBANON 5650 KEAY CULVERT No
LEE 0871 MERRILL STRINGER No
LEE 3177 POND SLAB No
LEE 5417 MILL STREAM SLAB No
LEEDS 5002 STINCHF IELD TRUSS No
LEEDS 3214 NORTH TURNER EAST TRUSS Yes
LEEDS 3614 DALEY STRINGER No
LEEDS 2290 FOSS TRUSS No
LEEDS 5001 JOHNS ON                00 CULVERT No
LETTER D TWP (OR 3615 BEM IS CULVERT No
LEVANT 3064 BLACK STREAM T BEAM No
LEVANT 0839 HUNGRY HOLLOW  ROAD STRINGER No
LEVANT 5488 EMERSON SLAB No
LEVANT 5489 HARDING T BEAM No
LEVANT 5253 MILL SLAB No
LEVANT 3594 HARVEY M ILL CULVERT No
LEWISTON 0060 INTERCH ANGE/RT E 196 STRINGER No
LEWISTON 6378 COTTON ROAD BRIDGE SLAB No
LEWISTON 0059 MTPK EXIT 13/MCRR STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0092 HAMEL RD BRIDGE CULVERT No
LEWISTON 5003 CHESTNUT STREET ARCH Yes
LEWISTON 0098 LEWISTON INTERCHANGE (NB) STRINGER No
LEWISTON 5643 COLLEGE STREET BRIDGE SLAB No
LEWISTON 1498 MTPK(SB) / RTE 196 & MCRR STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0054 RIVERSIDE ST BRIDGE GIRDER-FLR B No
LEWISTON 0103 MTPK/DILL  BROOK CULVERT No
LEWISTON 2803 STETSON BRIDGE SLAB No
LEWISTON 1497 LEWISTON INTERCHANGE (SB) STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0051 LINCOLN ST ALLEY BRIDGE GIRDER-FLR B No
LEWISTON 1496 MTPK(SB)/GOODARD ROAD STRINGER No
LEWISTON 1495 MTPK(SB)/RIVER ROAD STRINGER No
LEWISTON 2229 DILL CULVERT No
LEWISTON 1494 MTP K(SB )/AND RO SCO GG IN RIV STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0049 HINES ALLEY BRIDGE GIRDER-FLR B No
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LEWISTON 0102 WEBSTER  ROAD/MTPK STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0087 CROWLEYS ROAD BRIDGE STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0101 OLD LISBON ROAD/MTPK STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0100 MTPK(NB)/RTE 196 & MCRR STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0099 MTPK/FERRY & COTTAGE STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0097 MTPK(NB)/GOODARD ROAD STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0105 NO NAME BROOK CULVERT SLAB No
LEWISTON 0096 MTPK(NB)/RIVER ROAD STRINGER No
LEWISTON 3201 FAIRGROUNDS CROSSING GIRDER-FLR B No
LEWISTON 0091 STETSON BROOK BRIDGE STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0089 RANDALL BR.  (SCRIBNER) STRINGER No
LEWISTON 0104 CITY FARM CULVERT SLAB No
LEXINGTON TWP 5128 LOWER SAND Y STREAM GIRDER-FLR B No
LEXINGTON TWP 5523 UPPER SANDY STREAM GIRDER-FLR B No
LEXINGTON TWP. (T2 3042 A. J. ALBEE T BEAM No
LIBERTY 2818 SUCKER  MILL SLAB No
LIBERTY 3493 STEVENS SLAB No
LIBERTY 1114 VALLEY BR GIRDER-FLR B No
LIBERTY 3631 FULLER ARCH No
LIBERTY 3156 SOUTH L IBERTY CULVERT No
LILY BAY TWP. (TA R1 5455 SOUTH BK CULVERT No
LIMERICK 5518 TARR ARCH No
LIMERICK 1200 HOSAC STR STRINGER No
LIMERICK 5163 KELLEY SLAB No
LIMERICK 5164 THING T BEAM No
LIMERICK 3157 SOKOKIS BRIDGE SLAB No
LIMESTONE 5186 LONG ROAD SLAB No
LIMESTONE 5291 BLAKE ROAD SLAB No
LIMESTONE 5292 NOYES M ILL SLAB No
LIMINGTON 3281 CHASES  MILL STRINGER No
LIMINGTON 3026 WHALEBACK CULVERT No
LIMINGTON 2918 W EBSTER S MILL SLAB No
LIMINGTON 2348 HAMLIN BROOK RIGID FRAME No
LIMINGTON 3328 STEEP FA LLS TRUSS No
LIMINGTON 5165 NASON S MILL TRUSS No
LIMINGTON 3050 CREEK SLAB No
LIMINGTON 3768 GILKEY SLAB No
LIMINGTON 3024 TANNERY CULVERT No
LINCOLN 2170 CO MBE LLAS SIE SLAB No
LINCOLN 2128 CARDING  MILL CULVERT No
LINCOLN 2298 FROST ST SLAB No
LINCOLN 2680 POLLACK BRK. SLAB No
LINCOLN 3963 HIGH ST STRINGER No
LINCOLN PLT 3515 ABBOTT T BEAM No
LINCOLN PLT 1005 BENNETT TRUSS Yes
LINCOLNVILLE 2458 LINCOLNVILLE BEACH SLAB No
LINCOLNVILLE 5151 WADSWORTH SLAB No
LINCOLNVILLE 3194 KNIGHT S HILL SLAB No
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LINCOLNVILLE 2949 WILEY BROOK SLAB No
LINCOLNVILLE 2235 DUCK TRAP RIVER No
LINCOLNVILLE 3994 MEETING HOUSE CULVERT No
LINCOLNVILLE 1120 WEAT HERSPOON BR STRINGER No
LINCOLNVILLE 3193 POND CULVERT No
LINNEUS 3709 BITHER BROOK CULVERT No
LINNEUS 5311 CAMPBE LL SLAB No
LISBON 3530 BAR KER  BRO OK N O. 2 SLAB No
LISBON 0063 LISBON VETERANS' MEMORIAL ARCH No
LISBON 5006 CUSHMAN SLAB No
LISBON 3954 FRAZIER ARCH No
LISBON 6271 DEERING STRINGER No
LISBON 0991 EDGECOMB BR STRINGER No
LISBON 0017 DOUGLAS STRINGER No
LISBON 5007 LISBON CENTER T BEAM No
LISBON 2733 SABATTUS STREAM STRINGER No
LISBON 3976 DUR GIN STRINGER No
LISBON 2159 COBBS BR STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 0543 RTE1 197 STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 3924 POTTER TOWN SLAB No
LITCHFIELD 3591 HATCH CULVERT No
LITCHFIELD 0544 SMALL RD STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 0537 POTTERS BROOK CULVERT No
LITCHFIELD 0545 STEVENS TOW N ROAD STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 3195 HARVEY BRIDGE CULVERT No
LITCHFIELD 0517 OLD MILL STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 3329 WHARF STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 2029 BABCOCK T BEAM No
LITCHFIELD 0542 HALLOWELL RD STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 0541 HUNTINGTON HILL ROAD STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 0540 FERRIN ROAD MTPK STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 0547 COBBOSSEECONTEE STREAM STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 1392 PLAINS RD STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 0546 LUNTS HILL RD STRINGER No
LITCHFIELD 5141 PALMER CULVERT No
LITCHFIELD 0488 BRIDGE STRINGER No
LITTLETON 1006 WAT SON COVERED TRUSS Yes
LITTLETON 5273 WILEY ROAD ARCH No
LITTLETON 5044 JAR VIS CULVERT No
LIVERMORE 2103 BRETTUNS POND CULVERT No
LIVERMORE 3463 MARTIN STREAM NO 1 T BEAM No
LIVERMORE 3452 MILL BRIDGE SLAB No
LIVERMORE 3464 MARTIN STREAM NO 2 T BEAM No
LIVERMOR E FALLS 2923 WENTW ORTH SLAB No
LIVERMOR E FALLS 3104 SHY BROOK SOUTH CULVERT No
LIVERMOR E FALLS 5537 SHY SLAB No
LOVELL 5525 NARROWS GIRDER-FLR B No
LOVELL 5630 GERRY STRINGER No
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LOW ELL 3527 PASSADUMKEAG STRINGER No
LOW ELL 5112 W AKEFIELD MILL #2 SLAB No
LOW ELL 0873 ESKUTASIS ST STRINGER No
LOW ELL 3278 W OODM AN MILLS STRINGER No
LOW ELL 2906 W AKE FIELD  MILL N O. 1 SLAB No
LUBEC 5308 MCCU RDYS CULVERT No
LUDLOW 5249 MOOSE BROOK SLAB No
LYMAN 3060 COUSINS CULVERT No
LYMAN 2824 SUNKEN BRANCH SLAB No
LYMAN 5825 KENNEBUNK RIVER CULVERT No
LYMAN 3593 STAPLES SLAB No
MACHIAS 3224 LIBBY BROOK SLAB No
MACHIAS 2246 DYKE CULVERT No
MACHIAS 1470 COVERED W EST T BEAM No
MACHIAS 2191 COVERED EAST T BEAM No
MACHIAS 5544 SMELT BROOK ARCH No
MACHIAS 1469 COVERED CENTER GIRDER-FLR B No
MACW AHOC  PLT 5021 KINGMAN ROAD T BEAM Yes
MACW AHOC  PLT 3097 JORDA N MILL T BEAM No
MADAWASKA 5294 GAGNON CULVERT No
MADAWASKA 2399 INTERNATIONAL TRUSS Yes
MADAWASKA 2481 LOWER BEAULIEU SLAB No
MADISON 3804 MILL STREAM T BEAM No
MADISON 5513 ROCK W ELL CULVERT No
MADISON 2122 CANAL RIGID FRAME No
MADISON 3303 HAYDEN CULVERT No
MADISON 3962 LOW ER MILLS CULVERT No
MAD RID 3391 WEBBER SLAB No
MAD RID 3186 VILLAGE STRINGER No
MAD RID 2934 WEYMOUTH T BEAM No
MAPLETON 3552 MAPLETON T BEAM No
MAPLETON 5324 B&ARR/RO UTE 163 RR #W 17.78 GIRDER-FLR B No
MAPLETON 3551 BRANNEN T BEAM No
MAPLETON 5698 LIBBY BROOK 1 SLAB No
MARIAVILLE 3511 TANNERY SLAB No
MARIAVILLE 3562 GO OD W IN STRINGER No
MARIAVILLE 3230 DUMB BROOK CULVERT No
MARIAVILLE 0455 TANNERY BROOK BR. STRINGER No
MARION TWP 3140 PATRICK BROOK CULVERT No
MARS H ILL 5024 KINGS GROVE SLAB No
MARS H ILL 6154 ROCKY BROOK CULVERT No
MARS H ILL 5268 BOYNTON ARCH No
MARS H ILL 5269 CUSTOMS HOUSE CULVERT No
MARS H ILL 2686 PRESTILE STREAM T BEAM No
MARSH FIELD 3973 STRIDE CULVERT No
MAS ARD IS 5025 SQUA PAN T BEAM No
MAS ARD IS 3766 ST C RO IX STRINGER No
MASON TWP 0762 BEANS MILL BR. GIRDER-FLR B No
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MASON TWP 2675 PLEASANT RIVER STRINGER No
MAT TAM ISCO NT IS 3099 MAT TAM ISCO NT IS STRINGER No
MATTAW AMKEAG 2520 MATTASEUNK STRINGER No
MATTAW AMKEAG 2522 MATTAW AMKEAG T BEAM No
MAYFIELD TWP.  (T2 3673 RIFT BROOK SLAB No
MECHA NIC FALLS 2540 MECHA NIC FALLS RIGID FRAME Yes
MECHA NIC FALLS 5009 RED BRIDGE T BEAM No
MECHA NIC FALLS 5008 PUMPING STATION SLAB No
MECHA NIC FALLS 3502 CNRR SLAB No
MECHA NIC FALLS 0055 STRINGER No
MEDDYBEMPS 3736 MEDDYBEMPS RIGID FRAME No
MEDFORD 0915 ALDER BROOK BR T BEAM No
MEDFORD 0484 PISCATAQUIS R TRUSS No
MEDFORD 3061 SCOOTARZA SLAB No
MEDW AY 2256 E.BR.  PENOBSCOT TRUSS No
MEDW AY 2738 SALMON STREAM T BEAM No
MEDW AY 2471 LITTLE SALMON STREAM RIGID FRAME No
MEDW AY 3009 PENOBSCOT TRUSS No
MERCER 2080 BOG STREAM SLAB No
MERCER 3843 MILL POND BRIDGE SLAB No
MERRILL 3150 EAST HASTINGS SLAB No
MEXICO 3326 THAD WHITE BRIDGE STRINGER No
MEXICO 0804 GRANITE ST BR SLAB No
MEXICO 2917 WEBB RIVER T BEAM No
MEXICO 3792 ANDREW LANG SLAB No
MILBRIDGE 5555 WYMAN SLAB No
MILBRIDGE 3655 EMERSON STRINGER No
MILBRIDGE 3280 GREAT NORTH TRUSS No
MILBRIDGE 1475 GREAT SOUTH GIRDER-FLR B Yes
MILBRIDGE 5475 SAWYER BROOK SLAB No
MILFORD 2036 BAKER BROOK ARCH No
MILFORD 3534 UPPER T RESTLE SLAB No
MILFORD 3535 LOW ER TRE STLE SLAB No
MILFORD 2179 COSTIGAN SLAB No
MILFORD 2282 FIRST OTTER STREAM STRINGER No
MILFORD 2754 SECOND OTTER TRUSS No
MILFORD 2842 THIRD OTTER T BEAM No
MILFORD 2825 SUNKHASE T BEAM No
MILFORD 2630 OLD TOWN-MILFORD BRIDGE ARCH No
MILLINOCKET 3277 B&ARR/BA TES ST  RR#104.64 SLAB No
MILLINOCKET 0902 GRANITE STREET BRIDGE STRINGER No
MILLINOCKET 5684 STATION RD. CULVERT SLAB No
MILLINOCKET 0905 LITTLE SMITH BK RIGID FRAME No
MILLINOCKET 5827 SMITH BROOK SLAB No
MILLINOCKET 2747 SCH OO DIC T BEAM No
MILO 2867 TOLL T BEAM No
MILO 3244 PLEASANT R TRUSS No
MILO 2573 MILO WEST OPENING ARCH Yes
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MILO 2572 MILO EAST ARCH No
MILO 2124 CANAL SLAB No
MILO 0965 MEADOW BRIDGE ARCH Yes
MILTON TWP 3465 CHASE ARCH No
MILTON TWP 0669 YORK BR. CULVERT No
MILTON TWP 5561 CONCORD RIVER SLAB No
MINOT 5563 W EST  MINO T N O. 2 T BEAM No
MINOT 3293 WEST MINOT NO 1 T BEAM No
MINOT 3491 HACKETT SLAB No
MONMOUTH 3840 NORTH MONMOUTH SLAB No
MONMOUTH 3453 CARVER BRIDGE STRINGER No
MONMOUTH 3226 SO MONMOUTH SLAB No
MONMOUTH 0562 BRIDGE SLAB No
MONMOUTH 2412 JOCK STR SLAB No
MONROE 5224 VILLAGE STRINGER No
MONROE 5538 BICKFORD SLAB No
MONROE 2172 COOK T BEAM No
MONROE 3775 CHASE CULVERT No
MONROE 5539 CILLEY CULVERT No
MONROE 3988 BRALEY T BEAM No
MONROE 1127 MONROE CENTER BR GIRDER-FLR B No
MONROE 5466 FAIRBANKS SLAB No
MONROE 5467 THURLOWS SLAB No
MONROE 3348 LORD STRINGER No
MONSON 3413 BARRO W S FALLS STRINGER No
MONSON 3913 GULLY BROOK ARCH No
MONSON 3149 GOO DALL SLAB No
MONT ICELLO 3047 DEAD STREAM CULVERT No
MONT VILLE 1111 DOTTYS BRIDGE STRINGER No
MONT VILLE 2144 CENTER MONTVILLE BRIDGE CULVERT No
MONT VILLE 3169 BEAN SLAB No
MONT VILLE 3970 SO. MON TVILLE T BEAM No
MONT VILLE 2653 PEAVEY BRIDGE STRINGER No
MOOSE RIVER 3479 HEALD STREAM T BEAM No
MORO  PLT 5027 TUCKER T BEAM No
MORO  PLT 5480 WEST BRIDGE CULVERT No
MORR ILL 5468 POLAND SLAB No
MORR ILL 5296 PAUL ARCH No
MORR ILL 2843 THOMAS SLAB No
MOSCOW 2226 DECKER BROOK T BEAM No
MOSCOW 5531 SCHOOLHOUSE SLAB No
MOSCOW 2133 CARNEY T BEAM No
MOSCOW 2838 TEMPLE POND SLAB No
MOSCOW 2936 WHITCOMB T BEAM No
MOXIE GORE (T1 R5 3961 MILE A QUARTER ARCH No
MT CHASE 2210 CRYSTAL STREAM SLAB No
MT CHASE 3516 SARGENT BROOK SLAB No
MT CHASE 2760 SHIN POND SLAB No
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MT DESERT 5570 STANLEY BROOK STRINGER No
MT DESERT 0465 SOMES POND STRINGER No
MT DESERT 0468 BRIDGE (NPS # 032P) RIGID FRAME Yes
MT DESERT 0477 OVERP ASS(NPS #0055) ARCH Yes
MT DESERT 0467 BRIDGE (NPS # 031P) RIGID FRAME Yes
MT DESERT 0479 BRIDGE (NPS # 030P) RIGID FRAME Yes
MT DESERT 0478 CARRIAGE RD BR (NPS#004P) RIGID FRAME Yes
MT DESERT 0459 OVERPASS ARCH Yes
MT DESERT 0466 BRIDGE 1 RIGID FRAME Yes
MT DESERT 0475 OTTER CREEK (NPS # 019P) ARCH Yes
MT DESERT 0356 UL #1 SLAB Yes (Replaced)
MT DESERT 0559 OVERP ASS(NPS#0265) ARCH Yes
MT DESERT 5042 RICHARDSON BROOK SLAB Yes
MT VERNON 2930 WEST MT.  VERNON SLAB No
MT VERNON 2837 TELEPHONE SLAB No
MT VERNON 2332 GRIST MILL SLAB No
MT VERNON 2987 W ALTON  MILL SLAB No
MT VERNON 2380 HOPKINS BRIDGE STRINGER No
NAPLES 3499 SONGO LOCK TRUSS No
NAPLES 0222 MUDDY BRIDGE STRINGER No
NAPLES 2780 SONGO LOCK DRAW GIRDER-FLR B Yes
NAPLES 0187 OLD CROOKED RIVER T BEAM No
NAPLES 2047 NAPLES BAY GIRDER-FLR B No
NAPLES 2199 CROCKETT RIGID FRAME No
NAPLES 3347 EDES FALLS STRINGER No
NEW CANADA 0141 SLY BROOK STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0298 MTPK(NB)/BALD HILL ROAD STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0293 MAYALL RD STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0312 FOSTER BROOK CULVERT No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0294 BENNETT RD STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0295 CHANDLER MILL ROAD STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0296 SHAKERRD STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0267 OUTLET SLAB No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0297 ROYAL RIVER STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 3137 COBBS T BEAM No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0242 MCRR/TRAPP RD. GIRDER-FLR B No
NEW G LOUCESTER 0248 PENNY RD. /  MCRR GIRDER-FLR B No
NEW G LOUCESTER 1491 BALD HILL RD SB STRINGER No
NEW G LOUCESTER 3394 UPPER GLOUCESTER BRIDGE STRINGER No
NEW LIMERICK 5247 TANNERY SLAB No
NEW LIMERICK 3995 MOOERS SLAB No
NEW LIMERICK 2388 HUNTER BROOK T BEAM No
NEW LIMERICK 2858 TITCOMB T BEAM No
NEW PORTLAND 2836 TAYLOR BROOK CULVERT No
NEW PORTLAND 5131 CARABASSET ARCH Yes
NEW PORTLAND 5129 BARTLETT T BEAM No
NEW PORTLAND 3166 PARSONS T BEAM No
NEW PORTLAND 5133 GRIST MILL SLAB No
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NEW PORTLAND 2322 GOULD  HILL SLAB No
NEW PORTLAND 3383 WIRE BRIDGE SUSPENSION Yes
NEW PORTLAND 5718 NEW G REAT W ORKS T BEAM No
NEW PORTLAND 1045 LUCE BROOK STRINGER No
NEW PORTLAND 5132 GREAT W ORKS T BEAM No
NEW PORTLAND 5130 BUTLER SLAB No
NEW PORTLAND 1072 LOWER SLAB No
NEW SHARON 3842 FILL IBROWN STRINGER No
NEW SHARON 2345 HALE SLAB No
NEW SHARON 0406 WEEKS MILLS BR. STRINGER No
NEW SHARON 5178 SUC KER  BRO OK N O. 2 SLAB No
NEW SHARON 0407 BULLENS MILL BR. STRINGER No
NEW SHARON 0408 SWAN BROOK STRINGER No
NEW SHARON 2608 NEW SHARON BRIDGE TRUSS Yes
NEW SHARON 2594 MUDDY BROOK T BEAM No
NEW SHARON 3131 TANNERY CULVERT No
NEW SHARON 2530 MCGURDY POND SLAB No
NEW SW EDEN 3110 BEARSLEY BROOK ARCH No
NEW VINEYARD 5355 POST OFFICE SLAB No
NEW VINEYARD 5353 TW IN NO . 2 SLAB No
NEW VINEYARD 5598 PORTER LAKE STREAM ARCH No
NEW VINEYARD 5356 BARKER STREAM SLAB No
NEWBURGH 3863 WARD CULVERT No
NEWBURGH 3644 KELLEY SLAB No
NEW CASTLE 2613 NICHOLS SLAB No
NEW CASTLE 0614 SHERMAN'S OVERPASS STRINGER No
NEW CASTLE 1530 DYERS STRINGER No
NEW CASTLE 0617 WRIGHTS CROSSING GIRDER-FLR B No
NEW CASTLE 5281 NORT H NEW CASTLE SLAB No
NEW CASTLE 2215 DAMARISCOTTA RIVER STRINGER No
NEW CASTLE 2535 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
NEW FIELD 5166 AYER SLAB No
NEW FIELD 3037 GOODRICH SLAB No
NEW FIELD 5167 CHE LLIS SLAB No
NEW FIELD 5169 MOULT ONS MILL SLAB No
NEW FIELD 5168 LONG SLAB No
NEW FIELD 5313 DAM'S MILLS STRINGER No
NEWPORT 3170 DURHAM STRINGER No
NEWPORT 2501 MAIN STREET T BEAM No
NEWPORT 3506 CORINNA STREAM STRINGER No
NEWPORT 2885 UPPER STRINGER No
NEWPORT 5277 MIDDLE STRINGER No
NEWRY 2094 BRANCH BROOK T BEAM No
NEWRY 2327 GREAT BROOK SLAB No
NEWRY 0758 EAMES BRIDGE STRINGER No
NEWRY 3167 SIMONDS BROOK SLAB No
NEWRY 1007 ARTIST COVERED TRUSS Yes
NEWRY 2055 BEAR RIVER T BEAM No
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NEWRY 0759 CHASE HILL BR STRINGER No
NOBLEBORO 3923 HEAD GATE STRINGER No
NOBLEBORO 3132 JONES SLAB No
NORRIDGEWOCK 2814 STORER BROOK RIGID FRAME No
NORRIDGEWOCK 2502 MAIN STREET SLAB No
NORRIDGEWOCK 5134 HALE STREAM RIGID FRAME No
NORRIDGEWOCK 2187 COVERED ARCH Yes
NORRIDGEWOCK 2487 MOORE BRIDGE STRINGER No
NORTH BERWICK 5174 SUMMER  MORR ILL SLAB No
NORTH BERWICK 5173 MORR ILLS MILL SLAB No
NORTH BERWICK 1213 STACKPOLE (STACO) STRINGER No
NORTH BERWICK 2424 JUNKINS STRINGER No
NORTH BERWICK 3031 HUSSEY SLAB No
NORTH BERWICK 5170 BOYLE SLAB No
NORTH BERWICK 5171 GO VER NO R G OO DW IN SLAB No
NORTH HAVEN 3955 BEACH STRINGER No
NORTH YARMOUTH 5048 HAYS T BEAM No
NORTH YARMOUTH 5535 DUNNS RIGID FRAME No
NORTH YARMOUTH 0208 SLIGO RD GIRDER-FLR B No
NORT HFIELD 3719 BOG STREAM T BEAM No
NORTHPORT 2757 SHAWS HILL UPPER SLAB No
NORTHPORT 5183 SHAWS BROOK ARCH No
NORTHPORT 2988 LITTLE RIVER T BEAM No
NORW AY 5218 WAT ERFORD ROAD SLAB No
NORW AY 5090 HOLT SLAB No
NORW AY 3035 LOMBARD SLAB No
NORW AY 3610 TANNERY BROOK SLAB No
NORW AY 0801 BRIDGE ST. BR STRINGER No
NORW AY 0796 BEAL ST. BR STRINGER No
NORW AY 3041 CROCKETT CULVERT No
NORW AY 0799 GREENLEAF BR STRINGER No
NORW AY 0797 LYNN STREET BRIDGE STRINGER No
NORW AY 2802 STEEP FA LLS STRINGER No
OAKFIELD 3504 B&ARR/W EEKS RD  RR#148.70 GIRDER-FLR B No
OAKFIELD 2898 VILLAGE T BEAM No
OAKLAND 0570 UNDERPASS STRINGER No
OAKLAND 3508 RAILROAD CROSSING STRINGER No
OAKLAND 2513 MARSTON STRINGER No
OAKLAND 0567 EMMERSON STEVENS BR GIRDER-FLR B No
OG UNQ UIT 1315 N BERWICK RD STRINGER No
OG UNQ UIT 1252 DICKENS HILL BR STRINGER No
OG UNQ UIT 3759 WEARS SLAB No
OG UNQ UIT 1316 CAPTAIN THOMAS RD STRINGER No
OG UNQ UIT 3492 OGUNQUIT BEACH STRINGER No
OG UNQ UIT 2239 DONN ELLS SLAB No
OG UNQ UIT 2663 PHILLIPS SLAB No
OG UNQ UIT 1317 OGUNQUIT RIVER BRIDGE ARCH No
OLD ORCHARD 5234 MILLIKENS MILL CULVERT No
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OLD TOWN 2806 STILLW ATER #2 STRINGER No
OLD TOWN 2084 BOOM BIRCH STRINGER No
OLD TOWN 2405 IRVING TRUSS No
OLD TOWN 2593 MUD PO ND INLET #1& #2 STRINGER No
OLD TOWN 1472 STILLW ATER #1 STRINGER No
ORIENT 2772 SKAGROCK SLAB No
ORLAND 5205 TO DDY  PON D NO . 2 SLAB No
ORLAND 2632 ORLAND RIVER T BEAM No
ORLAND 3153 UPPER F ALLS CULVERT No
ORNEVILLE TWP 5121 BADGER SLAB No
ORONO 2278 FERRY HILL GIRDER-FLR B No
ORRINGTON 5285 SWETTS POND ARCH No
ORRINGTON 3613 RED SLAB No
ORRINGTON 2108 BUNKER SLAB No
ORRINGTON 0885 SMITH BR. STRINGER No
ORRINGTON 5300 E.  ORRINGTON ARCH No
OT IS 3539 BEECH HILL STREAM RIGID FRAME No
OTISFIELD 3475 COLLEGE SWAMP SLAB No
OTISFIELD 5049 EAST O TISFIELD SLAB No
OW LS HEAD 2198 CRIPPLE CREEK SLAB No
OXBOW  PLT 2877 UMCOLCUS STREAM STRINGER No
OXFORD 3903 W ARDW ELL STRINGER No
OXFORD 2921 W ELCHVILLE T BEAM No
OXFORD 2037 BAKER SLAB No
OXFORD 2574 MINISTER BROOK SLAB No
OXFORD 3738 COVERED STRINGER No
OXFORD 5552 KING STREET SLAB No
PALERMO 2351 HANNAN ARCH No
PALMYRA 1035 HANSON BR. CULVERT No
PALMYRA 5331 GOODRICH SLAB No
PALMYRA 2644 PALMYRA SLAB No
PAR IS 2979 BILLINGS BRIDGE STRINGER No
PAR IS 0805 CROSS ST. BR STRINGER No
PAR IS 3536 HAMMON SLAB No
PAR IS 0708 BRETTS BR STRINGER No
PAR IS 2645 PARK STREET T BEAM No
PAR IS 3478 STONEY BROOK 3 T BEAM No
PAR IS 3659 STOCK FARM SLAB No
PARKMAN 0944 HARLOW POND BRIDGE SLAB No
PARLIN POND TWP. 2048 BEAN BROOK SLAB No
PARLIN POND TWP. 2993 PIEL BRIDGE CULVERT No
PARSO NSFIELD 1194 STEW ART BR CULVERT No
PARSO NSFIELD 1010 PORTER COVERED TRUSS Yes
PARSO NSFIELD 2432 KEZAR FA LLS ARCH Yes (Replaced)
PARSO NSFIELD 2125 CANAL T BEAM No
PARSO NSFIELD 1193 CORPORAL BR STRINGER No
PARSO NSFIELD 2316 GLIDDEN MEADOW SLAB No
PASSADUMKEAG 3505 HATHAW AY TRUSS No
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PASSADUMKEAG 2059 BEAVER BROOK SLAB No
PASSADUMKEAG 3071 LANCASTER SLAB No
PAS SAM AQU OD DY(IN 2385 HUNTLEY BROOK T BEAM No
PATTEN 3897 LOVEJOY SLAB No
PATTEN 3626 BARR STATION STRINGER No
PATTEN 3122 FISH STREAM T BEAM No
PEMBROKE 2021 ARCH BRIDGE ARCH Yes
PEMBROKE 2208 CROW BROOK SLAB No
PEMBROKE 3884 LITTLE FALLS STRINGER No
PEMBROKE 5326 PENNAMAQUAN STRINGER No
PEMBROKE 5501 UPPER CROW BROOK CULVERT No
PENOBSCOT 3297 COVE BRIDGE SLAB No
PERHAM 3814 SPAULDING RIGID FRAME No
PERKINS TWP 5364 HILDRETH S MILL SLAB No
PERRY 3865 LEIGHTON SLAB No
PERRY 2774 SMELT BROOK SLAB No
PERRY 0138 LITTLE RIVER CULVERT No
PERU 0752 THOMAS BROOK CULVERT No
PERU 0781 MARY T STRINGER No
PERU 5432 GOW ELL T BEAM No
PERU 0791 SICOTTE STRINGER No
PERU 2640 M.C.R.R. OVERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
PERU 2019 ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER TRUSS No
PERU 5603 DICKVALE SLAB No
PERU 3450 OUTLET SLAB No
PHILLIPS 2228 DILL T BEAM No
PHILLIPS 3371 FIELD STRINGER No
PHILLIPS 2545 MEETING PLACE TRUSS No
PHILLIPS 5063 LOWER VILLAGE BRIDGE ARCH Yes
PHILLIPS 5064 ROSS BRIDGE ARCH No
PHILLIPS 2180 COTTLE BROOK SLAB No
PHILLIPS 2955 WING STRINGER No
PHIPPSBURG 2959 WINNEGANCE SLAB No
PHIPPSBURG 5587 PHIPPSBURG SLUICEWAY SLAB No
PITTSFIELD 2600 NEAL T BEAM No
PITTSFIELD 5136 SPRING ROAD SLAB No
PITTSFIELD 2274 FARNHAM SLAB No
PITTSFIELD 2634 OSBORNE SLAB No
PITTSFIELD 5279 WAVERLEY STRINGER No
PITTSFIELD 2784 SOUTH OF VILLAGE SLAB No
PITTSTON 5272 EAST PITTSTON SLAB No
PITTSTON 0499 FALLS STRINGER No
PITTSTON 2862 TOGUS BRIDGE T BEAM No
PLYMOUTH 2982 TANNERY STRINGER No
POLAND 2550 MIDDLE RANGE T BEAM No
POLAND 5202 MANLEY BURNHAM T BEAM No
POLAND 3501 LOWER RAN GE OUTLET CULVERT No
PORTER 0765 RIDLON BR. STRINGER No
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PORTER 2872 TOW LES MILL RIGID FRAME No
PORTER 3237 ROBBINS  MILL CULVERT No
PORTLAND 0326 PARK AVE UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B Yes
PORTLAND 0308 MEADER BROOK CULVERT No
PORTLAND 0321 CAPISIC STREET CULVERT No
PORTLAND 1487 MTPK SB FOREST AVE STRINGER No
PORTLAND 3525 DANFORTH ST CROSSING RIGID FRAME Yes
PORTLAND 0327 ST JOHN ST UNDERPASS TRUSS Yes
PORTLAND 0328 CLARK ST. OVERPASS ARCH Yes
PORTLAND 0353 FORE RIVER CULVERT No
PORTLAND 1486 WARR EN AVE SB STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0366 LUCAS STREET BRIDGE CULVERT No
PORTLAND 1488 MTPK SB RIVERSIDE ST STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0348 PORTLAND WESTBROOK STRINGER No
PORTLAND 6015 B ROAD OVERPASS STRINGER Yes (Replaced)
PORTLAND 5182 CAP ISIC RIGID FRAME No
PORTLAND 2515 MARTIN POINT GIRDER No
PORTLAND 0340 RAY STREET BRIDGE SLAB No
PORTLAND 0343 CONGRESS STREET STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0344 STROUDWATER RIVER NB STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0345 WEST BROOKST STRINGER No
PORTLAND 6016 DANFORTH ST. VIADUCT STRINGER Yes (Replaced)
PORTLAND 1485 MTPK(SB)/MCRR STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0347 BRIGHTON AVE STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0349 WARREN AVE NB STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0350 FOREST AVE NB STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0351 RIVERSIDE NB STRINGER No
PORTLAND 0352 FALMOUTH INTER STRINGER No
PORTLAND 5052 VERANDA ST. OVERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
PORTLAND 5618 KENSINGTON STREET T BEAM No
PORTLAND 5617 SHERWOOD ST. T BEAM No
PORTLAND 5616 CNR CROSSING T BEAM No
PORTLAND 0346 MCRR NB STRINGER No
PORTLAND 1484 STROUDW ATER RIVER SB STRINGER No
POW NAL 0191 UNDERPASS STRINGER No
POW NAL 5644 DYER CULVERT No
POW NAL 0193 KUSHMAN BRIDGE CULVERT No
POW NAL 0199 SNOW BRIDGE CULVERT No
POW NAL 5646 POW NAL CENTER CULVERT No
PRENT ISS PLT 2795 SPRUCE BROOK ARCH No
PRENT ISS PLT 5185 MATAGOODUS BROOK CULVERT No
PRENT ISS PLT 2416 JONES SLAB No
PRESQ UE ISLE 2155 CLARK CULVERT No
PRESQ UE ISLE 2352 HANSON ARCH No
PRESQ UE ISLE 2421 ARNO LD SLAB No
PRESQ UE ISLE 3881 GOULD VILLE GIRDER-FLR B No
PRESQ UE ISLE 3259 PHAIR CROSSING STRINGER No
PRESQ UE ISLE 5290 CLARK BR OOK #4 CULVERT No
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PRESQ UE ISLE 5524 CHAPMAN STREET SLAB No
PRINCETON 2688 PRINCETON STRINGER No
PRINCETON 5599 ANDERSON BROOK ARCH No
PRINCETON 3723 DOG BROOK CULVERT No
PROSPECT 2820 DEAD BROOK CULVERT No
PROSPECT 2132 CARLEY ARCH No
PROSPECT 3008 WALDO HANCOCK SUSPENSION Yes
PROSPECT 2449 LANE RIGID FRAME No
PROSPECT 2168 COLSON T BEAM No
PROSPECT 5386 B&A RR # 13.49 / US-1A GIRDER-FLR B No
PROSPECT 3739 DICKEY BROOK CULVERT No
RANGELEY 3288 HALEY POND OUTLET SLAB No
RANGELEY 2384 HUNTER COVE STRINGER No
RANGELEY 2631 OQUASSOC STRINGER No
RANGELEY 2669 NILE BROOK SLAB No
RANGELEY 2231 DODGE POND SLAB No
RANG ELEY PLT 1815 BEMIS STREAM STRINGER No
RAYMOND 5271 FISH HATCHERY SLAB No
RAYMOND 2418 JORDAN RIVER SLAB No
RAYMOND 5604 BARTLETT BROOK SLAB No
READFIELD 5692 WOOLEN MILL BRIDGE STRINGER No
READFIELD 2224 DEAD STREAM SLAB No
READFIELD 3392 INTERVA LE CULVERT No
READFIELD 5209 HANDY BROOK SLAB No
READFIELD 2871 TORSEY POND SLAB No
REED PLT 2968 WYTOPITLOCK T BEAM No
REED PLT 3538 FINN BROOK SLAB No
RICHMOND 5394 RICHMOND RD. GIRDER-FLR B No
RICHMOND 2506 MAINE KENNEBEC TRUSS Yes
RICHMOND 2568 MILL STREAM SLAB No
RICHMOND 3556 HALEYS CULVERT No
RICHMOND 5266 PLEASANT POND CULVERT No
RIPLEY 2498 MAIN STREAM T BEAM No
RIPLEY 5220 ADDITON ARCH No
RIPLEY 3474 VILLAGE SLAB No
ROBBINSTON 2559 MILL COVE SLAB No
ROBBINSTON 2566 SWEENEY SLAB No
ROCKLAND 0592 LOWER MEADO W BK BR STRINGER No
ROCKPORT 5240 GOOSE RIVER CULVERT No
ROCKPORT 5142 SIMONTON CORNER CULVERT No
ROCKPORT 2724 ROCKPORT STRINGER No
ROME 5071 MEADOW  STREAM T BEAM No
ROME 5221 UPPER CULVERT No
ROQUE BLUFFS 3964 ENGLISHMAN RIVER STRINGER No
ROQUE BLUFFS 3701 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
ROXBURY 5213 THOMAS FARM SLAB No
ROXBURY 5212 NOISY BROOK SLAB No
ROXBURY 3205 WALKER SLAB No
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RUMFORD 3253 BROWN CULVERT No
RUMFORD 3056 MT.  ZIRCON SLAB No
RUMFORD 5188 HIGH BRIDGE TRUSS No
RUMFORD 2662 PETERSON T BEAM No
RUMFORD 3094 THURSTON SLAB No
RUMFORD 3327 RIDLONVILLE TRUSS No
RUMFORD 2010 ABBOT TS MILL T BEAM No
RUMFORD 2690 PROSPECT AVE T BEAM No
RUMFORD 2585 MORSE ARCH Yes
RUMFORD 2707 RED GIRDER-FLR B No
RUMFORD 5590 ISTHMUS ROAD SLAB No
RUMFORD 3248 MARTIN MEMORIAL (RUMF.PT) TRUSS Yes
RUMFORD 5619 UPPER CANAL STRINGER No
RUMFORD 5310 SCOTTY RICHARDSON ARCH No
RUMFORD 5631 COBURN BROOK SLAB No
RUMFORD 2990 CHISHOLM PARK ARCH Yes
RUMFORD 5093 BARKER BROOK SLAB No
RUMFORD 2161 COFFIN BROOK SLAB No
RUMFORD 5679 RUMFORD CENTER SLAB No
RUMFORD 3638 HARTFORD ST.  BRIDGE ARCH Yes
RUMFORD 2514 MARTINS T BEAM No
SABATTUS 0041 MAXWELL SCHOOL ROAD STRINGER No
SABATTUS 1499 MTPK(SB)/SABATTUS RIVER STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0042 NEWOEGIN CULVERT SLAB No
SABATTUS 5393 SABATTUS RIVER STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0045 MAXW ELLS CULVERT No
SABATTUS 0014 CURTIS BRIDGE CULVERT No
SABATTUS 0039 FISHER ROAD STRINGER No
SABATTUS 2106 BRYANTS SLAB No
SABATTUS 0040 CURTIS BOG RD(BOWDOIN RD) STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0038 PLEASANT RIDGE ROAD/MTPK STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0037 RTE 9/MTPK STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0036 MTPK(NB)/SABATTUS RIVER STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0035 LISBON RD(SABATTUS RD) STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0034 GROVE ROAD/MTPK STRINGER No
SABATTUS 0043 MAXWELL BROOK CULVERT No
SACO 1365 OLD ORCHARD RD BR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
SACO 1345 BUXTON RD STRINGER No
SACO 3643 GOOSE FARE STRINGER No
SACO 1483 SACO RIVER SB STRINGER No
SACO 1355 JAMES ST BR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
SACO 1353 WH ARF ST BR STRINGER Yes
SACO 1347 FLAG POND ROAD STRINGER No
SACO 1342 BOOM ROAD STRINGER No
SACO 1364 BEACH ST BR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
SACO 1343 NEW COUNTY RD STRINGER No
SACO 1354 COMMON ST BR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
SACO 1352 FRONT ST BR GIRDER-FLR B Yes
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SACO 1344 SACO INTERCHANGE STRINGER No
SACO 3412 SOMESVILLE BRIDGE STRINGER Yes
SACO 1346 CASCADE BROOK CULVERT No
SACO 3185 FOXWELL BROOK SLAB No
SALEM TWP 3057 TWIN 1 SLAB No
SALEM TWP 1473 TWIN 2 T BEAM No
SALEM TWP 2565 MILL POND TRUSS Yes
SANDY BAY TWP 5233 KELLEY BROOK 2 CULVERT No
SANDY BAY TWP.  (T5 2428 KELLY CULVERT No
SANDY BAY TWP.  (T5 5716 EAST BRANCH SANDY STREAM ARCH No
SANDY RIVE R PLT 3586 SOUTH SIDE BRIDGE STRINGER No
SANDY RIVE R PLT 0373 SADDLEBACK STRINGER No
SANDY RIVE R PLT 2735 SADDLEBACK SLAB No
SANFORD 1359 WASHINGTO N ST BR ARCH Yes (Replaced)
SANFORD 3747 GREAT WORKS BROOK RIGID FRAME No
SANFORD 1302 JELLISON BRIDGE STRINGER Yes
SANFORD 1360 MILL ST BR SLAB No
SANFORD 1358 BRIDGE ST BR ARCH Yes
SANFORD 3636 JELLISON SLAB No
SANFORD 5368 HAY BROOK STRINGER No
SANGE RVILLE 5559 BROC KW AYS MILL SLAB No
SANGE RVILLE 3893 CARLETON STRINGER No
SANGE RVILLE 3483 BLACK STREAM T BEAM No
SAPLING TWP. (T1 R7 3256 CPR CROSSING STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 3911 PLEASANT AVE. CROSSING GIRDER-FLR B No
SCARBOROUGH 2614 NONESUCH RIVER RIGID FRAME No
SCARBOROUGH 3944 LIBBY RIGID FRAME No
SCARBOROUGH 5260 PINE POINT CROSSING STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 3182 CARTER SLAB No
SCARBOROUGH 0276 SPRING ST STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 0271 HOLMES RD STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 0270 TWO ROD RD STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 0269 BEACH RIDGE RD STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 0268 BROADTURN RD STRINGER No
SCARBOROUGH 0304 SOUTH BRANCH CULVERT No
SCARBOROUGH 3573 PHILLIPS SLAB No
SCARBOROUGH 0264 CENTER PAYNE ROAD BRIDGE CULVERT No
SCARBOROUGH 0272 NONESUCH RIVER ARCH No
SCARBOROUGH 0215 MESERVE BRIDGE SLAB No
SEARSMONT 3721 SCHOOL HOUSE SLAB No
SEARSMONT 5574 BICKFORD ARCH No
SEARSMONT 1116 THOMPSON BR CULVERT No
SEARSMONT 1119 JAM BROOK BR CULVERT No
SEARSMONT 2555 MILL T BEAM No
SEARSMONT 5316 STEARNS SLAB No
SEARSMONT 3856 SLAB CITY SLAB No
SEARSMONT 5154 W OODM ANS MILL SLAB No
SEARSMONT 5571 GHENT T BEAM No
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SEARSMONT 5153 TANNERY T BEAM No
SEARSMONT 2621 NORTH SEARSMONT T BEAM No
SEARSPORT 2751 SEARSPORT RIGID FRAME No
SEARSPORT 5640 SMART BRIDGE SLAB No
SEBAGO 5056 FITCH SLAB No
SEBAGO 5305 NORTHW EST RIVER STRINGER No
SEBAGO 3698 BREAKNECK ARCH No
SEBAGO 0223 FOLLY RD BR. STRINGER No
SEBAGO 5057 MACK'S CORNER SLAB No
SEBOEIS P LT 5114 SEB OEIS T BEAM No
SEDGWICK 0464 CAMP STREAM BR SLAB No
SHAPLEIGH 3637 SHAPLEIGH RIGID FRAME No
SHAPLEIGH 1296 WEBBER BR STRINGER No
SHAPLEIGH 5175 AUS TIN SLAB No
SHAPLEIGH 1198 HARGRAVE STRINGER No
SHAPLEIGH 1214 EMERY'S MILL STRINGER No
SHAPLEIGH 2543 MEETING HOUSE SLAB No
SHAPLEIGH 3795 ALBERT HAM SLAB No
SHERMAN 2899 VILLAGE SLAB No
SHERMAN 3940 LITTLE MOLUNKUS CULVERT No
SHERMAN 3815 LOGAN RIGID FRAME No
SHIRLEY 2761 SHIRLEY MILLS STRINGER No
SHIRLEY 5591 LOWER DEN NEN CULVERT No
SIDNEY 5073 TOWN FARM T BEAM No
SIDNEY 5463 MILL POND CULVERT No
SKOW HEGAN 2924 WESSERUNSETT STRINGER No
SKOW HEGAN 2661 PERKINS CULVERT No
SKOW HEGAN 2965 W OOLEN  MILL SLAB No
SKOW HEGAN 2777 SMITH POND (OLD) T BEAM No
SKOW HEGAN 2444 LAMBERT BROOK SLAB No
SKOW HEGAN 2819 SUCY SLAB No
SKOW HEGAN 1074 OLD WESSERU NSET ARCH No
SKOW HEGAN 1091 MILL ST BR. STRINGER No
SMITHFIELD 3466 MILL STREAM SLAB No
SMYRNA 5837 DUNN BROOK CULVERT No
SOLDIERTOWN T WP. 2361 HAY BROOK SLAB No
SOLON 2548 MICHAEL STREAM SLAB No
SOLON 2504 MAIN STREET T BEAM No
SOMER VILLE 3672 FREN CH N O 1 (W ) SLAB No
SOMER VILLE 1517 FRENCH NO 2 (E) RIGID FRAME No
SOMER VILLE 5473 SOMER VILLE T BEAM No
SOMER VILLE 3977 SOMERVILLE CORNER T BEAM No
SOUTH BERWICK 1240 DENET  BR #2 STRINGER No
SOUTH BERWICK 1235 RODIER BR STRINGER No
SOUTH BERWICK 5610 GREAT W ORKS RIVER STRINGER No
SOUTH BERWICK 3312 VARNEYS BRIDGE STRINGER No
SOUTH BERWICK 1237 BENNETT BR STRINGER No
SOUTH BRISTOL 2339 THE GUT GIRDER-FLR B No
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SOUTH BRISTOL 2651 PAUL CULVERT No
SOUTH PORTLAND 6199 INTERCHANGE OVERPASS STRINGER No
SOUTH PORTLAND 5900 PORTLAND,SOUTH PORTLAND GIRDER No
SOUTH PORTLAND 6200 PAYNE RD BRIDGE NB STRINGER No
SOUTH PORTLAND 3945 VETERANS MEMORIAL GIRDER-FLR B Yes
SOUTH PORTLAND 0341 MILL CREEK ARCH No
SOUTH PORTLAND 6219 LONG C REEK #2 CULVERT No
SOUTH PORTLAND 6182 WEST  BROADW AY STRINGER No
SOUTH PORTLAND 0370 S PORTLAND INTERCHANGE STRINGER No
SOUTH THOMASTON 2425 KEAG BRIDGE T BEAM No
SOUTH THOMASTON 5578 SPRUCE HEAD STRINGER No
SOUTHPORT 2848 THOMPSONS STRINGER No
SOUTHPORT 2789 SOUTHPORT TRUSS Yes
SOUTHW EST 2511 MARSH BRIDGE SLAB No
ST AGATHA 5029 DICKEY BROOK T BEAM No
ST ALBANS 3384 LOW ER MILL HILL STRINGER No
ST ALBANS 2978 UPPER RIGID FRAME No
ST ALBANS 5527 INDIAN ARCH No
ST F RAN CIS 3233 ST. F RAN CIS ARCH No
ST GEORGE 2558 MILL BROOK SLAB No
STACYVILLE 3680 SYBE RIA SLAB No
STANDISH 5216 WATCHIC BROOK SLAB No
STANDISH 5634 JOSIES BROOK 2 CULVERT No
STANDISH 2914 W ATC HIC RIGID FRAME No
STANDISH 3907 SEBAGO L. RD.  CROSSING STRINGER No
STANDISH 3857 WH ITES STRINGER No
STANDISH 2717 RICH MILL SLAB No
STANDISH 2001 AARON NASON SLAB No
STARKS 3758 VILLAGE STRINGER No
STARKS 3571 CUR TIS SLAB No
STARKS 3054 JOSHUA BROOK SLAB No
STETSON 5115 MILL SLAB No
STETSON 5629 HILL MILL ARCH No
STETSON 0819 BUSIELL BR. CULVERT No
STEUBEN 2944 WH ITTEN STREAM T BEAM No
STEUBEN 5447 UNIONV ILLE SLAB No
STEUBEN 1175 SMITH MILL STRINGER No
STEUBEN 5526 DYKE CULVERT No
STEUBEN 2900 VILLAGE T BEAM No
STEUBEN 3067 DYER BAY STRINGER No
STOC KHOLM 0111 SNAKE BROOK 1 STRINGER No
STOC KHOLM 5160 MADAWASKA T BEAM No
STOCKTON SPRINGS 3176 CAPE JELLISON STRINGER No
STOCKTON SPRINGS 3756 MEADOW  ROAD SLAB No
STOCKTON SPRINGS 5388 B & A RR # 07 .51 /TW GIRDER-FLR B Yes
STONEHAM 3744 SAWYER SLAB No
STONEHAM 5095 GREAT BROOK T BEAM No
STONEHAM 5096 MILL BROOK SLAB No
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STONINGTON 3063 MILL HILL T BEAM No
STONINGTON 3696 OCEAN VILLE STRINGER No
STOW 2996 COLD RIVER T BEAM No
STOW 3751 LUF KIN SLAB No
STOW 3581 LITTLE COLD RIVER RIGID FRAME Yes
STOW 5512 STATELINE STRINGER No
STRONG 3813 STARBIRD T BEAM No
STRONG 0403 MCLEARY BR. CULVERT Yes
STRONG 5189 LISHERNESS SLAB No
STRONG 3904 VALLEY BROOK RIGID FRAME No
STRONG 5575 SKILLINGS BROOK SLAB No
STRONG 2044 BARTON BROOK SLAB No
STRONG 3364 STEVENS BRIDGE STRINGER No
SULLIVAN 5896 VILLAGE CULVERT No
SULLIVAN 2285 FLANDERS STREAM SLAB No
SULLIVAN 5668 MORANCY PD OUTLET ARCH No
SULLIVAN 5184 BEAN CULVERT No
SULLIVAN 2984 SMITH MILL BRIDGE SLAB No
SUMNER 3351 HODGDON STRINGER No
SUMNER 0644 BROW NS BR SLAB No
SUMNER 0673 HEALD BR STRINGER No
SUMNER 0674 DYER BRIDGE STRINGER No
SUMNER 0700 PROCTOR STRINGER No
SUMNER 0702 CHANDLER BR STRINGER No
SUMNER 0691 LABRADOR POND BR STRINGER No
SURRY 2586 VILLAGE SLAB No
SURRY 3740 GOLD BROOK RIGID FRAME No
SURRY 3741 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
SW ANVILLE 3737 NICKERSO NS MILLS CULVERT No
T 3 INDIAN 3666 WEST BRANCH BRIDGE TRUSS No
T5 R9 NWP 3781 STATIO N 350 STRINGER No
T5 R9 NWP 0921 MIDDLE BRANCH STRINGER No Inf o Avail
T5 R9 NWP 3869 BABBLE BROOK CULVERT No
TAUNTON AND 3113 WEST  OUTLET TRUSS No
TEMPLE 3653 MELL MITCH ELL SLAB No
TEMPLE 3974 BLODGETT GIRDER-FLR B No
TEMPLE 0393 HENRY MITCHELL BRIDGE SLAB No
TEMPLE 3654 EDES SLAB No
TEMPLE 5065 TEMPLE M ILL T BEAM No
THE FO RKS PLT 2991 KELLY BROOK SLAB No
THE FO RKS PLT 2377 HOLLY BROOK T BEAM No
THOMASTON 2904 WADSW ORTH STREET TRUSS Yes
THOMASTON 2562 MILL CREEK SLAB No
THOMASTON 0593 GREENHOUSE BR. STRINGER No
THOMASTON 2912 OYSTER RIVER T BEAM No
THOMASTON 0606 WADSW ORTH O.P. STRINGER No
THORNDIKE 1107 WARD CULVERT No
THORNDIKE 2716 RICH SLAB No
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THORNDIKE 5138 CATES SLAB No
THORNDIKE 2306 GEORGE WARD SLAB No
THORNDIKE 5139 LEACH SLAB No
THORNDIKE 2442 KNOX STATION SLAB No
TOPSF IELD 5378 FARROW  LAKE STREAM CULVERT No
TOPSHAM 5123 CATHANCE T BEAM No
TOPSHAM 1011 MCRR OVERPASS STRINGER No
TOPSHAM 3825 MUDDY RIVER STRINGER No
TOPSHAM 0999 MILL RD OVERPASS STRINGER Yes
TREMONT 3663 CLARK SLAB No
TRESCOTT TWP 2714 RICE SLAB No
TRESCOTT TWP 2258 EAST STREAM T BEAM No
TROY 5569 CUNNINGHAM SLAB No
TROY 2195 CREAMERY SLAB No
TURNER 2152 CHASES  MILL T BEAM No
TURNER 2874 TURNER TRUSS No
TURNER 2622 NORTH TURNER STRINGER No
TURNER 1474 NORTH TURNER W EST TRUSS Yes
TURNER 0019 RICKERS BRIDGE STRINGER No
TURNER 5441 TEAGUE CULVERT No
TURNER 3886 TURNER CENTER STRINGER No
TURNER 2619 NORTH PARISH STRINGER No
TW P 01 R 05 W ELS 2338 GULLIVER BROOK SLAB No
TW P 03 R 04 BKPWKR 1075 LONG FA LLS STRINGER No
TWP 04 R 09 NWP 3888 BEAR BROOK BRIDGE CULVERT No
TW P 06 R 07 W ELS 5482 CCC CULVERT No
TW P 08 R 05 W ELS 3767 BOODY ARCH No
TW P 09 R 05 W ELS 5232 HOULTON BROOK CULVERT No
TW P 09 R 05 W ELS 5483 TROUT BROOK SLAB No
TW P 10 SD 3812 FISH HATCHERY SLAB No
TW P 18 ED 5375 SOUTHERN INLET ARCH No
TWP 22 MD 5653 UPPER GUAGUS SLAB No
TWP 28 MD 5486 STARVATION BROOK SLAB No
TW P C 5580 CLEARWATER BROOK ARCH No
UNION 5665 STUART BRIDGE SLAB No
UNION 2069 BESSEY STRINGER No
UNION 2259 EAST UNION SLAB No
UNION 0572 MESSER SLAB No
UNION 6134 FAIRGROUNDS BRIDGE TRUSS No
UNION 3841 TRUES STRINGER No
UNION 0587 MILLER BR STRINGER No
UNION 2971 YOUNGS RIGID FRAME Yes
UNITY 2204 CROSBY SLAB No
UNITY 5811 FOWLER BROOK CULVERT No
UNITY 2390 HUSSEY T BEAM No
UNITY 2538 MEADOW BROOK SLAB No
UNITY 5228 UNITY STRINGER No
UNITY 2637 OUTLET T BEAM No
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UNITY 2590 MOULTON T BEAM No
UNITY 5384 BACON CULVERT No
UNITY 2074 BITHER M ILL SLAB No
UNITY 2641 OXBOW SLAB No
UPTON 5241 MILL STRINGER No
UPTON 3090 ANDOVER DAM BRIDGE TRUSS No
VAN BUREN 2335 GRIST MILL CULVERT No
VAN BUREN 5306 VIOLET STREAM SLAB No
VAN BUREN 0113 LITTLE R 2 STRINGER No
VASSALBORO 3151 GULLY BROOK SLAB No
VASSALBORO 3722 SCOTT CLARK CULVERT No
VASSALBORO 5074 BRIDGE ST SLAB No
VASSALBORO 3092 LOMBARD STRINGER No
VASSALBORO 0496 CANAL BR. SLAB No
VASSALBORO 5075 EAST VASSALBORO SLAB No
VASSALBORO 3657 SEVEN MILE BROOK GIRDER-FLR B Yes
VASSALBORO 2454 LEIGH T BEAM Yes
VERONA 3927 ULMERS ARCH No
VIENNA 2901 VILLAGE SLAB No
VINALHAVEN 5270 LANE ISLAND BRIDGE STRINGER No
WALDO 3023 DUTTON SLAB No
WALDO 2741 SANBORN SLAB No
WALDO 5585 PAUL CULVERT No
WALDO 2455 LEVANSELLER SLAB No
WALDOBORO 2999 MCRR CROSSING STRINGER No
WALDOBORO 2844 THOM AS HILL SLAB No
WALDOBORO 5427 SOULE STRINGER No
WALDOBORO 3033 NEW MED OMAK T BEAM No
WALDOBORO 2905 W AGNER  #2 SLAB No
WALDOBORO 5078 W INSLOW S MILLS SLAB No
WALES 0012 DENNISON BRIDGE STRINGER No
WALES 3239 DEAD BROOK ARCH No
WALES 2185 COUNTY SLAB No
WALLAGRASS 2815 STR IP RIGID FRAME No
WALLAGRASS 3901 SOLDIER POND STRINGER No
WALLAGRASS 2909 WALLAGRASS T BEAM No
WALTHAM 3238 JONES STRINGER No
WALTHAM 3231 WEBB BROOK T BEAM No
WARR EN 3447 STARRET STRINGER No
WARR EN 3612 VILLAGE STRINGER No
WARR EN 3785 KALLOCK SLAB No
WARR EN 6052 W BR O YSTER RIVER STRINGER No
WARR EN 5611 W ATTO NS MILL ARCH No
WARR EN 3784 FULLER CULVERT No
WASHBURN 5458 CLAYTON BROOK CULVERT No
WASHBURN 5250 KENNARD BROOK CULVERT No
WASHBURN 3630 CHURCHILL BROOK CULVERT No
WASHBURN 3703 BRIDGE STREET T BEAM No
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WASHINGTON 2088 BOW MAN T BEAM No
WASHINGTON 0578 SKIDMORE BR. STRINGER No
WASHINGTON 3930 LITTLE MEDOMAK SLAB No
WASHINGTON 2541 MEDOMAK T BEAM No
WASHINGTON 3929 FARRAR ARCH No
WASHINGTON 2768 SIDMILL SLAB No
WASHINGTON 3073 BRANCH T BEAM No
WATERBORO 2807 STINSON T BEAM No
WATERBORO 3829 CARPENTER CULVERT No
WATERBORO 3876 JOHNS ONS MILL ARCH Yes
WATERBORO 3830 SCHOOL SLAB No
WATERFORD 0746 FISK ROAD STRINGER No
WATERFORD 0747 WATSONS SLAB Yes
WATERFORD 0748 FISK ROAD STRINGER No
WATERFORD 0779 MILLBROOK BR SLAB No
WATERFORD 5192 HORRS STRINGER No
WATERFORD 5097 BEAR BROOK SLAB No
WATERFORD 3797 KNIGHT LY STRINGER No
WATERFORD 3245 BEAR POND T BEAM No
WATERFORD 5522 MUTINY BROOK SLAB No
WATERFORD 5193 DURG IN MILL STRINGER No
W ATERV ILLE 3121 GILMAN STREET STRINGER No
W ATERV ILLE 2854 TIC ON IC STRINGER No
W ATERV ILLE 3650 COLBY COLLEGE UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
W ATERV ILLE 0495 OVERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
W ATERV ILLE 3836 WESTERN AVENUE STRINGER No
W ATERV ILLE 3164 HOLLAND ARCH No
WAYNE 2624 NORTH WAYNE T BEAM No
WAYNE 3227 MAIN ST T BEAM No
WAYNE 5550 HALES BROOK CULVERT No
W EBSTER  PLT 5116 MATTAGODUS T BEAM No
W EBSTER  PLT 3808 PATCH SLAB No
W ELD 5066 W ELD T BEAM No
W ELD 5528 EAST BROOK NO 2 SLAB No
W ELD 5359 CHASE BROOK SLAB No
W ELD 5588 ROBERTSON SLAB No
W ELD 0395 BUKER BR CULVERT No
W ELD 5361 HOUGHTON BROOK SLAB No
W ELD 5362 BOWLEY BROOK SLAB No
W ELD 3656 LORENZO ROBERTSON SLAB No
W ELD 2045 BATCHELDER BROOK SLAB No
W ELD 3109 FOSTER T BEAM No
WELLINGTON 3477 ROBINSON SLAB No
WELLINGTON 3794 BUSSELL SLAB No
W ELLS 5338 MERRILAND RIDGE BRIDGE STRINGER No
W ELLS 3091 BRANCH BROOK CULVERT No
W ELLS 3199 HIGH PINE CROSSING RIGID FRAME No
W ELLS 2468 LITTLE RIVER SLAB No
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W ELLS 1326 MERRILAND RIVER BRIDGE ARCH No
W ELLS 1255 CLARK BR CULVERT No
W ELLS 1321 WEBHANNET BRANCH CULVERT No
W ELLS 1320 WEBHAN NET RIVER CULVERT No
W ELLS 2693 PUMPING STATION SLAB No
W ELLS 3916 LEWIS W EST CULVERT No
W ELLS 1478 B&M RR OVERPASS SB STRINGER No
W ELLS 1323 WELLS SANFORD RD NB STRINGER No
W ELLS 1322 B&M RR OVERPASS NB STRINGER No
W ELLS 2107 BUFFAM SLAB No
W ELLS 1325 BURNT MILL RD STRINGER No
W ELLS 3844 BERT W ELLS SLAB No
W ELLS 5337 B&M RR UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B Yes
W ELLS 2126 CAPELL T BEAM No
W ELLS 1324 WELLS INTERCHANGE NB STRINGER No
W ELLS 1319 LITTLEFIELD RD STRINGER No
W ELLS 3771 SKINNER STRINGER No
W ELLS 1318 TATNIC RD STRINGER No
W ELLS 3175 ISLAND LEDGE ROAD STRINGER No
W ELLS 1479 MTPK(SB)/WELLS-SANFORD STRINGER No
W ELLS 1480 WELLS INTERCHANGE SB STRINGER No
W ELLS 3915 CHARLES WEST SLAB No
W ELLS 3765 BOURNE AVENUE STRINGER No
W ELLS 0821 BUFFAM (OLD) SLAB Yes
W ELLS 1328 BRANCH RIVER CULVERT No
W ELLS 1327 COLES HILL RD STRINGER No
WESLEY 6289 BIG NEW STREAM SLAB No
WEST  FORKS 2241 DURGIN BROOK CULVERT No
WEST  FORKS 1079 DURGIN BROOK STRINGER No
WEST  GARDINER 0548 ROUT E 126 STRINGER No
WEST  GARDINER 0549 GARDINER INTERCHANGE STRINGER No
WEST  GARDINER 0550 HIGH STREET STRINGER No
WEST  GARDINER 1500 COBBOSSEECONTEE STREAM STRINGER No
WEST  GARDINER 2165 COLD STREAM T BEAM No
WEST  GARDINER 5200 CURTIS BROOK CULVERT No
WEST  GARDINER 2112 BURNHAM STRINGER No
W EST  PAR IS 5091 W EST  PAR IS SLAB No
W EST  PAR IS 2015 ANDREWS BRIDGE T BEAM No
W EST  PAR IS 3575 TRAP CORNER T BEAM No
W EST  PAR IS 2582 MOOSE POND BROOK SLAB No
WESTBROOK 0330 CUMBERLAND ST UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
WESTBROOK 3987 LITTLE CULVERT No
WESTBROOK 5751 JOHNSONS T BEAM No
WESTBROOK 1519 CUMBERLAND MILLS WEST STRINGER No
WESTBROOK 0331 BROW N ST. UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
WESTBROOK 3467 MILL BROOK CULVERT No
WESTBROOK 5490 CUMBERLAND MILLS EAST STRINGER No
W ESTFIELD 5037 PRESTILE STREAM T BEAM No
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W ESTFIELD 2970 YOUNGS BROOK SLAB No
W HITEFIELD 3831 ALBEE T BEAM No
W HITEFIELD 5460 JEWETT CULVERT No
W HITEFIELD 3395 NORTHY BRIDGE GIRDER-FLR B No
W HITEFIELD 2650 PARTRIDGE RIGID FRAME Yes
W HITEFIELD 5198 HICKEY CULVERT No
W HITEFIELD 5197 ALBEE SCHOOLHOUSE CULVERT No
W HITEFIELD 5363 CLARYS SLAB No
W HITEFIELD 2175 COOP ERS MILLS T BEAM No
WHITING 2194 NEW CRANE STRINGER No
WHITING 2091 BOYNTON & ESTY T BEAM No
WHITING 5515 OLD CRANE T BEAM No
W HITNEYVILLE 3462 MACHIAS RIVER STRINGER No
W HITNEYVILLE 1515 MACHIAS R IVER RACE W AY #2 STRINGER No
W HITNEYVILLE 5374 GREAT BROOK SLAB No
W HITNEYVILLE 1514 MACHIAS R IVER RACE W AY #1 CULVERT No
W HITNEYVILLE 2217 DAN HILL SLAB No
WILLIAMSBURG 0916 WHETSTONE BRIDGE NORTH RIGID FRAME No
WILLIAMSBURG TWP. 5122 WHETSTONE SOUTH SLAB No
W ILLIMA NT IC 2317 GOO DELL STRINGER No
W ILLIMA NT IC 2995 EARLEYS STRINGER No
W ILLIMA NT IC 3052 SEARS STRINGER No
W ILLIMA NT IC 2023 ARNO LD TRUSS No
W ILLIMA NT IC 3051 MONSON STREAM ARCH No
WILTON 2116 BUTT ERFIELD STRINGER No
WILTON 0439 CANAL ST. BR. GIRDER-FLR B No
WILTON 0429 UNDERPASS GIRDER-FLR B No
WILTON 6379 LIBRARY ACCESS STRINGER No
WILTON 2102 BRIDGES STRINGER No
WILTON 0436 DRYDEN STRINGER No
WILTON 2813 STONY BROOK SLAB No
WILTON 3682 RAND CULVERT No
WILTON 2484 LOW ER MILL T BEAM No
WILTON 2341 HALL SLAB No
WILTON 0430 WILSON POND STR.  BRIDGE STRINGER No
WINDHAM 2939 WH ITES CULVERT No
WINDHAM 2787 SOUTH W INDHAM T BEAM No
WINDHAM 2315 GLANTZ SLAB No
WINDHAM 5298 ANDERSON STRINGER No
WINDHAM 0266 GAMBO FALLS BR TRUSS Yes
WINDHAM 3059 INKHORN CULVERT No
WINDHAM 0234 JONES STRINGER No
WINDHAM 5061 DOLES SLAB No
WINDHAM 0302 BLACK BROOK BR STRINGER No
WINDHAM 3018 LOVEITT STRINGER No
WINDSOR 3611 COLBURN SLAB No
WINDSOR 5541 BARTON BROOK ARCH No
WINDSOR 5543 MAXCYS SLAB No
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WINDSOR 3803 SAMPSON ARCH No
WINDSOR 3249 YORK STRINGER No
WINN 2737 SALMON BROOK SLAB No
WINSLOW 3228 MILE BROOK GIRDER-FLR B No
WINSLOW 3710 SHODDY HOLLOW RIGID FRAME No
WINSLOW 2362 HAYDEN SLAB No
WINSLOW 0511 MAST BRIDGE ARCH No
WINSLOW 0509 FISH CULVERT No
WINTER HARBOR 3240 MILL STREAM SLAB No
WINTERPORT 5487 CLEMENT ARCH No
WINTERPORT 5655 CONANT STREAM CULVERT No
WINTERPORT 1143 B&ARR/RIVER RD & MARSH R. GIRDER-FLR B Yes
WINTERPORT 3342 LEWIS WHITE SLAB No
WINTERPORT 3344 TIBBETTS STRINGER No
WINTERPORT 3634 PLUMMER SLAB No
WINTERPORT 2606 NEW R OAD SLAB No
WINTHROP 5521 RTE US202 OVER MCRR STRINGER No
WINTHROP 5729 NEW MILL STREAM CULVERT No
WINTHROP 2567 MILL STREAM SLAB No
WISCASSET 2607 NEW R OAD SLAB No
WOODLAND 3705 EDDY T BEAM No
WOODLAND 3826 DEADWATER BROOK BRIDGE CULVERT No
WOODSTOCK 1516 ANDRE W S #2 SLAB Yes
WOODSTOCK 3590 ANDREW S CULVERT Yes
WOODSTOCK 3604 DAV IS RIGID FRAME No
WOODSTOCK 2992 SANBORN SLAB No
WOODSTOCK 2722 ROBBINS SLAB No
W OODV ILLE 5595 BIG EBHORSE ARCH No
W OODV ILLE 5596 LITTLE EBHORSE CULVERT No
WOOLW ICH 3197 DYKE CULVERT No
WOOLW ICH 0987 NEQUASSET OVER MCRR GIRDER-FLR B No
WOOLW ICH 1013 REED STREET STRINGER No
WOOLW ICH 2577 MONTSWEAG FARM SLAB No
WOOLW ICH 1012 MDOT RR OVER STRINGER No
WOOLW ICH 0986 HEDGE CULVERT No
WOOLW ICH 5399 ARROW SIC RD OVERPASS STRINGER No
WOOLW ICH 3039 STATIO N 46 STRINGER No
WOOLW ICH 0985 HAWT HORNE BK STRINGER No
WOOLW ICH 2601 OLD NEQUASSET T BEAM No
WOOLW ICH 0983 J. BAILEY BR CULVERT No
WOOLW ICH 0994 NEQUASSET BROOK STRINGER No
WYMAN TWP. (T4 R3 5342 STONEY BROOK STRINGER No
YARMOUTH 5230 MAIN STREET T BEAM Yes
YARMOUTH 5635 ELLIS C. SNODGRASS MEM. STRINGER No
YARMOUTH 5444 NORT H ELM GIRDER-FLR B No
YARMOUTH 5229 EAST MAIN ST. BRIDGE T BEAM No
YARMOUTH 6135 LITTLE JOHNS ISLAND GIRDER-FLR B No
YARMOUTH 3416 DAVIS LANDING SLAB No
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YARMOUTH 3313 MCRR CROSSING TRUSS No
YARMOUTH 2272 FALLS BRIDGE ARCH Yes
YARMOUTH 0338 HODSON SLAB No
YARMOUTH 0210 OVERPASS TRUSS Yes (Relocated)
YARMOUTH 3983 COTT ON MILL STRINGER No
YARMOUTH 3800 ROYAL RIVER STRINGER No
YORK 1308 YORK RIVER SB STRINGER No
YORK 5176 PASSACONW AY T BEAM No
YORK 3223 CHASES POND SLAB No
YORK 3096 SEW ALLS STRINGER Yes
YORK 2715 RICES STRINGER No
YORK 2127 CAPE NEDDICK SLAB No
YORK 2393 ICE POND SLAB No
YORK 3592 CLARKS STRINGER No
YORK 6227 YORK RIVER NB STRINGER No
YORK 1313 JOSIAS RIVER CULVERT No
YORK 1311 CAPE NEDDICK RIVER CULVERT No
YORK 2469 LITTLE RIVER CULVERT No
YORK 3500 BARRELL STRINGER No
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Section V.  National Register Listed/Eligible Historic Bridges
As of August 2004, 136 existing National Register-listed or eligible bridges had been
identified.  
Bridge Ownership
Of the 136 identified Listed or Eligible bridges, ownership of the bridges is as fol lows:
State 78
Municipal 17
Federal 16 *15 in Acadia NP; 1 at Portsmouth
Naval Ship Yard)
Private 1
Railroad 19
Joint Ownership (Maine-Canada) 2
Joint Ownership (Maine-NH) 3
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Number of Listed/Eligible Bridges by Type
The 136 Listed or Eligible historic bridges include the following bridge types:
Bridge Type Number of
Listed/Eligible
Examples in Survey
Stone Slab 4
Stone Arch 9
Reinforced Concrete Deck Arch 16
Reinforced Concrete Open Spandrel Arch 1
Reinforced Concrete Thru Arch 3
Steel Thru Arch 1
Wood Thru Truss (Covered) 7
Steel  Thru Truss 22
Steel  Pony Truss 2
Steel  Deck Truss 4
Steel Swing Span 4
Steel Vertical Lift 2
Suspension 3
Steel Stringer 7
Steel Girder-Floorbeam 22
Reinforced Concrete Slab 4
Reinforced Concrete T Beam 6
Reinforced Concrete Thru Girder 1
Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert 1
Reinforced Concrete Rigid Frame 17
Listed/Eligible Bridges in Alphabetical Town Order
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ALNA DOCK 3284 TRUSS
ANDOVER LOVEJOY 1001 TRUSS
ARR OW SIC MAX L. WILDER MEMORIAL 2026 TRUSS
ARR OW SIC BACK RIVER 3016 TRUSS
ASHLAND B&ARR/SA 5&ARO R  RR#A44.74 0159 TRUSS
AUBURN SOUTH BRIDGE 3330 TRUSS
AUGUSTA MEMORIAL 5196 TRUSS
AUGUSTA WAT ER STREET 0563 ARCH
AUGUSTA WAT ER ST BR. UNDERPASS 0564 GIRDER-FLR B
AUGUSTA RIGGS 2719 ARCH
BAR HARBOR KEBO BROOK (NPS# 018P) 0469 ARCH
BAR HARBOR OVERP ASS(W EST ST -NPS#010P 0472 ARCH
BAR HARBOR EAGLE LAK E RD (NPS  #01255 0458 ARCH
BAR HARBOR MOUNTAIN RD 0471 ARCH
BAR HARBOR RTE #3 OV ERPASS  (NPS 0060 5380 RIGID FRAME
BAR HARBOR OVERPASS (NPS 1700-002P) 0470 ARCH
BIDDEFORD ELM ST BR 1351 TRUSS
BINGHAM TOM COLLINS 2845 GIRDER-FLR B
BLUE HILL VILLAGE 2893 SLAB
BLUE HILL BLUE HILL FALLS 5038 ARCH
BRIDGTON SANDY CREEK 3966 RIGID FRAME
BRISTOL HERBERT 0633 STRINGER
BRISTOL ARCH BRIDGE 0619 ARCH
BRUNSWICK FREE / BLACK 0323 TRUSS
BRUNSWICK FRANK J.  WOOD (ANDROSCOG) 2016 TRUSS
BUXTON WEST BUXTON 3340 TRUSS
CAMBRIDGE PARKMAN/FERGUSON STREAM 2276 RIGID FRAME
CARIBOU AROOSTOOK RIVER 5572 TRUSS
CHINA BRANC H MILLS 2096 SLAB
COLUM BIA FALLS PLEASANT RIVER 2674 T BEAM
CORINTH ROBYVILLE 1003 TRUSS
DEER ISLE DEER ISLE SEDGWICK 3257 SUSPENSION
DURHAM DURHAM 3334 TRUSS
EAST MACHIAS POPE MEMORIAL 2682 ARCH
ELLSWORTH GRAHAM LAKE DAM BRIDGE 0463 T BEAM
FALMOUTH MILL CREEK 2560 ARCH
FORT KENT INTERNATIONAL 2398 TRUSS
FRANKFORT B&ARR/T W  & BROO K RR#14.58 1132 GIRDER-FLR B
FRANKFORT B&ARR / MO NROE  RD RR#1603 1130 STRINGER
FRANKFORT B&ARR / T OW N W AY RR#15.61 1136 STRINGER
FREEPORT RR CROSSING 3172 RIGID FRAME
FRYEBURG HEMLOCK 1004 TRUSS
FRYEBURG CHARLES RIVER 2151 GIRDER-FLR B
GARDINER NEW  MILLS 2605 TRUSS
GILEAD ANDROSCOGGIN R 5084 TRUSS
HALLOW ELL WAT ER STREET 5391 GIRDER-FLR B
HALLOW ELL VAUGHAN MEM. BR. 0490 ARCH
Listed/Eligible Bridges in Alphabetical Town Order
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HALLOW ELL SECOND ST BR 0565 GIRDER-FLR B
HAMPDEN B&ARR#27.731PAPER MILL RD 3526 GIRDER-FLR B
HARPSW ELL BAILEY ISLAND BRIDGE 2033 T BEAM
HARRISON RYEFIELD BRIDGE 0238 TRUSS
HARTLAND WAT ER STREET 1097 SLAB
HERMON B&ARR/HAMOND&MCR 5420 GIRDER-FLR B
HO LLIS BAR MILLS 3333 TRUSS
HO LLIS CANAL 1525 TRUSS
HOULTON OLD IRON 2629 RIGID FRAME
HOWLAND PISC ATA QU IS 3040 TRUSS
KINGFIELD CENTENNIAL 5852 ARCH
KITTERY BADGER ISLAND 2031 STRINGER
KITTERY SARAH MILDRED LONG 3641 TRUSS
KITTERY MEMORIAL BRIDGE 2546 TRUSS
KITTERY VIADUCT 5276 GIRDER-FLR B
KITTERY NAVY YARD ENT. 1357 GIRDER-FLR B
LEBANON EAST ROCHESTER 2257 ARCH
LEEDS NORTH TURNER EAST 3214 TRUSS
LEWISTON CHESTNUT STREET 5003 ARCH
LINCOLN PLT BENNETT 1005 TRUSS
LITTLETON WAT SON COVERED 1006 TRUSS
MACW AHOC  PLT KINGMAN ROAD 5021 T BEAM
MADAWASKA INTERNATIONAL 2399 TRUSS
MECHA NIC FALLS MECHA NIC FALLS 2540 RIGID FRAME
MILBRIDGE GREAT SOUTH 1475 GIRDER-FLR B
MILO MEADOW 0965 ARCH
MILO MILO WEST OPENING 2573 ARCH
MT DESERT BRIDGE (NPS # 031P) 0467 RIGID FRAME
MT DESERT CARRIAGE RD BR (NPS#004P) 0478 RIGID FRAME
MT DESERT BRIDGE 1 0466 RIGID FRAME
MT DESERT OTTER CREEK (NPS # 019P) 0475 ARCH
MT DESERT OVERP ASS(NPS#0265) 0559 ARCH
MT DESERT BRIDGE (NPS # 030P) 0479 RIGID FRAME
MT DESERT OVERPASS 0459 ARCH
MT DESERT RICHARDSON BROOK 5042 SLAB
MT DESERT OVERP ASS(NPS #0055) 0477 ARCH
MT DESERT BRIDGE (NPS # 032P) 0468 RIGID FRAME
NAPLES SONGO LOCK DRAW 2780 GIRDER-FLR B
NEW PORTLAND CARABASSET 5131 ARCH
NEW PORTLAND WIRE BRIDGE 3383 SUSPENSION
NEW SHARON NEW SHARON BRIDGE 2608 TRUSS
NEWRY ARTIST COVERED 1007 TRUSS
NORRIDGEWOCK COVERED 2187 ARCH
PARSO NSFIELD PORTER COVERED 1010 TRUSS
PEMBROKE ARCH BRIDGE 2021 ARCH
PHILLIPS LOWER VILLAGE 5063 ARCH
PORTLAND CLARK ST. OVERPASS 0328 ARCH
T OW N N AM E BRIDGE NAME BRIDGE# BRIDGE T YPE
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PORTLAND DANFORTH ST CROSSING 3525 RIGID FRAME
PORTLAND ST JOHN ST UNDERPASS 0327 TRUSS
PORTLAND PARK AVE UNDERPASS 0326 GIRDER-FLR B
PROSPECT WALDO HANCOCK 3008 SUSPENSION
RICHMOND MAINE KENNEBEC 2506 TRUSS
RUMFORD HARTFORD ST.  BRIDGE 3638 ARCH
RUMFORD MORSE 2585 ARCH
RUMFORD CHISHOLM PARK 2990 ARCH
RUMFORD MARTIN MEMORIAL (RUMF.PT) 3248 TRUSS
SACO JAMES ST BR 1355 GIRDER-FLR B
SACO SOMESVILLE BRIDGE 3412 STRINGER
SACO WH ARF ST BR 1353 STRINGER
SACO COMMON ST BR 1354 GIRDER-FLR B
SACO BEACH ST BR 1364 GIRDER-FLR B
SACO OLD ORCHARD RD BR 1365 GIRDER-FLR B
SACO FRONT ST BR 1352 GIRDER-FLR B
SALEM TWP MILL POND 2565 TRUSS
SANFORD BRIDGE ST 1358 ARCH
SANFORD JELLISON BRIDGE 1302 STRINGER
SOUTH PORTLAND VETERANS MEMORIAL 3945 GIRDER-FLR B
SOUTHPORT SOUTHPORT 2789 TRUSS
STOCKTON SPRINGS B & A RR # 07 .51 /TW 5388 GIRDER-FLR B
STOW LITTLE COLD RIVER 3581 RIGID FRAME
STRONG MCLEARY BR. 0403 CULVERT
THOMASTON WADSW ORTH STREET 2904 TRUSS
TOPSHAM MILL RD OVERPASS 0999 STRINGER
TURNER NORTH TURNER W EST 1474 TRUSS
UNION YOUNGS 2971 RIGID FRAME
VASSALBORO SEVEN MILE BROOK 3657 GIRDER-FLR B
VASSALBORO LEIGH 2454 T BEAM
WATERBORO JOHNS ONS MILL 3876 ARCH
WATERFORD WATSONS 0747 SLAB
W ELLS BUFFAM (OLD) 0821 SLAB
W ELLS B&M RR UNDERPASS 5337 GIRDER-FLR B
W HITEFIELD PARTRIDGE 2650 RIGID FRAME
WINDHAM GAMBO FALLS BR 0266 TRUSS
WINTERPORT B&ARR/RIVER RD & MARSH R. 1143 GIRDER-FLR B
WOODSTOCK ANDREW S 3590 CULVERT
WOODSTOCK ANDRE W S #2 1516 SLAB
YARMOUTH FALLS BRIDGE 2272 ARCH
YARMOUTH MAIN STREET 5230 T BEAM
YORK SEW ALLS 3096 STRINGER
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 Listed/Eligible Bridges by Type
Stone Slab
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Hartland 1097/Water Street ca. 1925 No Municipal Significant example of  type.
Mt. Desert 5042/Richardson Brook ca.1930 No State Significant for association with
development of Acadia NP
Strong 0403/McLeary ca.1879 No State Significant for association with
narrow-gauge logging railroad
(Sandy River RR).
Waterford 0747/Watsons 1890 Yes Municipal Individual ly eligible example of
type, also contributing to a
potential historic district.
Stone Arch
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Augusta 2719/Riggs ca.1900 No State Significant example of  a stone
arch.
Augusta 0563/Water St. 1854 No Municipal Oldest stone arch Identified.
Bristol 0619/Arch Unknown No Municipal NR-listed, 2003.
Falmouth 2560/Mill Creek 1894 No State Significant example of  stone
arch.
Hallowell 0490/Vaughan Memorial 1905 No Municipal Very fine example, good
aesthet ics.
Milo 0965/Meadow ca. 1895 No Municipal Built by B&A RR.
Pembroke 2021/Arch Bridge 1894 No Municipal An excellent example.
Portland 0328/Clark St. Ov erpass ca.1873 No State Fine example of a stone arch;
historically associated with
Boston & Maine RR development
of Portland terminal.
Sanford 1358/Bridge St. 1903 No Municipal Representative example of type.
V-7
Reinforced Concrete Deck Arch
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Note
Bar Harbor 0469/Kebo Brook 1938 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Bar Harbor 0470/Overpass 1938 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Bar Harbor 0471/Mountain Rd.
Underpass
1951 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Bar Harbor 0472/Overpass 1953 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Bar Harbor 0458/Eagle Lake Rd. 1928 Yes Federal NR Listed.  Acadia Carriage
Paths/Bridges & Gatehouses.
East Machias 2682/Pope Memorial 1902 Yes State Contributes to NR Listed East
Machias HD.  Oldest r.c. arch
bridge in state.
Kingfield 5852/Centennial 1916 Yes State Only ribbed closed spandrel arch
identified.  Contributes to potential
historic district.
Lebanon 2257/East Rochester 1945 No State-NH Representative example of its
type with stone veneer.
Milo 2573/West Opening 1915 No State Complete, early extant example
of its type
Mt. Desert 0559/Overpass 1933 Yes Federal NR Listed.  Acadia Carriage
Paths/Bridges & Gatehouses.
Mt. Desert 0475/Otter Creek 1938 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
New Portland 5131/Carabasset 1923 State Significant example of  its type
representing an early MSHC
design.
Phillips 5063/Lower Village 1927 No State Representative example of its
type.
Rumford 3638/Hartford St. ca.1915 No Municipal Significant example of its
type/design.
Waterboro 3876/Johnsons Mill 1920 Yes State Contributing to Johnson Mill
complex.
Yarmouth 2272/Falls Bridge 1930 No State Representative example of its
type.
V-8
Reinforced Concrete Thru Arch
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Blue Hill 5038/Blue Hill Falls 1926 No State A stunning bridge in a stunning
setting.  Signif icant example of
its type/design.
Lewiston 5003/Chestnut St. 1927 Yes State Significant example of its
type/design, and contributing to
Bates Mill complex.
Norridgewock 2187/Covered 1928 No State Significant example of its
type/design.  Noteworthy design
by MSHC.
Reinforced Concrete Open Spandrel Arch
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Rumford 2990/Chisolm Park 1929 No State Significant as the state s only
open spandrel arch bridge.  Fine
example of  the work of the
MSHC.
Steel Thru Arch
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Rumford 2585/Morse 1935 No State Only example of its type/design. 
Significant New Deal era
accomplishment of the MSHC.
Wood Thru Truss (Covered)
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Andover 1001/Lovejoy 1868 No State Paddleford truss design, unique
to northern New England.  NR-
listed.
Corinth 1003/Robyville 1876 No State Rare Long truss design.  NR-
listed.
Fryeburg 1004/Hemlock 1857 No State Paddleford truss design, unique
to northern New England.  NR-
listed.
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Lincoln Plt. 1005/Bennett 1898 No State Paddleford truss design, unique
to northern New England.  NR-
listed.
Littleton 1006/Watson Covered 1911 No Municipal Only Howe thru truss.  NR-listed.
Newry 1007/Artists Covered 1872 No State Paddleford truss design, unique
to northern New England.  NR-
listed.
Parsonfield 1010/Porter Covered 1889 No Municipal Paddleford truss design, unique
to northern New England.  NR-
listed.
Steel Thru Truss
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Arrowsic 2026/Max Wilder 1950 No State A very successful  canti lever truss
bridge named for Max Wilder,
state bridge engineer.
Auburn 3330/South Bridge 1937 No State Significant example of  riveted
Warren thru truss.
Biddeford 1351/Elm Street 1928 No Railroad Significant example of  riveted
Baltimore thru truss.  Associated
with Saco-Biddeford grade
separation of Boston & Maine
RR.
Brunswick 0323/Free Black 1909 No Municipal Unusual double-deck design built
by Maine Central RR.  Riv eted
Baltimore thru trusses with
suspended lower deck.
Brunswick 2016/Frank J. Wood 1932 Yes State Contributing to Brunswick
Topsham Industrial historic
district.
Buxton 3340/West Buxton 1937 Yes State Significant continuous riveted
Warren thru truss design.  Also
contributing to potential W.
Buxton HD.
Durham 3334/Durham 1937 No State Significant continuous riveted
Warren thru truss design.
Fort Kent 2398/International 1929 No State-
Canada
Significant riveted Pennsylvania
thru truss design by MSHC.
Gardiner 2605/New Mills 1908 No State Former electric railway bridge. 
Significant riveted Warren thru
truss design.
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Gilead 5084/Androscoggin R. 1921 No State Significant example of  riveted
Camelback thru truss design.
Harrison 0238/Ryefield 1912 No Municipal Significant double-intersection
Warren truss design.  Only
example identi fied.
Hollis 1525/Canal 1937 No State Riveted W arren thru truss
significant because built in
association with #3333.
Hollis 3333/Bar Mills 1937 No State Significant continuous riveted
Warren thru truss design.
Howland 3040/Piscataquis 1929 No State Significant example of  riveted
Pennsylvania thru truss design by
MSHC.
Leeds 3214/N. Turner East 1936 No State Significant example of  riveted
Camelback thru truss. 1 of 2
bridges in row at this crossing.
Madawaska 2399/International 1921 No State-
Canada
Significant example of  riveted
Pennsylvania thru truss design.
Early project of the MSHC with
significant impact on the region.
New Sharon 2608/New Sharon 1916 No Municipal The state s last big pin-connected
truss highway bridge. 
Pennsylvania design.
Portland 0327/St. John St.
Underpass
1890 No Railroad  A very early and signi ficant
riveted Bal timore truss design
fabricated by the Boston Bridge
Works.
Rumford 3248/Martin Memorial 1955 Yes State Contributing to potential Rumford
Pt. HD.
Salem Twp. 2565/Mill Pond 1929 No State Significant example of  riveted
Pratt truss design by the MSHC.
Thomaston 2904/Wadsworth St. 1925 No State Significant as former (non-
operable) rolling counterweight
bascule.  Only example
identified.
Turner 1474/North Turner W est 1936 No State Significant example of  riveted
Parker thru truss.  1 of 2 bridges
at crossing.
Steel Pony Truss
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
V-11
Alna 3284/Dock 1936 Yes State Contributing to Alna Rural
historic district.  Riveted Warren
pony truss.
Windham 0266/Gambo Falls 1912 No Municipal Significant example of  riveted
Warren pony truss.
Steel Deck Truss
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Ashland 0159/B&A RR MP.44.74 1902 No Railroad Excellent example of pin-
connected Pratt deck truss for
rail road loadings.
Arrowsic 3016/Back River 1933 No State Distinctive example of  riveted
Pratt deck truss design by
MSHC.
Augusta 5196/Memorial 1949 No State Significant example of  cantilever
truss design by MSHC.  1 of 3 in
state.
Caribou 5572/Aroostook River 1952 No State Significant example of  cantilever
truss design by MSHC.  1 of 3 in
state.
Steel Swing Span
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Millbridge 1475/Great South 1936 No State Centerbearing with girder-
floorbeam superstructure.
Significant example of  its type.
Naples 2780/Songo Lock Draw 1901 No State Oldest identified operable
movable bridge.  Girder-
floorbeam superstructure.
Richmond 2506/Maine Kennebec 1931 No State Centerbearing with thru truss
superstructure.  Significant
example of  its type/design.
Southport 2789/Southport 1939 No State Centerbearing with thru truss
superstructure.  Significant
example of  its type/design.
Steel Vertical Lift
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Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Kittery 2546/Memorial 1921 No State-NH Significant example of  a vertical
lift bridges by noted engineer J.
A. L. Waddell
Kittery 3641/Sarah Mildred Long 1940 No State-NH Significant example of vertical lift
bridge with mid-20th-c. details. 
Moderne-style architectural
detai ls.
Suspension
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Deer Isle 3257/Deer Isle Sedgwick 1931 No State Nationally signif icant example of
its type/design by noted engineer
David Steinman.
New Portland 3383/Wire Bridge ca.1866 No State An early and unique example of
this important bridge type. 
Nationall significant.  ASCE
landmark.
Prospect 3008/Waldo Hancock 1939 No State Nationally signif icant example of
its type/design by noted engineer
David Steinman.
Steel Stringer
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Bristol 0633/Herbert ca. 1950 Yes Municipal Contributing to potential  Bristol
Mills Historic District.
Kittery 2031/Badger Island 1938 No State Significant as an early continuous
design by the MSHC.
Saco 3412/Somesville 1937 No State Significant as an early continuous
design of the MSHC.
Saco 1353/Wharf  Street 1928 No Railroad Significant in association with the
Boston & Maine RR Saco-
Biddeford grade separation.
Sanford 1302/Jellison 1920 No State Significant as example of steel
stringer with concrete jack arch
deck.
Topsham 0999/Mill  Rd Overpass 1909 No State The approach span to the Free
Black bridge (#0323).
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York 3096/Sewalls 1934 Yes State Contributing to York HD. 
Significant as one of the nation s
earliest bridge preservation
projects.
Steel Girder-Floorbeam
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Augusta 0564/Water Street
Underpass
1914 No State Significant as the approach span
to the MCRR Kennebec River
truss bridge.
Frankfort 1136/B&A RR MP 15.61 1905 No Railroad Significant for association with
the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
Frankfort 1130/B&A RR MP 16.03 1905 No Railroad Significant for association with
the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
Frankfort 1132/B&A RR MP 14.58 1905 No Railroad Significant example of its
type/design built in association
with the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
Fryeburg 2151/Charles River 1930 Yes State Contributing to Potential
Fryeburg-Charles River Rural
HD.
Hallowell 5391/Water Street 1914 Yes State Contributing to Hallowell HD.
Hallowell 0565/Second Street 1930 Yes State Contributing to Hallowell HD.
Hampden 3526/B&A RR MP 27.73 1905 No Railroad Significant example of its
type/design built in association
with the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
Hermon 5420/B&A RR MP 29.64 1905 No Railroad Significant example of its
type/design built in association
with the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
Kittery 5276/Viaduct 1921 No State Significant as the approach
spans to the Memorial vertical lift
bridge (#2546).
Kittery 1357/Navy Yard Entrance 1919 Yes Federal Contributing to Portsmouth Navy
Yard HD.
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Portland 0326/Park Av e Underpass 1890 No Railroad Significant example of an early
concrete-encased girder built by
the Portland Union Railway
Station Co.
Saco 1352/Front St 1928 No Railroad Significant in association with the
Boston & Maine RR Saco-
Biddeford grade separation.
Saco 1354/Common St 1928 No Railroad Significant in association with the
Boston & Maine RR Saco-
Biddeford grade separation.
Saco 1355/James St 1928 No Railroad Significant in association with the
Boston & Maine RR Saco-
Biddeford grade separation.
Saco 1365/Old Orchard Rd 1927 No Railroad Significant in association with the
Boston & Maine RR Saco-
Biddeford grade separation.
Saco 1364/Beach St 1928 No Railroad Significant in association with the
Boston & Maine RR Saco-
Biddeford grade separation.
South Portland 3945/Veterans Memorial 1954 No State Significant in the context of  the
development of Portland harbor
and an early urban project of the
MSHC.
Stockton
Springs
5388/B&A RR MP 7.51 1905 No Railroad Significant for association with
the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
Vassalboro 3657/Seven Mile Brook 1940 No State Significant example of an early
continuous/cantilever design by
the MSHC.
Wells 5337/B&M RR Underpass 1920 No Railroad Significant in association with
development of Boston & Maine
RR main line.
Winterport 1143/B&A RR/River Rd 1905 No Railroad Significant example of its
type/design built in association
with the Bangor & Aroostook RR
LaGrange-Searsport line.
V-15
Reinforced Concrete Slab
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Blue Hill 2893/Village 1930 Yes State Contributing to Blue Hill HD.
China 2096/Branch Mills 1931 Yes State Contributing to Palermo HD.
Wells 0821/Buffam (Old) 1909 No Municipal Signi ficant as the oldest
identified reinforced concrete
slab bridge in state.  Built as an
early improvement to Boston-
Portland post road.
Woodstock 1516/Andrews #2 1938 Yes State Contributing to Potential S.
Woodstock HD.
Reinforced Concrete T  Beam
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Columbia Falls 2674/Pleasant River 1920 Yes State Contributing to potential
Columbia Falls HD.
Ellsworth 0463/Graham Lake Dam
Bridge
1922 No Private Significant in association with the
Graham Lake Dam.
Harpswell 2033/Bailey Island 1926 No State Main span is T beam, but
approach spans are famous
granite cribbage. NR-listed. 
ASCE landmark.
Macwahoc Plt 5021/Kingman Road 1919 No State Significant early example of its
type/design by the MSHC.
Vassalboro 2454/Leigh 1918 No State Significant early example of its
type/design by the MSHC.
Yarmouth 5230/Main Street 1948 No State Handsome continuous design by
the MSHC.
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Reinforced Concrete Thru Girder
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Bingham 2845/Tom Collins 1916 No State Only complete example of  the
bridge type.
Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Woodstock 3590/Andrews 1938 Yes State Contributing to potential S.
Woodstock HD.
Reinforced Concrete Rigid Frame
Town Bridge#/Name Date Contributing
to HD ?
Owner Notes
Bar Harbor 5380/Route 3 Overpass 1940 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Bridgton 3966/Sandy Creek 1949 No State Representative example of its
type.
Cambridge 2276/Parkman Rd-
Ferguson Stream
1929 No State Representative example of its
type.
Freeport 3172/RR Crossing 1936 No State Representative example of its
type.
Houlton 2629/Old Iron 1944 No State Significant early continuous
multiple span rigid frame bridge
by the MSHC.  Built as WWII
defense project.
Mechanic Falls 2540/Mechanic Falls 1949 No State Significant example of its
type/design.
Mt Desert 0478/Carriage Rd Bridge 1952 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Mt Desert 0479/Bridge NPS 030P 1928 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Mt Desert 0477/Bridge NPS 0055 1939 Yes Federal NR Listed.  Acadia Carriage
Paths/Bridges & Gatehouse.
Mt Desert 0468/Bridge NPS 032P 1928 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Mt Desert 0467/Bridge NPS 031P 1928 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Mt Desert 0466/Bridge1 1928 Yes Federal Acadia NP Roads & Bridges.
Mt Desert 0459/Overpass 1932 Yes Federal NR Listed. Acadia Carriage
Paths/Bridges & Gatehouses.
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Portland 3525/Danforth St.
Crossing
1939 No Railroad Representative example of its
type.
Stow 3581/Little Cold Riv er 1938 No State Representative example of its
type.
Union 2971/Youngs 1917 No State Signi ficant as an early low-rise
rigid frame by the MSHC.
Whitefield 2650/Partridge 1935 No State Significant example of its
type/design by the MSHC.
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Bridges Recommended Eligible by the MDOT Historic Bridge Inventory (1999-2001)
and Later Replaced or Relocated Off System.
T OW N N AM E BRIDGE# BRIDGE NAME BRIDGE T YPE NR RECOMM ENDATION
BERWICK 5429 GRANTS RR OVERPASS TRUSS Yes (Relocated)
BERWICK 5352 HOBBS RR OVERPASS TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
FAIRFIELD 1522 KENNEBEC RIVER CENTER TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
FAIRFIELD 3106 KENNEBEC RIVER EAST TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
FAIRFIELD 1523 KENNEBEC RIVER WEST TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
KENNEBUNK 3597 OVERPASS-SUMMER ST STRINGER Yes (Replaced)
HARMONY 1022 BAILEY TRUSS Yes (Replaced)
HOULTON 3874 HIGHLAND AVENUE GIRDER-FLR B Yes (Replaced)
MT DESERT 0356 UL #1 SLAB Yes (Replaced)
PARSO NSFIELD 2432 KEZAR FA LLS ARCH Yes (Replaced)
PORTLAND 6015 B ROAD OVERPASS STRINGER Yes (Replaced)
PORTLAND 6016 DANFORTH ST. VIADUCT STRINGER Yes (Replaced)
SANFORD 1359 WASHINGTO N ST BR ARCH Yes (Replaced)
YARMOUTH 0210 OVERPASS TRUSS Yes (Relocated)
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